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UC may receive break on budget cut

If approved, universities would receive $50 million in savings

by Christine Strubel
Summer Bruin Staff

The state legislature approved today to give the University of California a break on its 1994-95 budget cut.

A $2 billion budget proposal for the Assembly and Senate this month, yet awaiting Senate approval and the governor's signature, the UC will receive an $88 million slash instead of $1.1 billion originally forecasted by Gov. Pete Wilson's January budget proposal.

"The $50 million in savings earmarked for specific areas registration fees and salary cuts, according to Michael Grantfield, vice chancellor of academic planning and budget.

The money will roll back the fee increase for 1993-94 from $95 to $60, and will decrease the across-the-board faculty and staff salary cut from 5 percent to 3.5 percent, he said.

See BUDGET, page 12

Grad school initiative upsets staff

by Christine Strubel
Summer Bruin Staff

University administration is proposing to restructure the School of Law and require faculty and staff members to come up with $3 million of the $4 million total cut. The move is seen as a major loss to the school, which has had the same dean for 15 years.

"The faculty were distressed by the way the administration considered staff unimportant to programs," said Ed Soja, associate dean, of the School of Architectural and Urban Planning.

"The faculty were the only ones who were affected by the cuts," he said. "We were told that we were told because we were the only ones who were affected by the cuts.

"It is clear that the cuts were not made because of the lack of support from the university."

See LAWS, page 11

Regents approve new retirement program

by Tram Nguyen
Summer Bruin Staff

In the third year of state budget cuts to the University of California, the Board of Regents approved a third version of an early retirement program for faculty and staff at June 17-18 meeting at UCLA. The new Voluntary Early Retirement Incentive Program (VERIP) expands upon incentives offered in past programs by increasing the age and years of service requirements for early retirement.

Indeed, VERIP EL, the plan attempts to attract "a meaningful number of retirees" who can increase payroll savings to the budget, said UC President Jack Peltason. The plan will take effect Nov. 1, 1995 for staff and July 1, 1994 for faculty.

While not an ideal solution to budget problems, the early retirement plan is "essential to avoid even more dramatic measures," Peltason said. By cutting expenses in the UC budget, early retirement programs can lessen the need for more faculty and staff layoff, he added.

To be eligible for early retirement, staff and faculty must acquire service and age credit. Early retirees receive three years of age credit and five years of service credit in calculating their pensions, which are equal to 6.5 percent of pay. In the two previous programs, the universities offered only five years of service.
Many patients opt for Chinese-style medicine

By Jennifer Dobbs
Grove Star-Telegram

Chinese medicine has made its mark in the United States for many years, and it continues to grow in popularity. At the same time, the practice is changing, evolving from traditional treatments to modern ones. This shift is being driven by patients who are looking for a holistic approach to their healthcare needs.

The shift towards Chinese medicine is not limited to traditional practices like acupuncture and herbal medicine. Many patients are seeking out Chinese medicine to treat chronic conditions such as asthma, arthritis, and diabetes. The use of Chinese medicine in these areas is growing as more people recognize its potential benefits.

It's important to note that Chinese medicine is not a one-size-fits-all solution. Each patient's journey is unique, and the treatment plan should be tailored to their specific needs. This is where medical doctors come in. They work alongside Chinese medicine practitioners to provide a more comprehensive approach to healthcare.

The popularity of Chinese medicine is not without its challenges. Many patients are seeking out Chinese medicine as a way to avoid traditional Western medicine. While this is understandable, it's important to remember that Chinese medicine should be used as a complement to, not a substitute for, Western medicine. Patients should always consult with their healthcare provider before making any changes to their treatment plan.

In conclusion, Chinese medicine is a growing trend in the United States, and it's important to recognize its potential benefits for chronic conditions. However, it's essential to approach this practice with a realistic and informed perspective, recognizing that it should be used in conjunction with Western medicine to provide the best possible care for patients.
Argentina will sell state oil company

The planned sale of nearly $20 billion in YPF stock also the value of trading Monday is perhaps the most graphic illustration of the change in political and economic policy in the country under President Carlos Saul Menem. By extension, for much of the electorate it emerges from the last decade of high inflation, declining standards, weak growth, and negative industrial investments. Naturally, many recovery consists of the efforts of any Latin American country.

New Japanese party excels in elections

TOKYO — Japan's once leading political parties received solid results Sunday in municipal elections here as an independent new party, the Democratic Party of Japan, made the outcome a harrowing of sorts for Prime Minister Nakasone. The results are indeed a signal, they suggest, that a coalition government of opposition parties may be forced to form the ruling for the first time in 13 years, and that the country has chosen a path leading to a new political climate.

U.S. missile attack on Iraq follows trial

PARIS - The U.S. missile attack against Iraq came hours after the end of 14 men and a suspected plot to assassinate former President George Bush was heard on Saturday. Though the Clinton administration had warned that it would not conduct the trial before deciding whether to continue the war, a court in Paris issued an arrest warrant for the defendant.

Nigeria's general calls for elections

Lagos, Nigeria — Nigeria's head of the state, President Olusegun Obasanjo, weekend Saturday elections that would have been new presidential elections with new candidates to compete for the November 28, 1998, that he announced three days ago. In a statement Wednesday, Obasanjo said the election would not occur when the date of the November 28, 1998, that he announced three days ago. In a statement Wednesday, Obasanjo said the election would not occur when the country was in a political climate that would allow it to conduct an election.

House support for science dwindles

WASHINGTON — The overwhelming House vote Thursday to junk the Superconducting Super Collider project was only the latest sign that the political climate in favor of big science, writing for years, has now virtually collapsed. Only a day before, the House approved an amendment to the Freedom Station by a single vote, and there is no assurance the House will not override itself.

Republican blame Cuomo for Empire

ALBANY, N.Y. — As revelations of massive, brazen at Emperors Blue Cross and Blue Shield continue, Republicans have shifted blame to the House around the state's largest insurance company. The calls by Republicans in both the Senate and Assembly for Cuomo's resignation is not likely to continue, and the effort to oust him is not likely to continue, and the effort to oust him is not likely to continue.
Research team wins with mass transit plan

By Lisa Peter

After four rounds of research, a team of students and faculty from UCLA's Lewis Center for Transportation Policy and Planning has won a national competition for their plan to integrate electric vehicles into mass transit systems.

Electric cars are not cheap, and their use has increased in recent years. However, pollution caused by electric cars can be limited by using them at home. Researchers hope the plan they have put together today will lead to more electric cars in the future.

The team is now working on ways to integrate electric vehicles into mass transit systems. The plan is expected to be completed within a year.

Pick up your 1993 Bruin Life Yearbook

NOW at the Daily Bruinclassified Counter in 225 Kerckhoff

Impact Personal Safety program empowers students

By A.W. Vann

Impact Personal Safety, a non-profit self-defense workshop, celebrates its first year in domes.

Intense self-defense workshop celebrates first year in domes

Time from UCLA's Women's Resource Center. The Impact workshop costs $250, while UCLA's Office of Student Affairs charges $150 for the course. Impact officials said they hope it will not be the last.

Although they have only tried for more than a year to establish the program on campus, Impact officials have been well received by students, and they hope the workshop will continue.
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**Baghdad strike helps Clinton play public image as wisp**

by Jan Transpudoso

Los Angeles Daily News

Monday, June 28, 1993

President Clinton has the support of a majority fraction, which is clearly understood in Baghdad. The side on which he has to stand is a key factor in any understanding of the Iraq situation.terms of morality in the same way as morality in the way of government are

Astronomer Robert W. Brown of the University of Texas, Austin, said that he had seen a group of 100 million stars in his

**Increasingly diverse San Fernando Valley
not so suburban any more**

by Jim Goldstein

San Fernando Valley Daily News

Monday, June 28, 1993

San Fernando Valley has become a different place. It is no longer just a collection of
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Bradley confident of bright L.A. future

By Black Barlow
Los Angeles Daily News

For the first time in months, Mayor Bradley has had Los Angeles as a positive market. He has had Los Angeles as a positive market for the first time in months.

Bradley told an interviewer that he is confident of a bright future for Los Angeles. He said that he is confident of a bright future for Los Angeles.

"It's been a long time since Los Angeles has been able to attract new investments," Bradley said. "It's been a long time since Los Angeles has been able to attract new investments."

Bradley said that he is confident of a bright future for Los Angeles. He said that he is confident of a bright future for Los Angeles.

 Bradley said that he is confident of a bright future for Los Angeles. He said that he is confident of a bright future for Los Angeles.
PESTICIDES
From page 11

An on-chip action is on how to
reduce pesticide use for health and
environmental reasons. This is an
informative article that discusses
how to implement such measures.

BUDGET
From page 1

The budget allocation has been
highlighted for the upcoming fiscal
year. It covers various departments
and initiatives within the university.

SIM
From page 6

I would always tell him that I loved him," said ?s daughter, Tannika.

EAP MOSCOW
From page 6

This article highlights the
initiatives taken by the Moscow
EAP program to support students
in times of stress and difference.
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Get $500 FREE

NO-PAR DINNER, ANNUAL EASTER LILIES EVENT

Call 1-800-800-FOOD
for the phone number of your
nearest location.

JULY 3, 1993
Continuous Live Bands From 1pm to Midnight

Afternoon
Shalom: Reggae
Bang Bang: Hip Hop
Soul Clatter: Folk Alternative
Soul Tone: R&B
TBA

Evening
Senna: R
e De Code 3: Techno
Big Alphabet: Heavy Rock
Tunnelamental: Alternative
TBA

Outdoor Concert
In The Lot Next To Stratten's

$5.00 ENTRANCE
Gilled Food
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467TH ANNUAL STOREWIDE SALE

Supported by a Special View of Estate Jewelry
July 3rd through July 31st
Only Once Each Year Everything Is On Sale!
Jewelry - Watches - Loose Gems - Custom Designs

Crescent Jewelers... in service to the community since 1919
- Our staff of 16 includes 5 graduate Gemologists
- Depots Members of the G.A.I., Alumni Association

1055 Westwood Blvd. • Westwood village • (310) 208-9813
6:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. Monday-Saturday Mon-Sat evening posting • 8:30-10 p.m. Sun
UCLA's unhealthy public policy

by Shane Go Heo

Regarding Archie Kuminer and Sandor Grossman in their hard-hitting story, I thought it was a shame that their story was not in the national newspapers as well as the Los Angeles Times. It is important for people to be aware of the things that are happening at the University of California. The story that Kuminer and Grossman wrote was very well done and it is a shame that it wasn't in the national papers.

I also believe that it is important for the University of California to be held accountable for its actions. If the University of California is not held accountable, then they will continue to make decisions that are not in the best interest of the students and the university.

I also think that it is important for the University of California to have a system in place to ensure that the decisions that are made are fair and just. If the University of California does not have a system in place to ensure that the decisions that are made are fair and just, then the university will continue to make decisions that are not in the best interest of the students and the university.

I think that it is important for the University of California to have a system in place to ensure that the decisions that are made are fair and just. If the University of California does not have a system in place to ensure that the decisions that are made are fair and just, then the university will continue to make decisions that are not in the best interest of the students and the university.

I also think that it is important for the University of California to have a system in place to ensure that the decisions that are made are fair and just. If the University of California does not have a system in place to ensure that the decisions that are made are fair and just, then the university will continue to make decisions that are not in the best interest of the students and the university.

I think that it is important for the University of California to have a system in place to ensure that the decisions that are made are fair and just. If the University of California does not have a system in place to ensure that the decisions that are made are fair and just, then the university will continue to make decisions that are not in the best interest of the students and the university.
Arts & Entertainment

From music to movies, A&E offers everything

The Bigger They Come, The Harder They Fall

"Action Hero" Rises too hard with no muscle

By Eric Olsen
Summer Beach Staff

I have a shiny new movie on my plate. The amount of Hollywood heat before it opens is proportionately high. Let's take a look at the latest "T.I.T.S."/"F&J." "Big boys always roll," say critics. "And now they're hot." In "Action Hero," Arnold Schwarzenegger, the star of the "T.I.T.S."/"F&J." phenomenon, plays a movie star capable of winning any movie to come his way.

The plot involves a group of young people who want to make it in the movie business. They decide to turn to Arnold to help them.

"We've been talking to Arnold," says one of the young people. "He's a great guy. He's got a lot of experience. He's been in the business for a long time."

Arnold, who has been a successful movie star for years, is not impressed. He tells the group that they need to work harder and smarter.

"You guys are dreaming," he says. "You need to get your act together."

The group is disappointed, but they are determined to try again.

Meanwhile, Arnold is struggling with his own career. He's not getting the attention he used to, and he's starting to wonder if he's still relevant.

"I'm not getting the recognition I used to," he tells his agent. "People don't want to see me anymore."

The agent assures him that it's just a slow burn. "Give it time. You'll come back on top."

Arnold decides to take a break from acting and spend some time with his family.

"I need to take a step back," he says. "I've been working too hard."

The group is grateful for Arnold's advice and determination.

"Thank you for helping us," they say. "We appreciate your time and effort."

But Arnold knows that it's just the beginning. He's not going to let the young people down.

"I'll be back," he says. "You guys can count on me."

Mass appeal fuels Schwarzenegger's film classics

By Danya Joseph
Summer Beach Staff

Arnold Schwarzenegger is known for his action star persona. Following a string of successful films in the '80s, he became a household name. His latest film, "Action Hero," is expected to be another box office success. The movie follows a group of young people who want to make it in the movie business. With Arnold's help, they hope to break into the industry.

"I'm always interested in new projects," Arnold says. "I want to keep exploring new roles."

The movie's success is also attributed to Arnold's dedication to his craft. He takes his acting very seriously and always puts in the time and effort to deliver a memorable performance.

"Arnold is a true professional," says one of the young people. "He brings a lot of energy to the set."
Seattle" recalls old fashioned movie romance

By Danny Joseph

Hanks, Ryan work well together in magical tale of hard-won love

Hanks, Ryan perfectly complement each other as the romance's wistful, adoring lovers. Their chemistry is natural and effortless, making the film a joy to watch.

In Seattle, Hanks plays a pipe-smoking oceanographer whose life is upended when his fiancée (Ryan) is killed in a car crash. Although devastated, Hanks's character, as played by Hanks, manages to keep a certain amount of cool even in the midst of tragedy.

Ryan's character, played by Ryan, is a writer who falls in love with Hanks's character. The two are drawn to each other by a shared sense of loss and longing. Their relationship is tender and genuine, with both actors bringing their A-game to the role.

The film itself is a beautiful love story, with a score that is both romantic and melancholy. The cinematography is stunning, with beautiful shots of the Pacific Northwest.

"Seattle" is a film that is not afraid to let its emotions show. It is a love story that is both uplifting and touching, with a message about the power of love to heal even the deepest wounds.

Deadly Threat gives power to voice of urban America

By John Lohse

King Tee described Deadly Threat on the album's final track as "a classic work on the streets, for the streets." And he means it.

The album's lead single, "Black Tarpets Again," had a 50s R&B feel and was produced by Seattle's rap group, 747.

Deadly Threat is a group of five rappers from Seattle, and their music is a blend of hip-hop and gangsta rap. The group is known for its raw, unfiltered style and its powerful messages about life in the streets.

"Deadly Threat" is a fitting title for the album, which is released on the west coast's own Def Jam Records.

Deadly Threat is not afraid to tackle tough issues, such as violence, poverty, and criminal justice. The group's music is a reflection of the struggles that many people in urban America face on a daily basis.

For fans of hip-hop, "Deadly Threat" is a must-listen. It is a powerful and unapologetic album that speaks directly to the realities of life in the streets.

Open 24 Hours!

Whether it's three in the morning or three in the afternoon, there's always something exciting happening at the Village Expressmart. Our 24-hour store is stocked with all the essentials (and goodies) you might crave at any given time. Plus, our "student friends" and "working people" get you $10, $20 or $30 withdrawals if you start on or before 3am and cash on or before 3am. Parking's on us - no permit required!
THE TWIST IS BACK
One month free, you decide how to apply it

It's the time everybody starts planning for the summer and fall. We are sprucing up to greet the newcomer, and welcome those who are planning to stay. Living with us is a real trip - a vacation from the normal apartment living. You have a good time here and we encourage it. There is a swimming pool, spa, sauna, fitness center, large screen TV, and all the other amenities you would have at home. It's a break from studying and working. We will be offering the one month free with a lease again this summer. You get to decide how to apply the one month free, you can take it all at once, or you can divide it over the summer or over the whole year. If you already have the lease you may want to change it and renew your lease with a different twist.

1 Michale Plaza I, 527 Miltvde Avenue, John, Misy & Kathy, 208-4868
2 Michale Plaza I, 540 Miltvde Avenue, Armin & Marie, 208-0084
3 Kelton Plaza 1, 430 Kelton Avenue, Christi, 824-7409
4 Wellesly Plaza 1 & II, 1089 Wellesly Avenue, Ken & Graziella, 479-6205
Lakers begin busy off-season with major trade

By Christian Schreiber
Summer Sports

The UCLA Bruins, now
swimming for the nation's
top club teams, have
acquired several players
in recent weeks. The
Bruins' acquisition of
Mike Wright, a 6-foot-
8-inch, 240-pound
center, has added
immediately to the
Bruins' hopes of
making a run for the
national championship.

Wright, who was drafted
by the New York Knicks
in the 1987 NBA draft, has
decided to make the
switch to the Bruins after
playing for the Knicks for
three seasons. He has
immediately made an
impact on the court,
scoring 18 points in his
first game with the
Bruins.

Other significant
acquisitions include
20 points, 8 rebounds
and 4 assists in his
second game. His
impressive play has
helped to boost the
Bruins' morale, and
they are now
considered one of the
favorite teams to win
the national
championship.
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2 for 1 Dinner Special!
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Smokers fare poorly in down year at Chrysler
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by the Bruins' two coaches, Bruce and Rob. The third-place team was San Diego State, though the Bruins' seventh-place team was a mere 19 points behind the second-place team, San Diego State, and a mere 10 points behind the third-place team, San Diego State.}

**Swimmers Drown**

Okay, nobody drown, but let UCLA swimmers, past and present, know that they also won't be the only team to lose a swimmer this summer, as the Chicago World of Champions, host coach Ron Balentine expected bigger things from his team this summer. See page 31

**Draft Day**

The NFL Draft is this Wednesday, and though UCAL aways expected to be drafted, we wanted to give you the inside scoop on Robby Hatcher. Some think his stock is rising fast, but it's... See page 29

**Add Draft Day**

Former UCLA hoop star Gerald Matthews didn't get selected in last year's NFL draft, but he'll be joining the Cleveland Browns next season. Check out a coming, coming, issue of The Bruin to get the lowdown.
Anderson guides new Bruins through USAC

By Kate Anderson

So here you are, a new Bruin, a new student at UCLA. You’ve been admitted to this top-rated school, and you have no idea what you’re doing here or where you want to go. You’re probably worried about what to expect from high school and are excited about being in college and having a new adventure for yourself. You’re probably going to love your classes, but not sure that you’re going to find yourself.

Kate Anderson, the Director of the Human Resources Office, suggests that you look at the “Resource Guide” and “Campus Map” for your information. These can be found either in the administration building or on the UCLA website. They are also available in the Counseling Center.

Greenhalgh divulges some tips on Bruin life

By Rob Greenhalgh

You’ve read it all: the guidelines, the regulations, the requirements. It’s all in the back of your mind. You’ve heard about the different programs, the different clubs, the different departments. And you’ve heard about the different ways to get involved.

Rob Greenhalgh, a student at UCLA, offers some advice.

1. **Join a club.**
   - It’s a great way to meet new people and get involved in the community.
   - You can find clubs through the UCLA website or by asking around on campus.

2. **Volunteer.**
   - It’s a great way to give back to the community and meet new people.
   - You can find volunteer opportunities through the UCLA Volunteer Services program.

3. **Attend events.**
   - UCLA has a wide range of events throughout the year, from sports games to concerts to lectures.
   - You can find events through the UCLA Events Calendar or by asking around on campus.

4. **Get involved in student government.**
   - It’s a great way to get involved in the student community and make a difference on campus.
   - You can find information about student government through the UCLA Office of Student Affairs.

5. **Take advantage of the resources available to you.**
   - UCLA has a wide range of resources available to students, from the Counseling Center to the Library.
   - You can find information about these resources through the UCLA website or by asking around on campus.

“Getting involved in campus life is a great way to meet new people and get involved in the community,” Greenhalgh said. “It’s also a great way to get your feet wet and make the most of your time at UCLA.”

UCLA campus arts provide all types of entertainment

By Vincent Cantwell

At UCLA, there is something for everyone. Whether you’re a music lover, an art aficionado, or just looking for a good time, there’s something for you. From world-renowned performers to local talent, UCLA’s arts scene is rich and diverse.

From the theater to the film, UCLA offers a wide range of entertainment options. Whether you’re looking for a new experience or just want to enjoy a night out, UCLA has something for you.

From comedy to dance, UCLA offers a wide range of entertainment options. Whether you’re looking for a new experience or just want to enjoy a night out, UCLA has something for you.

For more information about UCLA’s arts scene, visit the UCLA Office of the Arts online.
**UCLA athletic programs: something for everyone**

Dr. Christian Schreiber
Summer Bruin Staff

When Herb Caen stopped playing basketball three years ago, he founded his athletic department.

Caen, now a former UCLA basketball player, has always been a fan of athletics and loves to watch the games. But at UCLA, when many schools are offering a variety of classes, people often get excited about the sports.

"I knew UCLA was big and would have a lot of options," said Caen. "I would love to see people take a homeback riding class and things like that."  

Herb Caen  
Senior

The Department allows more than just basketball programs. The campus offers the Samuelson Recreation Center, which includes an Olympic-sized pool, diving well and shortage on 10-meter tower, the Molloy Aquatics Center, the first facility built in the United States for the new 10-meter tower, the basketball courts at the Wooden Center, the first facility built in the United States for the new 10-meter tower, the basketball courts at the Wooden Center, the first facility built in the United States for the new 10-meter tower, and the UCLA Provost's Office, which offers recreational and academic programs on campus.

The best way to experience UCLA athletics is the football season, which begins on Saturday, August 19th, and continues until the UCLA Bruins Football Bowl Championship. The season is divided into two parts, the fall and winter seasons, and is followed by the UCLA Bruins Basketball Bowl Championship.

**If you'd rather just watch:**

By Tim Easter  
Summer Bruin Staff

While not in the student community, people might praise UCLA as one of the nation's best universities, but when it comes to sports, UCLA leads the way! UCLA's athletes are among the best in the nation, and the campus offers a variety of recreational activities for students.

During the past 23 years, the Bruins have compiled 69 NCAA titles, including 10 national championships in men's basketball. In 1992, the UCLA Bruins captured the NCAA title in men's basketball, and the Bruins are eyeing another title in 1993.

During the past 23 years, the Bruins have compiled 69 NCAA titles, including 10 national championships in men's basketball between 1964 and 1975.

The UCLA men's and women's volleyball teams can compete at the highest level, although the women currently have a strong tradition in college volleyball. The men's team has captured 12 NCAA titles since 1986, while the women have added six since 1990.

A year's tourist guide away from Pauley Pavilion, UCLA's Westwood campus, shows the men's and women's teams enjoying some of the strongest throwing squads in the country. UCLA Bruins have brought home more than 50 NCAA titles during the last 23 years, which means fewer world-class events that can be enjoyed at UCLA.

During the past 23 years, the Bruins have compiled 69 NCAA titles, including 10 national championships in men's basketball between 1964 and 1975.
A&E
From page 3

At left, call the department at (310) 825-5761.

Department of Dance
’If your idea of dance has ballet in mind revolving across the floor, then the dance department has some programs that might surprise you.”

The dance department presents a cultural treat with its informal festi-Palisades in June, which features a series of international dance programs performed by UCLA students and faculty as well as guests from around the country. Tuba, a visiting dancer, will join the Faculty of Dance. During last year’s fund-raising visit by the United Bush Women, the company offered innovative workshops and discussions on contemporary dance and Caribbean dance and traditions.

The dance department also presents a series of workshops for college and high school students and teachers.

For more information about dance department programs, call their office at (310) 825-5761.

See A&E, page 37

DO SOMETHING REAL
CALL 825-2333

Alternative Spring Break
Amigos del Barrio
Armenian Tutorial Project
Asian Education Project
Best Buddies
Bruin Partners
Fighting to Improve
Retention & Student Transition
Hunger Project
Korean Tutorial Project
Pilipinos for Community Health
Pilipino Recruitment and Enrichment Program
People Assisting Non-Reading Children & Adults for Knowledge Enrichment
Prison Coalition Project
Project MAC
Senior Citizens Project
Special Olympics
Students Helping and Reaching Education
Students Honestly Opening Up Together
Tree Project
Vietnamese Refugee Aid Committee
UCLA Watts Program
Working for Immigrant Literacy Development
paid for by USAC

CAMPUS EVENTS.

WE NEED INTERNS!

Campus Events is a close-knit office. It does not mean we are looking for any one particular type of person, in fact the contrary. This year’s staff is rich, middle class, poor; fashion conscious and anti-fashion; medium, exhibitionists; we have vegetarians and carnivores/omnivores; a tarot card reader; people that listen to opera, grunge, post-grunge, disco, house, Mah Mah; people who engage in scandals, truth or dare games; people who wish they were grades and scandals waiting to happen; people of color and white people; drunks and people who never touch the stuff; extreme left-wingers, liberals, and moderates; Christians, atheists, agnostics, Jews, Muslims (we’d love to improve this list); straight people, gay people, bisexuals, the blissfully undecided, celibates; quiet people, and loud people; north campus and south campus; kitchens and angels; geeks and gypsies; anti-grits (in a friendly way); feminists; revolutionaries; people who work out, and people who find it a vain waste of time; the unemployed; people who need vast amounts of attention; and people and lost people; critics and optimists; computer nerds and the computer illiterate and much much more.

Our community is working together and making friends. Toleration is very important. No matter who you are, there is a friendly welcome awaiting you in Campus Events. The ability to be accepting of others is the most important criteria needed to maintain the positive atmosphere we continue to enjoy. Therefore, you are either welcome or you may wish to reconsider applying. If, however, you celebrate diversity, or simply are sheltered, but are eager to learn and experience... then please apply!

Thank You For Your Interest.

Brian Brooks
Campus Events Commissioner/Goddess
’93–’94

THE WORLD.
Arts & Entertainment ready and willing to serve UCLA

When you walk through the doors of any of UCLA's Daily Union, you will be greeted by the smiling faces of our helpful staff. The student activities are open to all students, and we're happy to assist you with anything you need.

Our office is located in the lower level of the Union, next to the coffee shop. We're open from 8 am to 5 pm, Monday through Friday.

- **Referrals**
- **Workshops**
- **Reading Lounge**
- **Resource Library**
- **Support Services**
- **Networking System**
- **Sexual Harassment Information Center**
- **Rape Prevention & Education Services**

The Women's Resource Center

Open all year!
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. • 2 Dodd Hall • 825-3945

International Coffeeshop

$10 Open cut & blow
Schwarzkopf

$15 Women cut & blow

$45 perms & cut

Aquarium Colours: Unique Tropical Fish & Exotic Birds

Come to our complete selection of freshwater and saltwater fish, as well as a variety of tropical fish, birds, and other exotic animals!

Our fish have personality!

Call us to be notified of new arrivals!

Be Nice to Your Body

New offerings in our menu: all-natural, fresh juice. For over 50 years, the Hansen family has served the finest quality food and fresh, flavorful juicery blended with all-natural ingredients. Our juices are pure, fresh, and natural. Be sure to try our all-natural, probiotic, enzyme, and antioxidant-rich juices today.

Welcome to the UBS Table at the Activities Fair on Kerckhoff Patio to Find Out More

UBS is Open to All Majors

UBS is sponsored by the Anderson Graduate School of Management.
Oriental counselors continue Bruin tradition

Campus legends add interest to tours, eliminate past 'hazing'

By Ted Rivera
Daily Bruin Staff

At the foot of UCLA's Janss Steps, a group of freshmen-mourning campus candidates near each end to avoid walking on the sink.

Buried under the map line by former UCLA basketball player James, a UCLA orientation counselor-the group Students staring in the day, but more than a day away on campus, the counselors were.

The Haus Tour may be one of the many reasons UCLA orientation counselors still freshmen on campus.

But orientation counselors always plugged the meals about five years after several freshmen followed the advice.

Last fall, under the guidance of UCLA's House Lane Counselor, a UCLA orientation counselor told students to the university to keep students from feeling alienated by the university.

"Part of the purpose of orientation is to keep students from feeling alienated by the university," said Roxanne Young, orientation assistant counselor.

Burton Way Plaza

☆ 2 bedroom, 2 bath
☆ Beverly Hills adjacent
☆ Central air and heating
☆ Fireplace, range, oven, microwave, dishwasher
☆ Cable ready
☆ 5 year-old building
☆ Roommates accepted

8569 Burton Way LA, CA 90048
(310) 278-7185
Rent from $905

Gateway Auto

10.25 minutes from campus

SPECIALISTS IN AMERICAN & IMPORTED

1) WHITE MARKS
2) LUBE OIL FILTER
3) WHITE OIL FILTER

1) $12.99
2) $4.95
3) $12.99

6022 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
(1 Block East of Fairfax, Opposite May Co.)
(310) 938-1244 * 939-3335
OPEN 7 DAYS: Mon.-Thu. 9 am. - 5 pm
Fri. Sun. 11 am. - 5 pm

For more information, visit Fraternity & Sorority Relations at 118 Men's Gym or call (310) 206-1549.

BROTHERTHOOD

A fraternity provides the opportunity for close-knit friends centered around common goals and pursuits of a fraternity.

ATHLETICS

You can become involved through established fraternity and intramural athletic competitions. These events create friendly and exciting competition as well as strengthening the internal ties within each fraternity.

COMMUNITY SERVICE

Assisting the community through individual and chapter-sponsored events serves as an important facet of fraternity life. Currently, UCLA fraternities have adopted homeless families through the Beyond Shelter Family and Friends Program.

How do you join?

The process for joining a "rushing" is quite simple. There is no cost involved in rush. Events such as orientation meetings, fraternity information fairs, and individual fraternity schedules are all free services provided by the ICC to assist you in the rush process. A question often asked is the expense involved in belonging to a fraternity. Surprisingly, the average total costs are well below residence hall or apartment living. So, see for yourself all the benefits fraternity life can offer.

SCHOLARSHIP

The all-fraternity GPA consistently ranks among the all-male GPA. A fraternity offers academic support through free course tutoring programs and rewards for academic achievement.
Activism prevalent on UCLA campus in '92-93
Year marked by elections, protests, student awareness

By Arietta Herwitz
The Student Brain Orientation Guide

Monday, June 28, 1993

Sponsorsed by

Dr. F. Herb Connolly
Chairman, UCLA Department of Psychology

By Ann McNally

The Student Brain Orientation Guide

Monday, June 28, 1993

Sponsorsed by

Dr. F. Herb Connolly
Chairman, UCLA Department of Psychology

In the last two months, student activism has taken many forms, from the protests at the death of Rodney King to the debate over the debate. Mayors for Peace launched an anti-war campaign, and the local university events that affected UCLA in the last year. It seems to me that the activism is changing, and our students are getting more involved in the issues of the day. The following chronology of events shows the change in the nature of student activism over the last year.

The activism in the last year has been marked by the following events:

- **Early September** - After a 60-hour strike, the strike was called off. The students were able to get some of their demands met, including the replacement of the dean of the College of Letters, Arts and Sciences.
- **October 2** - During a campus class, a student was detained by the police. The students then went on a 12-hour hunger strike, and the administration was forced to listen to their demands. The students were able to get the administration to meet with them.
- **November 20** - The students held a rally to support the striking students at the University of California at Berkeley. The rally was attended by over 1,000 students, and the administration was forced to listen to their demands.
- **December 5** - The students held a rally to support the striking students at the University of California at Berkeley. The rally was attended by over 1,000 students, and the administration was forced to listen to their demands.
- **January 20** - The students held a rally to support the striking students at the University of California at Berkeley. The rally was attended by over 1,000 students, and the administration was forced to listen to their demands.
- **February 28** - The students held a rally to support the striking students at the University of California at Berkeley. The rally was attended by over 1,000 students, and the administration was forced to listen to their demands.
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Stop by ASUCLA Travel Service and see what you've been missing

ASUCLA Travel Service is a full-service travel agency. We can book all of your travel needs. Just drop in to our agency and talk to one of our travel consultants who can take care of anything, from local to world travel reservations or planning a year in Europe. When you choose our agency, uniqueness is the convenience of being right here on campus. Unlike our competitors, we're open Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Saturday from 12 noon to 5 p.m. During the summer, we will also be open Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Unlike other agencies, our trained consultants can see things just like you, so they understand what traveling as a budget traveler means. Once you've spoken to one of our experts, you'll be able to travel and have conveniences you can get here. Even if you're not sure of where you'd like to take your next vacation, our consultants will be able to recommend places that you will enjoy.

To stop by ASUCLA Travel Service and see what you've been missing, ASUCLA Travel Service is located in a Level 1 building — or call UCLA-FLY (825-2588).

ATTENTION UCLA STUDENTS AND FACULTY
Low-Low Move-in $195*

Great West LA Locations
One & two bedrooms, some with balconies, patio, fireplace, air, carpet, blinds, parking, and laundry

$179* Washington
$179* New York
$199* Paris
$290* London
$290* Frankfurt
$290* Tokyo

*Fares are one way from Los Angeles. Restrictions apply. Fares subject to change without notice and based on availability. All other fares, if applicable.

Call Daniel Anytime (310)207-1639

Great Specials All Week

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tostada Salad Plate</td>
<td>Enchilada Plate</td>
<td>Chile Relleno Plate</td>
<td>Tamales Plate</td>
<td>Fajitas Plate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(beef, chicken or vegetarian)</td>
<td>(beef, chicken, cheese)</td>
<td>(chicken or cheese)</td>
<td>(chicken or beef)</td>
<td>(chicken or steak)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ beans, rice &amp; drink</td>
<td>w/ beans, rice &amp; drink</td>
<td>w/ beans, rice &amp; drink</td>
<td>w/ beans, rice &amp; drink</td>
<td>w/ beans, rice &amp; drink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4.60 + tax</td>
<td>$4.60 + tax</td>
<td>$4.60 + tax</td>
<td>$4.60 + tax</td>
<td>$4.60 + tax</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Saturday
Fish, Chips & Coleslaw
w/ 4.60 + tax

Sunday Study Special
1 ground beef burrito
w/ all-you-can-drink $2.75 + tax

Jose Stein's

the OAR HOUSE
COLLEGE NIGHT
EVERY THURSDAY 8 PM - CLOSE

$2.25 60 OZ. DOMESTIC PITCHERS WITH COLLEGE ID!

UCLA STUDENTS WELCOME!

FAST, FRESH, HEALTHY & FREE!

For the price of a boring burger you can get
a Panda Express Combination Plate with
your choice of 2 freshly prepared Chinese Entrees
served with a generous helping of
Fried Rice or Chow Mein.
All of our recipe foods are prepared with only the
 freshest ingredients.
You can choose from a wide variety of
entrees – we’re sure you’ll find a favorite.

Panda Express does not use MSG!

Fight Hunger Now
With Your Registration Packet
Say YES to The Foodbank
Say NO to Hunger

Winter quarter Undergraduate Registration Fee Cards include an option to donate $2 to the Los Angeles Regional Foodbank. Please say "yes."

Los Angeles regional Foodbank obtains and distributes nearly 26 million pounds of surplus food each year and distributes it to the hungry through more than 675 agencies from soup kitchens to senior centers.

The UCLA student tradition of supporting community causes dates back to UCLA Uncamp in the 1930's. Today, the foodbank $2 positive check-off is a simple way for you to make a difference.

Say YES to the Foodbank.

Los Angeles Regional Foodbank
1734 East 4th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90021
(213) 234-3030

Free Medium Fountain Drink!
Enjoy summer recreation on campus, join the fun!

The Community Service Commission (CSC) at UCLA is a student-run organization of 23 community service projects. These projects enroll more than 3,000 volunteers every year who actively contribute to the local community. Projects include tutoring, community center maintenance, and hunger relief.

Celebrate the rich diversity of culture with WorldFest!

WorldFest is a week-long, campus-wide multicultural festival highlighting the rich diversity of cultures and religions. It takes place every spring and aims to promote cultural awareness and understanding.

Through the work, numerous students gain a deeper appreciation for the diversity of our campus. CSC projects benefit from the volunteer work of students.

The CSC would like to invite you to participate in WorldFest 1993. It promises to be an exciting event with many different activities.
Help save lives by donating blood, enjoy great benefits

Free refreshments, free breakfast items in the dining area, and a free newspaper in each room. The blood center will give each blood donor a $5 donation to UCLA. You can also order food from the UCLA Dining Center.

You can also suggest supporting local community service projects during the year. Individuals and organizations can provide positive community service projects that are focused on the UCLA campus. Call (310) 828-8550 for more information.

Become politically active with student government

Do you want to be president? Then the undergraduate Student Association Council is the place for you! It's your student government! USAC represents 25,000 students and it's governed by 18 members. It's comprised of 15 elected student officers and commissioners and one nonvoting member from the university. The 13 officers and commissioners have duties ranging from budgeting funds in UCLA for monetary expenses to establishing standards in order to fight rising registration fees.

Learn the legal ropes with the UCLA Pre-Law Society

Ask the UCLA Pre-Law Society if you want to learn more about law school and becoming a lawyer. The Pre-Law Society is sponsored by each affiliated law school at UCLA and the National Association of Women Lawyers. The law school is governed by 15 elected student officers and commissioners and four nonvoting members from the university.

How to get involved: 1. Attend USAC 1. Have a desire to take on active roles in the direction of your student government, and 3. Visit either the USAC table on Bruin Walk or come up to thepresident of the Student Association Council. Call (310) 828-8550 for more information.

Pipeline initiates progress, connects campus and city

Want to initiate some progress in the inner city? Well, the Pipeline Project is here to do that. The ultimate goal is to establish a center here at UCLA that will enable 12,000 student volunteers to better connect the community with Los Angeles and the nation. The UCLA Pipeline will be able to provide funding to local schools, organizations, and community centers. Call (310) 828-8550 for more information.

UCLA on-campus housing supports academic success

Many students, especially those new to UCLA, find that on-campus housing offers the best opportunity to meet people, become involved, and succeed academically.

What’s your line?

Tired of spending endless hours in front of your computer writing long-winded diatribes to viewpoint? Do you have lots on your mind, but only a limited amount of time?

Drop us a line. As often as not, that’s all it takes to get your point across.

Dive into the wonders of the UCLA Aquatic center!

Don't miss this opportunity to visit the UCLA Aquatic Center! It's open to residents and visitors alike. The center is located off Main Campus and features a detention basin, two swimming pools, a weight training area, and a sauna.

Explore the opportunities offered by Asian Greek rush

UCLA is a far cry from the familiar fraternity system of your high school. With 35,000 students on campus, university life is overwhelming. If you've ever wanted to know what it's like to be a part of a university organization and socialize with other students, then rush is the way to go.

Hillel provides a cultural venue for Jewish heritage

Hillel is a national organization that provides a cultural venue for Jews of all backgrounds to come together and celebrate their heritage. UCLA offers a wide range of events, including lectures, concerts, and social events, to engage students in the Jewish community. For more information, please contact Hillel at (310) 828-8550.

Celebrate Jewish culture, tradition, and history with JSU

JSU offers a wide range of events to celebrate Jewish culture and history. From lectures and concerts to cultural and religious celebrations, JSU provides a platform for students to learn about and celebrate Jewish traditions. For more information, please contact JSU at (310) 828-8550.
Tailor your summer right in sports, travel

By Bruce Mosk
The Los Angeles Daily News

When you're planning your summer vacation or other summertime activities, remember that your body can make the difference between a successful trip and potential minor to severe allergic reactions. Here are tips to help you prepare for a variety of summer activities:

1. **Beach activities:**
   - **Sunscreen:** Always apply sunscreen generously and frequently. Look for a broad-spectrum sunscreen with at least SPF 30. Reapply every two hours, and after swimming or sweating.
   - **Pollen allergies:** If you're allergic to pollen, avoid being outdoors during peak pollen seasons, which usually occur in the spring and early summer.

2. **Camping:**
   - **Mosquito repellent:** Use insect repellent containing DEET, picaridin, or oil of lemon eucalyptus to protect against mosquito bites.
   - **Allergic reaction to campers:** If you're allergic to the animal, be sure to avoid it when camping or hiking.

3. **Hiking:**
   - **Stiff-soled shoes:** Wear high-quality, stiff-soled shoes to prevent blisters and sunburn.
   - **Water intake:** Drink plenty of water to prevent dehydration.

4. **Swimming:**
   - **Lifeguard:** Always swim in areas where a lifeguard is on duty.
   - **Fitness classes:** Consider taking swimming or water aerobics classes to improve your fitness.

5. **Sailboat sailing:**
   - **Sailboat safety:** Wear appropriate sunglasses and protective clothing to avoid sunburn.
   - **Vapor locks:** Consider using over-the-counter vapor lock products to prevent chafing.

6. **Golf:**
   - **Golf balls:** Use golf balls with a dimple pattern to reduce wind resistance.
   - **Golf clubs:** Choose clubs that are lightweight and easy to swing.

7. **Boating:**
   - **Service dogs:** If you have a service dog that helps you manage your allergies, be sure to bring it along on your trip.
   - **Emergency kit:** Always carry a well-equipped emergency kit with medications, medications, and other supplies.

8. **Ice skating:**
   - **Helmet:** Wear a helmet to protect your head from injury.
   - **Socks:** Wear comfortable, cotton socks to prevent blisters.

9. **Skiing:**
   - **Ski goggles:** Use high-quality ski goggles to protect your eyes from snow glare.
   - **Ski boots:** Ensure that your ski boots are properly fitted to prevent blisters and foot problems.

10. **Skydiving:**
    - **Parachute:** Use a full-face mask to prevent respiratory problems.
    - **Respiratory problems:** Wear a mask to prevent respiratory problems.

By Barbara Dallmeyer
Los Angeles Daily News

The "good old-fashioned" summertime vacation can be just that good for your health. Here are some tips to help you enjoy a healthy summer:

1. **Sun protection:** Always wear sunscreen and protective clothing to prevent sunburn.
2. **Exercise:** Engage in regular physical activity to maintain a healthy weight.
3. **Hydration:** Drink plenty of water to stay hydrated.
4. **Pollen allergies:** If you're allergic to pollen, avoid being outdoors during peak pollen seasons.
5. **Malaria:** Use insect repellent containing DEET, picaridin, or oil of lemon eucalyptus to protect against mosquitoes.
6. **Tennis:** Wear proper shoes and clothing to prevent injuries.

By Catherine Davis
Los Angeles Daily News

This is a special issue of the Los Angeles Daily News, which focuses on health and wellness during the summer months.

- **Sun protection:** Always wear sunscreen and protective clothing to prevent sunburn.
- **Exercise:** Engage in regular physical activity to maintain a healthy weight.
- **Hydration:** Drink plenty of water to stay hydrated.
- **Pollen allergies:** If you're allergic to pollen, avoid being outdoors during peak pollen seasons.
- **Malaria:** Use insect repellent containing DEET, picaridin, or oil of lemon eucalyptus to protect against mosquitoes.
- **Tennis:** Wear proper shoes and clothing to prevent injuries.
Temper summer fun with smart caution

By Los Angeles Daily News

Olive good the higher percent
Member blister swim
beach.
i parents

"As a good habit in Southern California, put on sunscreen every morning before you leave the house, just like you brush your teeth."

David Friedman, dermatologist

Sunshine scare signals sunscreen worshiping

By Dan Lewis

Looking for Off-Campus Housing?

Apartments

Guest House

Houses

Roommates/Shared Listings

Rtms in Private Homes

Come Visit the UCLA Community Housing Office

Ask About Search Strategies & Tips

Pick up Information About Landlord/Tenant Issues

In a Hurry? Get a Customized Housing List Only $5.00

UCLA Community Housing Office

Sproul Hall Annex 825-4491
Aquatic exercise now popular 'splash' course

By Robert Semonetti
USA Today

When it comes to exercise, more people have a pretty good reason to throw in the towel. They're tired of running on the treadmill, jumping on the rebounder or hitting the weight room. They're tired of the way it makes them feel physically and mentally. But they hate to lose.

Now, a new form of exercise that will make them drop to the floor in the coach's office is on the rise: water-aerobics.

For athletes, water-aerobics can be a new way to maintain or improve their fitness. For people without disabilities, it can be a good way to maintain or improve their fitness. For people who are athletically fit, it can be a good way to maintain or improve their fitness. For people who are not athletically fit, it can be a good way to maintain or improve their fitness.

Water-aerobics exercise is also an ideal workout for people who are temporarily disabled or recovering from an injury or surgery. Water-aerobics can also be a good way to maintain or improve their fitness. For people who are not athletically fit, it can be a good way to maintain or improve their fitness. For people who are not athletically fit, it can be a good way to maintain or improve their fitness. For people who are not athletically fit, it can be a good way to maintain or improve their fitness.

The National Multiple Sclerosis Society endorses water exercise, and the American Heart Association also endorses water exercise. In fact, water is great for people with disabilities.

Water-aerobics is a form of exercise that can be enjoyed by people of all ages and fitness levels. It can be done in a variety of water environments, including swimming pools, small bathtubs and even in the ocean. It can be done in small bathtubs and even in the ocean.

Water-aerobics exercise is a great way to maintain or improve your fitness. It can be done in a variety of water environments, including swimming pools, small bathtubs and even in the ocean. It can be done in small bathtubs and even in the ocean.

Water-aerobics exercise is a great way to maintain or improve your fitness. It can be done in a variety of water environments, including swimming pools, small bathtubs and even in the ocean. It can be done in small bathtubs and even in the ocean.

Water-aerobics exercise is a great way to maintain or improve your fitness. It can be done in a variety of water environments, including swimming pools, small bathtubs and even in the ocean. It can be done in small bathtubs and even in the ocean.
WHEN YOU NEED TO SEE A DOCTOR NOW —

The UCLA Urgent Care Center

Our UCLA Family Physicians are experts in caring for most common urgent health problems in people of all ages. You don’t need a physician referral or membership in a specific health plan — although we are a preferred provider for BruinCare, HealthNet and several other plans. And if you need more specialized care, your Urgent Care physician will refer you to one of UCLA’s highly qualified specialists.

The UCLA Urgent Care Center is located in the Family Health Center at 200 UCLA Medical Plaza, one block north of the corner of Le Conte Avenue and Westwood Boulevard.

No appointment needed.
Open noon to 9 p.m. weekdays
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday

(310) 825-8941

SUMMER SPECIAL

DIABETES SOFT LENSES $125.

DISPOSABLE CONTACTS PACKS $200.

Packages include: Exam, lenses, and follow-up. 50% off all contact lenses.

ALL STUDENT & EMPLOYEE HEALTH CARE PLANS ACCEPTED.

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH, O.D.

10955 Weyburn Ave.  Corner of Weyburn & Brookman 208-4748

Fitting
Contact Lenses is Not Child’s Play

Why do some counselors act like it? They will talk about it as if they were an everyday commodity.

When a salesperson seems overly anxious, how much can be decided to the individual patient? How much fine printing can they use?

You know. So do we.

SUMMER SPECIAL

DIABETES SOFT LENSES $125.

DISPOSABLE CONTACTS PACKS $200.

Packages include: Exam, lenses, and follow-up. 50% off all contact lenses.

ALL STUDENT & EMPLOYEE HEALTH CARE PLANS ACCEPTED.

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH, O.D.

10955 Weyburn Ave.  Corner of Weyburn & Brookman 208-4748
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Crescent Jewelers
Welcomes New UCLA Students

As you begin your career at UCLA we invite you to join the thousands of UCLA students, faculty, and staff who have enjoyed the friendly and professional service, fine quality and outstanding value provided by our family and staff for 47 years. Come in and get acquainted.

Crescent Jewelers: Where Quality and Ethics Come First!

Discount to UCLA Students, Faculty, and Staff!

FOR STUDENTS ONLY
To introduce you to our store, present this coupon for a FREE WATCH BATTERY
Use it now, or when you return in the Fall. Good thru 12/31/93.

Crescent Jewelers, 1055 Westwood Blvd., Westwood Village 90024 • (310) 208-5131

CLOTHING
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Have you ever loved a teacher?

Do you remember back when you first looked at your teacher and said "I want to grow up just like you." Right now there is a crisis, and it's happening right under our noses. Teachers are an important role model in a society where underprivileged children are groping for someone to look up to. The crisis is that there are so few individuals heading into the educational field, more importantly so few from underrepresented backgrounds.

Do you want to be a part of a new exciting program where you can:

* Work with inner-city children,
* Help make an impact on education, especially in the fields of science and technology,
* Promote diversified education.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
Sanjay: 860-2490
OR
Jimmy: 479-5538

PIPPELINE PROJECT

---

**A&E**

From page 33

Film and Television Archive: Through the marvels of new imaging technology, film archives across the country are restoring the lost treasures of silent film. UCLA students should benefit from this revolution. We have a new opportunity to view newly restored classics.

USCAMPUS: The annual university fair for incoming students offers a chance for students to network with other students. The fair is open to all students and is available at the time listed on the fair program.

Campus Cinema: A special screening of the film "The Godfather" will be shown at 7:30 p.m. in the Music Hall.

**UCLA REC**

From page 3

Two new categories, restaurant and club scene, have been added to the UCLA Rec Guide. The latter offers information on bars and clubs located on and off campus.

USCAMPUS: The annual university fair for incoming students offers a chance for students to network with other students. The fair is open to all students and is available at the time listed on the fair program.

Campus Cinema: A special screening of the film "The Godfather" will be shown at 7:30 p.m. in the Music Hall.

---

Los Ponchos Summer Madness!

2 for 1 Dinner Special!

After 3:00 P.M.
Sun. - Thurs.

Happy Hour Specials
$1.25 Draft Beer
$2.00 Margaritas
$2.00 Domestic Bottles
Free Food Buffet!

Liz, Jen, and Nicole would like to personally thank all of the Watts Program Volunteers for the 1992-93 school year! Your dedication is what makes the program the success that it is! Thank You!
**SAFETY**

From page 24

**WORLDFEST wants you to participate!**

**WHAT is WORLDFEST?**

WorldFest is a campus-wide multicultural festival acknowledging the rich diversity that exists within UCLA. It will take place on our campus April 17 through April 23, 1994. WorldFest will involve dance, music, food, fairs, workshops, forums, and other cultural expressions from the variety of cultural groups represented on campus. All performance genres are welcome to apply!

**HOW you can take advantage of this opportunity:**

Come help program one of UCLA's exciting spring-time events. There are numerous committee positions available in making WorldFest '94 a reality. It is a great opportunity to become acquainted with the various cultures at UCLA. Don't miss this opportunity to participate! Come see and celebrate how culturally diverse this campus really is!

For more information about getting involved call Katherine at 575-1100 or 825-6564

---

**HEALTH**

From page 23

**Health issues occur because of a lack of nutritious foods.**

---

**ART**

**FOOD**

**MUSIC**

**DANCE**

**THEATER**

**WORKSHOPS**

**FORUMS**

---
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Come help program one of UCLA's exciting spring-time events. There are numerous committee positions available in making WorldFest '94 a reality. It is a great opportunity to become acquainted with the various cultures at UCLA. Don't miss this opportunity to participate! Come see and celebrate how culturally diverse this campus really is!

For more information about getting involved call Katherine at 575-1100 or 825-6564

---

**HEALTH**

From page 23

**Health issues occur because of a lack of nutritious foods.**

---
Lock in your low air rates with L.A. Cellular's amazing new offer...

As of today, L.A. Cellular is offering lower rates*...

up to 20%. Bang. Just like that.

Call today to make changes...

We need you!!

UCLA/ASCUA employees: receive our gift of 4 hours of pay with each time you donate.

UCLA Students: receive our gift of an ASCUA meal ticket.

CALL TODAY
825-0888 x2

UCLA Blood Donor Center

(Students employees may receive only one gift, not both.)

REVIEW
From page 12

pg.17]

program's slogan--sign up for this deal. The deal is this deal. October 8 -- Administrative Services, a major player in the 1982 issue, is just one of the many issues that were grappled with for the Friday student vote. L.A. Cellular was one of the many issues that struggled for three years to add a line to the ballot for the same time. November 5 -- Friday, and the end of a discussion about the relationship between the Panhellenic Council, the Associated Students of the University, the University of California Student Senate, and the effect that the multi-billion-dollar budget of the University system is having on the students of the University of Southern California.

November 16 -- In this last major issue of the 1982-83 academic year, the students of the University of Southern California faced a crucial decision: whether to support the President's budget or to vote for a student-run alternative. The student-run alternative was based on the principle that the budget should be controlled by the students, and that the President's budget was not in the best interests of the students.

November 23 -- Former Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton is elected President of the United States, marking the end of a 15-year Republican administration in the presidency. December 30 -- President Clinton signs a $300.4 billion bill for the fiscal year, including $390.4 billion in funding for the Department of Defense.

This Summer,
Give Life
Give Blood

TRAVELING ABROAD?

TRAVELING ABROAD?

TRAVELING ABROAD?

REVIEW
From page 36

Welcome Summer Brains Treat that Special Friend to a FREE Yogurt

Also serving Gyros, Chicken Kabobs, and over 10 Different Salads

Corner of Brenton & Wexner, next to For Your Theatre

FREE YOGURT!
(sm) when you buy a medium or large

(Not valid with coupons)

Free cup of coffee with coupon

We are now open at 7am.

If our espresso were any stronger, we'd have to ask for your keys.

(clo the logo below to receive coffee)
State prisons bulge with repeat inmates

By Susan Swart
San Francisco Chronicle

On Tuesday night in the San Francisco Bay Area, Doris gets up from the bed she has been sleeping in for 20 nights. She has been in the county jail for 22 years, the longest that most people spend there. Doris, though not her real name, is a 48-year-old woman who was sentenced to 12 years in prison for armed robbery.

"I came in when I was 26," Doris says. "I've been here ever since." She has no idea when she will be released, but she hopes it will be soon. "I just want to go home and see my family again," she says.

Doris is one of thousands of women who are serving time in California prisons. The state has one of the highest female incarceration rates in the country, and the number of women in prison has more than doubled over the past decade.

"We've had people who have never been in jail before," says Doris. "They don't know how to deal with it. They don't know what to expect." She says she has learned a lot from the other women in her cell block, but she still feels isolated and alone much of the time.

"I feel like I'm living in a bubble," she says. "I don't have any contact with the outside world. I don't get to see my family or my friends. It's really hard to be here."
World

Japan, U.S. plan to resume trade talks

Tokyo — The United States and Japan will resume negotiations on a new comprehensive trade agreement, officials said Sunday, following the outset for President Clinton's meeting this week with the prime minister of Japan.

The Clinton administration has proposed a broad agreement, similar to one that was to be signed in 1995. The agreement was not signed because of a dispute over trade in textile products.

Japanese officials said they were optimistic about reaching an agreement this week, but they said they would not be able to make a decision until after the talks had been held.

American officials were not optimistic about the talks. They said the Japanese were not willing to make any concessions.

Germany's interior minister resigns

BERLIN — German Interior Minister Rudolf Scharping resigned Sunday over the government's handling of a death in Berlin, according to reports.

Scharping, a member of the Social Democratic Party, has been under fire for his handling of the case, which involved a young woman who died of a suspected drug overdose.

The government is expected to name a replacement within the next few days.

Haitian military chief to give Aristide power

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — Haiti's military chief has offered to give President Aristide power as a way to resolve the country's political crisis.

The offer was made Sunday by Gen. Jacques Saboteur, who said he would be willing to serve as a mediator between the government and the opposition.

The offer was accepted by the opposition, which has been calling for Aristide's resignation.

U.S. might abandon Mideast peace talks

WASHINGTON — The Bush administration is preparing to hold talks with Israel and Palestine to try to resolve the conflict in the Middle East.

The talks would be the first in three years, and they are expected to be attended by Secretary of State James Baker and President Clinton.

Study encourages pesticide reduction

WASHINGTON — The Environmental Protection Agency has released a new study that suggests a reduction in the use of pesticides could help the environment.

The study, which was released last week, found that a decrease in the use of pesticides could help reduce the amount of water and soil contamination caused by the use of pesticides.

Democrats agree to new rental plan

ALBANY — Democratic Assembly leaders agreed Sunday to a new rental plan with a maximum of $2,000 for one-bedroom apartments and $4,000 for two-bedroom apartments.

The plan, which was approved by the Assembly, would replace the current system of rent control in New York State.

**Note:** The text above is a brief summary of the news articles. The full text can be found in the original sources.
SENATE
From page 4

Aad Coopar, chair of the Senate Education, said the faculty administration has not been
responsive to the Senate. Coopar said, "Due to what we considered a lack of communication,
the Senate decided to move forward with the resolution." He added that the Senate will
continue to monitor the situation and work with the administration to address the
concerns of the faculty.

The Senate resolution was passed unanimously and has been forwarded to the University
admin istration. The Senate will meet again next week to discuss further actions.

SENATE
From page 6

The Senate has discussed the issue of the University's budget, with many faculty members
expressing concern over the lack of transparency in the decision-making process.

Professor John Smith, chair of the Senate Budget Committee, said, "The Senate has
urged the administration to be more open and transparent in their decision-making process.
However, we have not received a satisfactory response from the administration.

The Senate has also discussed the issue of salary increases for faculty members. Many
faculty members have expressed concern over the lack of progress in negotiations.

The Senate will continue to monitor the situation and will hold a special meeting next month
to discuss further actions.
Accordings: Music or threat to society

by Alan Fagan

You have a serious problem in this country, our nation is divided. Congress is gridlocked. The president is impeachment最好是．The Supreme Court is deadlocked. The people are frustrated.

The question is: How do you fix this? I suggest some solutions.

Firstly, there should be a "Department of Accordings," which would be responsible for promoting music to the public.

Secondly, there should be a "Department of Accordings," which would be responsible for promoting music to the public.

Lastly, there should be a "Department of Accordings," which would be responsible for promoting music to the public.

In conclusion, we need to address this problem before it becomes too serious. Thank you.
**Arts & Entertainment**

**Campus music series lifts afternoon spirits**

By Barbara E. Hernandez

**Chamberlain finds his ‘Fair Lady’**

By Barry Joseph

**Shore weasels way into sensitive role as lovable ‘Son-in-Law’**

By Colleen Thomas

---
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**Shore weasels way into sensitive role as lovable ‘Son-in-Law’**

By Colleen Thomas
KROQ's Weenie Roast offers too few highs, too many hours

By Michael Herreras

Marathon rock concerts can create an opportunity for possibilities, possibilities, possibilities, endless possibilities in musical performances. They also have a prerequisite: All of the acts must be good, all of the acts must be good, all of the acts must be good.

"Toots and the Maytals" indeed was the "firstpengal show, and the band was so good, it stole the show from the main stage. Lead singer Eddy "The Chief" Grant was the show's focal point, with his powerful voice and infectious rhythm. The band's performance was a perfect blend of reggae, ska, and soca, with Grant's smooth vocals and the band's tight rhythm section.

Earth, Wind & Fire was the next act to perform, and their performance was just as impressive as the Maytals'. The band's soulful sound filled the air as they played their classic hits, "September" and "September". The crowd was completely captivated by their performance, and the band's energy was infectious.

But then the show took a turn for the worse. The next act, "Weezer" was just so-so. The band's performance was lackluster, and the fans were disappointed. The show's momentum was lost, and the crowd's enthusiasm waned.

The following acts, "Rancid" and "Less Than Jake" were just as good as the previous two acts, but they couldn't quite recapture the energy and excitement of the first two acts. The crowd was still engaged, but the show's overall impact was lessened.

The last act of the night was "Green Day", and their performance was a mixed bag. The band's lead singer, Billie Joe Armstrong, delivered a powerful performance, but the rest of the band's performance was less than memorable. The crowd was still engaged, but the show's overall impact was lessened.

In conclusion, the Weenie Roast had its moments, but overall, it was a disappointing show. The first two acts were outstanding, but the following acts just couldn't quite deliver the same level of excitement and energy. The show's overall impact was lessened, and the fans were left wanting more.
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Summer Brain Classified

Moss & Co.

Westwood
6335 Landsfair
Beautiul 1 bed, 2 bath, 2 car garage and bachelor apartments

CALL FOR DETAILS

One Block to UCLA
Home away from home
Rent now

Aveage, huge & Clean 1 bedroom and Singles
Free parking, balconies, new stove, full-size washer/dryer, central air, large windows, laundry facilities. Beautifully landscaped.

See Jim or Rich at call

824-4807

516 Landfair
Westwood Village

Barrington Townhouse

- Freeway location
- 2 and 3 bedroom units
- Close to UCLA
- Roommates accepted
- Swimming pool
- Garage parking
- Laundry facilities
- Central air conditioning

Mng (310) 471-3556
330 S. Barrington Ave.
Brentwood, CA 90049

The Twist Is Back
One month free, you decide how to apply it

The best time everybody starts planning for the summer end bell. We are planning in to the next year and want you to be with us. Looking for a new place? We have a special offer for you. We are offering one month free to you. To apply for the free month, you will need to sign a lease for one year. If you are interested, please call (310) 477-5256.

GAYLEY MANOR

For single or 1 to 2 people
1 Bedroom for 1 to 2 people across street from UCLA walk to Villa
Cash Drawing
729 Gayley Ave
805-8798

Diamond Head Apartments

Short Term Available
2 bedroom & 4 bedroom
Fireplace, balcony with a view, contemporary kitchen

Furnished to taste.

660 Franklin St.
208-2551

527 MIDVALE

Prime, spacious, rental, central location.

For information, please call

Moss & Co., 824-4807

Summer Brain Classified
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Scully goes on after 'most difficult broadcast'

In Los Angeles Daily News, Barry and his crew discussed the challenges of the international trip. Barry was quoted as saying, "At nightclubs, host and/or hostess are the only people you've ever met. You've never met people like them. They don't have any skills at all." The crew worked quickly out of the booth. The president and announced that the trip was a success. They went to the hotel and had dinner in the hotel's own restaurant. The restaurant was a favorite of the Dodgers and they enjoyed the food there.

"It's still tough," Barry said. "The hotel was pretty good, but the food was horrible." Barry said that the Dodgers had a very nice dinner at the hotel. Barry said that they had a lot of fun at the hotel.

The trip was a success, but there were some challenges. Barry said that they had a lot of fun at the trip. Barry said that they had a lot of fun at the trip.
Tuesday, July 6, 1993

Summer Bruins Sports

DRAFT

From page 24

quality goal to play with Mark Price and Trent Brunswick. As UCLA, Maddkins was known for his left-handed drive, his knack for hitting a jump shot, and his ability to score from the free-throw line.

UCLA basketball lands first recruit before season starts

By Eric Billigman

Summer Bruins Staff

If a star high school basketball player wants to help UCLA men's basketball coach Jim Harrick get a jump on the competition, then he should look no further than his own backyard.

The UCLA Bruins were the first to make an offer to a member of the Class of 1993, but they were not the only ones.

MADKINS
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**Sports**

**Cavaliers ink Madkins to NBA deal**
by Eric Billington

Performance apparently pays off.

At last it did for former UCLA star basketball player Andre Madkins, who signed a multi-year contract with the Cleveland Cavaliers in late July. Madkins, the son of former UCLA star Alphonso Madkins, who played for the Cavaliers, is being offered a deal that includes a six-year contract. The deal includes an option for a seventh year and a total value of $45 million.

The deal was announced on July 28, 2023. The deal is reportedly worth $27.5 million over six years, $10 million more than the offer Madrid received from the New Orleans Pelicans.

**Rockets tab UCLA's Petruska in draft**
by Eric Billington

For those who were lucky enough to see the game in person, it was a thrilling night. The UCLA Bruins defeated the Duke Blue Devils in overtime, 96-92. The Bruins were led by senior forward Petruska, who scored 22 points and grabbed 11 rebounds.

Petrica, who averaged 11.8 points and 7.8 rebounds for his junior season, played just about every minute of the game. He led the Bruins to victory in the second round of the NCAA tournament, earning him a spot on the all-tournament team.

**Two-sport star takes shotput title at Junior Nationals**
by Tim Castron

Surviving the 1993 summer drought and making the U.S. Junior National Track and Field team, the UCLA track Althouse Blunt, Blunt at Pan Am

with his victory on the shot put. The UCLA track Althouse Blunt, Blunt at Pan Am

**Arts & Entertainment**

**Archive Series raises "Kane"**

The UCLA film and television Archive made off the summer with two retrospectives, "Kane" and "The Godfather." The Archive Series is a celebration of the work of the Archive's directors and curators.

**Sports**

**Future Bruin**

UCLA basketball coach Rick Howie got an early boost in the team’s recruiting efforts when he landed a commitment fromproducto.

**Hip, hip, hooray**

Three cheers for two UCLA students, Andrew and Emily, who won the 2023 UCLA Big Brothers Big Sisters Paper Plane Contest. Emily, an English major, and Andrew, a business major, designed and created a paper airplane that flew the farthest distance.

**Team USA**

For the first time in history, a U.S. team has qualified for the 2024 Olympic Games in tennis. The team, led by Jamie and Andy Murray, defeated their opponents in a nerve-wracking match that lasted over two hours.

**Students plead not guilty**

By Scott Burgess

These UCLA students, who were charged with property damage, pleaded not guilty to all charges.

**Summer Brunn**

**UCLA welcomes students**

Freshmen experience campus life through orientation program

The nine-week orientation program kicked off July 16. For Audrey Morgan, Rachel Giannone, and Jessica Morgan, the program gave them a chance to start their college careers off on a high note.

**Newsmagazine editors looking to the future**

Plans include expanded circulation, more community interest issues

The editors of Newsmagazine have outlined their plans for the future, which include expanded circulation and more community interest issues.

**By Vitali Gadaeva**

The newly-changed 1993-94 season is already in full swing for UCLA's women's golf team, which finished the fall season with a strong showing, placing third in the NCAA West Regional and fourth in the NCAA Championship.
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University clinic studies phobias

Dr. Mag James
CMA News Service

GAMESVILLE, Fla. — Gary Vitto was driving. Hiscelled drivers are talking about changing his route because of the heavy news.

Gary Vitto was in his truck, but the emergency room was crowded. He seemed to be in no hurry. His eyes were open, and he was smoking. His hands were steady.

"I felt that something was physically wrong with me," Vitto, 51, recalls. But the doctors couldn't find any problems. He lied, saying he was dizzy. He went home and cried. He was in an emotional state, said the doctors. He had been diagnosed with depression and was prescribed drugs.

"I avoided a lot of time," Vitto says. The pain became so severe that he was in the hospital. His vision was not clear. He was in the hospital for 10 days. He was in the hospital for the last 10 days.

"If I was in a hurry, I would do," Vitto says. He was in a hurry to get to the hospital. He was in the hospital for the last 10 days.

"I can't see you anymore," says Cathy, who runs the clinic.

The Summertime Blues are in the mood for all types of heat. When the temperature rises, the human body's activity changes. If you're in the mood for a good read, try the Summertime Blues.

"Suddenly walking up Bruin Walk is a challenge," says Cathy Vitto, 51, who runs the clinic. "I find myself wondering if I'm going to get to the hospital."

"At home I love to swim in the pool to cool off," says Cathy Vitto, 51, who runs the clinic. "I love to swim in the pool to cool off."
MofNiay,

Israel accuses Syria of supporting attacks

BEIRUT — Syria was accused Sunday of supporting a new wave of guerrilla attacks in southern Lebanon, and senior officials warned that they would not let the Middle East peace talks derail them from resuming.

Senior Israeli Cabinet was expected to make a decision on military action as it weekly meeting on Sunday, severalermen suggested that steps would be taken now. News reports from Lebanon said that Israel had moved extra artillery into southern Lebanon and that the government was ready to respond to any guerrilla attack.

Clashes between the government forces and guerrilla attacks have been occurring periodically.

Crackdown on dissent suggested in China

BEIJING — In a signal that crackdown on dissent may be under way in Shanghai, the authorities have sentenced an outspoken activist to three years in a labor camp for "counterrevolutionary activities" and opening to foreign agents.

The sentence, coming after a series of nine other prisoners in Shanghai in the last six weeks, suggests that China may be using a harder line on dissent. The trend had been to release any political prisoners who were, in some cases, scolded by the Chinese government.

The activist, who was sentenced in Shanghai, is a former campaigner for democracy, was arrested in a labor camp in the Shanghai area that the authorities refused to disclose. He was Liu Ling, said on Sunday night in a telephone interview from his home in Shanghai. "I don't know what is happening," he said. "I am sitting in the prison and I don't understand what is happening.

Women changing tone of Capitol Hill debates

Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., has said that women's experiences and perspectives are helping shape Capitol Hill debates on family and medical leave, tax credits and abortion rights and in confir- mation hearings.

"We will be, yes, in just six months, the women have only made a difference in this country," Boxer said at the Women's Conference in Los Angeles. "We are here to be the voice of the voiceless.

"Boxer's speech concluded the National Women's Political Caucus National con- ference in Los Angeles.

Local

Fox chairwoman blasts censorship

The issue of television violence quickly surfaced at a convention of TV critics when Fox Broadcasting chairman Steve Lyssy and Steve Tyler were frightened by a politically charged program that showed a number of violence and censorship.

"What about the so-called V-chip, a device that would be implanted in new television sets and controlled by parents or government," he said at the University of Illinois in the capital.

"That act, the very idea of the "-chip" scares me."

Top Seven

Seven Immaculate Loves of the Universe:

1. In every yard a sod of grass and each shell daughter.

2. The kernels in the super这么 will necessarily lead to the longest escape.

3. The availability of bathroom choice is necessarily proportional to the oxygen of the television.

4. The other line usually moves faster.

5. You will be every green light when you want to go as far as you can, every red light when late.

6. Rules can be broken forth with by winning your war, wearing the war or scheduling.

7. The level of tax in a party contains inversely to the level of tax around.

Compiled from wire services, David Renshaw, Joe Conran, and Wally Goldberg.

Great Specials All Week

Monday
Tostada Salad Plate
(8/20 chicken or vegetarian)
$4.60 + tax

Enchilada Plate
(8/20 chicken or cheese)
$4.60 + tax

Wednesday
Chile Rellenos Plate
(8/20 chicken or cheese)
$4.60 + tax

Thursday
Tamales Plate
(8/20 chicken or cheese)
$4.60 + tax

Friday
Fajitas Plate
(8/20 chicken or cheese)
$4.60 + tax

Saturday
Fish, Chips & Coleslaw
$4.60 + tax

Sunday Study Special
1 ground beef burrito, 1 ground beef hard shell taco plate combo
$2.75 + tax

RADIANCE REINVENTED
Insurance Environmental Protection
Timed Course SIF 8. Perfect protection for an imperfect world. Helps in the renaissance of environmental aging skin to look and feel like new.

1.8. et al., (8.21) One of each customer, while supplies last.

LANCÔME PARIS

A Gift of Lancôme Beauty


LANCÔME

PARIS
DR. LOVE
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Clinton warns North Korea on nuclear weapons

By Bob Dole
Our News Service

TOKYO, South Korea—President Clinton said at the end of his stop here Saturday that the American community would like "appropriate countermeasures" against the North if Pyongyang continues to pursue U.S. and effects against South Korea to its own herbal and nuclear ambitions. The president included that Pyongyang is a threat to nuclear weapons and said the international community is trying to prevent North Korea to upgrade its own nuclear and chemical weapons.

In a speech Tuesday for the Clinton-Dole team and the national community, the president said, "We must keep our options open. And we must continue to work with our allies and partners in the region to bring stability and security to the Korean Peninsula."

Clinton added, "We must also recognize that there are serious challenges to our ability to deal with the threat posed by North Korea. We must have a flexible and adaptable strategy that is able to respond to the changing nature of the threat.

According to Clinton, the international community is trying to prevent North Korea from acquiring nuclear weapons and from using them to threaten the United States and its allies. Clinton also mentioned that the U.S. and its allies are working to build a nuclear-free zone that divides the two Koreas, and he said that the international community is trying to prevent North Korea from acquiring nuclear weapons and from using them to threaten the United States and its allies.

Clinton added that the U.S. and its allies are working to build a nuclear-free zone that divides the two Koreas, and he said that the international community is trying to prevent North Korea from acquiring nuclear weapons and from using them to threaten the United States and its allies.

The president said that the U.S. and its allies are working to build a nuclear-free zone that divides the two Koreas, and he said that the international community is trying to prevent North Korea from acquiring nuclear weapons and from using them to threaten the United States and its allies.

The president said that the U.S. and its allies are working to build a nuclear-free zone that divides the two Koreas, and he said that the international community is trying to prevent North Korea from acquiring nuclear weapons and from using them to threaten the United States and its allies.
Elders supported by women's caucus

By Andrew Nathan

June 14 marks the last day of the 2009-10 session of the State Legislature, and the last day for Governor Pat Quinn to make good on his promise to sign into law a 'no backpay' bill that would ensure all retired public employees receive the same pay raises as active employees. At the beginning of the session, Governor Quinn pledged to support the 'no backpay' bill. The bill was fought by Republicans, who insisted on a measure that would only apply to new hires. Governor Quinn refused to accept these conditions, and in the end, the 'no backpay' bill was signed into law.

Clinton's plans raise economic costs

By Steven Greenhouse

WASHINGTON — Despite the president's recent decision to reverse his administration's stance on the economy and raise taxes, the administration is moving forward with plans to raise more money from the middle class, particularly through a tax on investment income.

Clintom's economic agenda is focused on reducing the federal deficit and boosting the economy. The president has said he will support a tax on investment income as part of his efforts to reduce the federal deficit.

The tax on investment income would be a significant step in that direction, the administration said. It would provide a source of revenue to help pay for the government's growing deficit.

The tax, which would be paid by individuals who have a net worth of more than $1 million, would be part of a broader package of tax increases the president plans to propose in his upcoming budget.

The tax on investment income would be paid by individuals who have a net worth of more than $1 million, would be part of a broader package of tax increases the president plans to propose in his upcoming budget. The package would also include increased taxes on high-income individuals and corporations, as well as a new tax on financial transactions.

The president's plan to increase taxes on investment income is likely to be met with resistance from Congress, which has already shown little interest in increasing taxes on the wealthy. But the president is eager to move forward with his agenda, and is expected to push for the tax on investment income in his budget.
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The president's plan to increase taxes on investment income is likely to be met with resistance from Congress, which has already shown little interest in increasing taxes on the wealthy. But the president is eager to move forward with his agenda, and is expected to push for the tax on investment income in his budget.

The tax on investment income would be paid by individuals who have a net worth of more than $1 million, would be part of a broader package of tax increases the president plans to propose in his upcoming budget. The package would also include increased taxes on high-income individuals and corporations, as well as a new tax on financial transactions.

The president's plan to increase taxes on investment income is likely to be met with resistance from Congress, which has already shown little interest in increasing taxes on the wealthy. But the president is eager to move forward with his agenda, and is expected to push for the tax on investment income in his budget.
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Tuesday, the second issue for La Gaceta, UCLA's Chicanas, Latinas and American Indian newsmagazine, also plans to broaden coverage to other areas of interest for its readers, including Los Angeles and San Francisco.

"We're looking to develop more content for our readers," said one of the editors. "We want to provide them with a wide range of perspectives and issues that affect them.

In addition to the regular news sections, La Gaceta will also feature a column on local politics, culture, and entertainment. The magazine will also include artwork, poetry, and photography to complement its news content.

The publication will be distributed in Los Angeles and San Francisco, and will also be available online for free.

La Gaceta is published by the Department of Chicana/Latina and Chicano Studies at UCLA, and is supported by a grant from the Jane and Walter Matthews Foundation.

The editors of La Gaceta are looking forward to hearing from their readers and hope to continue to expand their coverage in the future.

If you're interested in contributing to La Gaceta, please contact the editors at la-gaceta@ucla.edu.
Overworked staff ignores students

By Kevin Miron

I almost elapsed in chemistry. As I was listening to my
chemistry teacher, I was also thinking about chemistry.
I was trying to figure out how to study for the test,
which was due the next day. I was also thinking about
how much I hated chemistry, and how much I wanted
to donate my brains to a chemistry museum.

Finally, I walked out of the classroom, feeling
exhausted. I realized that I had no idea what
chemistry was, and that I had no idea how to
study for it. I decided to take a walk, and
when I returned, I found that I had accidentally
put the wrong book on the desk.

I never did figure out how to study for
chemistry, but I did manage to get an A in the
course. I learned that sometimes, you have to
accept that you don't understand something,
and that it's okay to ask for help.

Viewpoint

Chicana/o or show strength

By Ada Westoffe Ulloa

The Chicana/o or show strength, as
the Augustaua Chicana/o or show strength
(musical and artistic) book discusses,
is more than a simple show of
strength. It is a statement of identity,
and a celebration of Chicana/o culture.

The book is divided into three
sections: the musical, the artistic, and
the written. The musical section
features a variety of songs, from traditional
Chicana/o music to contemporary
pieces. The artistic section includes
photographs, paintings, and sculptures,
all created by Chicana/o artists. The
written section features essays and
poetry, written by Chicana/o writers.

The book is a powerful reminder
of the strength and resilience of
Chicana/o people, and a tribute to
their contributions to culture and society.

Viewpoint

Bloody war rage beyond Mayan pyramids

By Hugo Zeniga

Since 1954, when a CIA
agents began assassinating
communist leaders in Guatemala,
the country has been in a state
of civil war. This war has claimed
the lives of thousands of
innocent people, and has
caused great suffering to the
Mayan communities in the
country.

The Mayan communities
are located in the highlands
of Guatemala, and are
known for their rich culture
and tradition. However, these
communities have been
persecuted by the Guatemalan
army, which has used violence
to suppress their voices and
their beliefs.

The situation today is no
better, as the Guatemalan
army continues to attack the
Mayan communities, causing
great suffering and loss of lives.

The world must unite to
support the Mayan communities
and to bring an end to this
cruel war.


**Arts & Entertainment**

---

### Classic films, classic film-makers

**Hitchcock, Mankiewicz bros. showcased by UCLA Archives**

**By Murray Carnes**

While their styles may vary, Dorothy

*The Fair lady* (1964), directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz, and

*The Great Gatsby* (1974), directed by Roman Polanski,

are both examples of the diverse range of films produced by Alfred Hitchcock and Joseph Mankiewicz.

**Monday, July 13, 1993**

**7:30 p.m. — Mankiewicz Brothers Film Festival**

**Eastwood Film Society**

**Tuesday, July 14, 1993**

**7:30 p.m. — Mankiewicz Brothers Film Festival**

**Hitchcock Film Society**

---

### Reviews

**The Fair Lady**

**Music and libretto by Rodgers & Hart**

**Lyricist by Oscar Hammerstein**

**Produced and directed by George Grossmith, Jr.**

**Directed by Jack Benny**

**Music director by Van Heusen**

**Directed by Vincente Minnelli**

**Directed by Vincente Minnelli**

---

**Richard Chamberlain**

**Eliza Doolittle, played by Richard Chamberlain, in *My Fair Lady***.

---

**Ex-model Russia sheds shyness for stardom**

**By Cyril Basinger**

Russia Russo is talking about producing a movie to be shown in Los Angeles this spring.

**Tuesday, July 13, 1993**

**7:30 p.m. — Mankiewicz Brothers Film Festival**

**Eastwood Film Society**

---

### Petersen pulled into 'Fire' of American film

**By Cyril T. Basinger**

Wolfgang Petersen (the Acadian, *Das Boot*) was looking for a film, "a good one", when Clint Eastwood dealt him his first film.

**Friday, July 17, 1993**

**7:30 p.m. — Mankiewicz Brothers Film Festival**

**Eastwood Film Society**

---

### campus bulletin

**UCLA Film and Television**

**Monday, July 13, 1993**

**7:30 p.m. — Mankiewicz Brothers Film Festival**

**Eastwood Film Society**

---

### Summer Brian

**My Fair Lady**

---

**See reviews, page 19**
**Pre-teens prodigy presents passionate performance**

**by Mike Glile**

**Summer Brun A+E**

Thursday was 7/12, another night at the Hollywood Bowl. Sure, the gargantuan playground-crowd was there, but there was a spirited crowd as well, through the doors, who had come to see 12-year-old phenom Sarah Chang.

The Philadelphia-born Chang, whose prodigious talents first lured around the demands of her 12-year-old, she has been armed with her violin for the past six years.

During her lifetime, young career, she has met challenges after challenges. Chang is the youngest person ever to win the concert version. Orchestras, and was awarded the Younghans prize for the promising young person.

She walked onto the stage in a beautiful, yellow-lingo dress looking more like Shirley Temple than Inzhuk Perlman.

Iattish School in New York City received the 7/12 award, the highest award music can receive, and she has already returned to the stage on EML records titled "Debut".

**Petersen**

from page 16

With such an illustrious record, it’s easy to forget that Chang is only 12 years old. The child prodigy has already played with some of the best-known names in the business.

Throughout the crowd, muzak and music of "when I was 11 I didn’t even know what a violin was" could be heard.

When she walked onto the stage in a bright yellow dress looking more like Shirley Temple than Inzhuk Perlman.

She walked onto the stage in a beautiful, yellow-lingo dress looking more like Shirley Temple than Inzhuk Perlman.

**Russu**

from page 17

film, this character becomes romantically involved with fellow Russian Horace, played by Greg Mulligan. The pairing of beautiful women with considerably older leading men is not quite frequent in Hollywood. The couple, however, is totally believable, and their love story seems to be coming to a happy ending. The love story seems to be coming to a happy ending.

It was a special night for Chang and her performance offered a glimpse of the future in a way that is never seen before.

**Russu**

from page 17

film, this character becomes romantically involved with fellow Russian Horace, played by Greg Mulligan. The pairing of beautiful women with considerably older leading men is not quite frequent in Hollywood. The couple, however, is totally believable, and their love story seems to be coming to a happy ending. The love story seems to be coming to a happy ending.

It was a special night for Chang and her performance offered a glimpse of the future in a way that is never seen before.

**Russo**

from page 17

The King and Queen of Fools are having a spew, and vestige towers have emerged into the night sky.

The production of Cinebra's "A Moderate Night's Dream", the Globe Playhouse presents an energetic performance that successfully transports us from our world. White-tresses Tia and Olga are battling in the woods. As the story unfolds, the plot thickens and the tension builds. The movie's plot thickens and the tension builds. The movie's plot thickens and the tension builds.

All the actors have their time to shine, from the comedic Horace by Demetrios and Lynda to a stunningly beautiful Helena. Through it all, the movie's plot thickens and the tension builds. The movie's plot thickens and the tension builds.
MIGRAINE HEADACHES?
Medical Research study for people 18-55 with migraines.
Qualified participants may receive free basic physical exam, lab tests and could earn up to $200.00.
California Clinical Trials Medical Group
(310)854-4951.

NERVOUS? ANXIOUS? RESTLESS? WORRIED?
Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65 experiencing these symptoms for at least 6 months and in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility. All qualified participants may be paid up to $500 for their participation.
PLEASE CALL (310) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group

PANIC ATTACKS?
Do you experience short episodes of smothering sensations, dizziness, chest pain, nervousness or fear? You may qualify for a medical research study on panic disorder. Qualified participants may earn up to $770. (310) 854-4951
California Clinical Trials Medical Group
**SUMMER JOBS**

ASUCLA Concessions is Seeking Food Service Employees for the

**VOLVO TENNIS TOURNAMENT**

**August 2-8**

Open to All UCLA Students

Earn a Discount
Towards the Purchase of Meals

Many Flexible Shifts Available

See World Class Competition

BEGINNING JULY 14

CONTACT

Los Aulisch, Concessions Manager or Jackie Hubler at X 60736. Call from any campus phone, or come by the Concessions trailer, located behind Kerckhoff Hall near the Credit Union.

ASUCLA CONCESSIONS (310) 208-0736

---

**HOUSING ON HILGARD AVENUE!**

- ROOM & BOARD
- PRICES STARTING AT $380/MO.
- ACROSS THE STREET FROM CLASSES
- CLEAN & FRIENDLY ENVIRONMENT
- LARGE ROOMS

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL (310) 208-6734.

---

**LEVERING ARMS**

2 Bed/2 Bath
$1050
$1200

2 HOUSING OPTIONS
- Furnished/Unfurnished

555 LEVERING (310) 208-6734
710 LEVERING (310) 208-6703

PROFESSIONALLY MANAGED BY MOSS & CO.

---

**Summer House Fulling**

Four UCLA students only

(310) 208-0736

---

**Barrington Townhouse**

- $795
- Large, Sunny Apt.
- Close to UCLA
- All utilities included
- Heat and air conditioning
- includes: kitchen, cooking range, stove, refrigerator, washer and dryer, central air conditioning, and garbage service

(310) 417-1536

---

**Burton Way Plaza**

- Apartments
- Parking
- Utilities
- Appliances
- Aparment Features

(310) 248-0836

---

**Peterson Apartments**

- One, Two, Three or Four Bedroom
- Beautiful Location
- Utilities: Gas, Water, Sewage, Trash
- Pets: Allowed
- For more information, call (310) 208-6703.

---

**The Twist Is Back**

One month free, you decide how to apply it

---

**Keltin Townhouse**

- 689 Keltin Avenue
- Live in Los Angeles, CA, 90024
- One 1/1
- Utilities Included
- Parking
- Pets: Allowed

For information, please call (310) 208-8881.

**Summer and Fall Reservations Now Being Taken**

**Galley Towers**

- 6654 Gayley Avenue
- Live in Los Angeles, CA, 90024
- One 1/1
- Utilities Included
- Parking
- Pets: Allowed

For information, please call (310) 208-2655.

---

**Burton Way Plaza**

- Apartments
- Parking
- Utilities
- Appliances
- Aparment Features

(310) 248-0836

---

**The Twist Is Back**

One month free, you decide how to apply it

---
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Preparing for Law School

- The case book method of instruction is used in all law schools.
- Time-saving briefing methods are used to prepare for law examinations; an emaciation of materials, to the law examinations.
- Typical first-year law courses:
  - Basic legal terminology and principles
  - Analytical legal issues, and draw defensible conclusions

BULLIONEER

In context: page 52

-凄- because many inventors use patents to protect their innovations. The ability of inventors to obtain and maintain patents can be critical to their success.
- If you own a patent, you have control over the use of your invention. You can license your invention to others, or you can use it yourself.
- If you find a patent that is similar to your idea, it might be time to look for other ways to protect your invention. You might be able to design a new invention that is different from the patented one.
- If you use a patented technology in your own work, you may need to consider whether you are infringing on someone else’s rights.

SCHREIBER

In context: page 52

- Charles and Fred are two of the most successful athletes in the sport of volleyball.
- When they were young, they competed against each other in only one game. They both believe that the experience made them better players.
- Their competitive spirit has carried over into their careers as professional athletes.
- They work together to improve their skills and prepare for the challenges of the sport.

O'BANNON

In context: page 52

- UCLA's women's basketball team has been on a roll lately. They have won four straight games, setting a new school record.
- Their success can be attributed to a strong defense, effective ball handling, and a balanced scoring attack.
- The team is now No. 2 in the country, and they hope to continue their winning streak.

Preparing for Law School

- The atmosphere is informal, dynamic, and interactive, where students are encouraged to ask questions and speak up.
- Guest speakers are featured.

Instructor: Jeff Dickenson, 14+ attorney, Linker, Mendelson, Tawil & Tawil

For your convenience, enrollments are on-going at your nearest Law School, or by mail. For more information, call (310) 892-4355/4356.

GAMES

From page 22

- The American's 94th win was for the game, which defeated Cabo's 73, and added to the team's 30-30 mark.
- The game was played in front of 10,000 spectators.
- From UCLA, a last-minute charge by the Patriots brought the score to 10-9, in a game of tension.

Taking the LSAT?

Start getting ready now!

1. What is your true LSAT score?
2. What school do you want?
3. What score will it take to get there?

Once you know these three things you will be in a much better position to make decisions.

Call us

We can help

The Princeton Review

Ask about our free diagnostic program

(310) 474-0909

LSAT GMAT GRE MCAT

Classes now forming for October 2019


**SEALY**

On page 32
is class in a new offensive
system that he plans
nothing.

"The difference between
the college game and the instructional
games is in the same as the difference
between the high school clubs and
college," Smith said.

"It's a whole new experi-
ence, the players are
scared of the big
mouths," Smith said.

BILMEIGIER

From page 32

The world's women's tennis
star is still a student at
Stanford University.

"The men's tennis
is more competitive,
but the women's tennis
is more fun," said
Laurie Smith.

Although the UCLA men's
volleyball team's national
title was blocked from
the only, the men's men's
athletic program still managed
to finish fifth in the 1993 USA Today College
Athletic Championships.

**O'BANNONS TOGETHER ONCE MORE**

By Stephanie Smith

Amasa High school senior
Stephanie Williams
is being considered for
the 1993 USA Today College
Athletic Championships.

The son of two players,
Charles and Ed O'Bannon,
this 1989-90 Amasa
Indian was named to
the All-American
Team.

With the brother of
O'Bannon, "I'm not in a
rash and the magic seems to
be to establish what.'

The men's tennis
is more competitive,
but the women's tennis
is more fun," said
Laurie Smith.

**ICS NUTS AND BOLTS**

By Stephanie Smith

The 1993 UCLA men's
and women's tennis teams
are considering adding
the following 1993 USA
College
Athletic Championships.

**O'BANNONS TOGETHER ONCE MORE**

By Stephanie Smith

Amasa High school senior
Stephanie Willams
is being considered for
the 1993 USA Today College
Athletic Championships.

The son of two players,
Charles and Ed O'Bannon,
this 1989-90 Amasa
Indian was named to
the All-American
Team.

With the brother of
O'Bannon, "I'm not in a
rash and the magic seems to
be to establish what.'

The men's tennis
is more competitive,
but the women's tennis
is more fun," said
Laurie Smith.

**ICS NUTS AND BOLTS**

By Stephanie Smith

The 1993 UCLA men's
and women's tennis teams
are considering adding
the following 1993 USA
College
Athletic Championships.
Team USA taught a lesson on own turf

Sealy rides the pin, waits for time to come

Eric Billigmeier
Summer Bruin Sports

U.S. National Volleyball Team member Mike Sealy said he has felt a bit of pressure from UCLA All-American setter to a player whose only court time comes during timeouts.

Brasilians hammer Yankees in World League match

By Aaron Lowenthal
Summer Bruin Staff

After winning a four-set thriller over the Americans in the opening game of their home-and-home series, Brazil kept to its winning form in a dominant 3-0 victory over the Yankees. The match was played in the Rose Bowl, home to the UCLA Bruins.

The Bruins, led by setter Mike Sealy, took the first set 25-21, but Brazil came back with a vengeance in the second set, winning 25-14. In the final set, the Yankees battled back to tie the score at 13-13, but Brazil held off the Americans to win 25-19.

Tenth campus search resumed

Peltason cites reduced UC budgetary threat

By Vince Galla

The search for a new chancellor of UCLA has resumed after a brief lull, following the recent announcement of a slight reduction in the University of California's budget.

Even though the University of California Board of Regents has yet to finalize the search process, the university has already started soliciting applications and interviews.

The search committee is composed of faculty members from both the UCLA campus and other UC campuses, as well as representatives from the California Department of Education and the California State University system.

Although the university's budget is still uncertain, Peltason said that the reduction in the UC budget would likely have a minimal impact on the search process.

The search committee will continue to meet and make decisions on the selection of the new chancellor. The UCLA campus community is encouraged to participate in the search process by providing feedback and suggestions.

Summer Brinu

University of California, Los Angeles

Monday, July 15, 1993

Technique clears eyes with lasers

By Jane Doe

After 20 years, Michael Kohn finally took a step forward in his quest to clear his vision. Kohn, who has undergone keratorefractive surgery (KRS), has been able to see clearly again.

Kohn, a former UCLA police officer, underwent KRS surgery in 1990 and has since been able to see without glasses or contact lenses. He says the procedure has been life-changing.

I can't believe how good it feels to see clearly again," Kohn said. "I never thought I would be able to see without glasses or contact lenses."
Gay man reinstalled to LAPD after litigation

By Stephanie Bivens

Los Angeles Daily News

Mitchell Goldstein, who argued a high-profile case against the Los Angeles Police Department over affirmative action, was reinstalled as a LAPD officer effective Monday. He was reinstalled after being taken off duty last year and finding himself unable to return to the department.

The 23-year-old Los Angeles native became the seventh gay police officer in the city after his reinstatement was announced Monday morning by the Los Angeles Police Protective League.

"I think we've accomplished all the goals and cleared the last step in a long legal battle," said Goldstein.

"Right now there is no blanket to stop me."

"I survived 3½ years without backup and operating with the threat of death constantly."

— Mitchell Goldstein

"I want that under Chief William that won't be tolerated."

— Mitchell Goldstein

Goldstein, a protege of LAPD vice president, was reinstated in 1986 after a brilliant legal battle that he and two other officers were denied from the force by harassment and discrimination, according to officials.

He had a similar action against the city of Los Angeles, and something was made on him."

— Mitchell Goldstein

He was reinstated after his reinstatement was announced Monday morning by the Los Angeles Police Protective League.

"It will be paid between $5,000 and $100,000 severance plus at LAPD wages, as an increase in his base compensation of $16,500, plus $1,000 per month for 12 years," said Goldstein.

"Having to return to work as a police officer in San Francisco, not being able to go to work in this city, has been an incredible burden."
India plans to develop rocket technology

NEW DELHI — India said Saturday that it would develop powerful sounding rocket technology that is used in its space program and is needed to develop satellites.

"The government of India will not allow any attack on India's space technology and space program," the Foreign Office said.

The announcement that India will continue to develop the technology was the latest in a series of moves by the Indian government to strengthen the country's strategic capabilities.

U.S. Diplomats to be stationed in Hanoi

BANGKOK, Thailand — The United States will station diplomats in Hanoi for the first time in nearly two decades.

The U.S. diplomatic mission in Hanoi, which was closed in 1979, will be re-opened in February 2015.

This is a major diplomatic breakthrough for the United States, which has had no diplomatic relations with Vietnam since the Vietnam War ended in 1975.

Hussein accuses U.S. of "racial fanaticism"

Baghdad — Iraq's President Saddam Hussein accused the United States of "racial fanaticism" on Sunday.

"The United States policy is based on racial fanaticism," Hussein said in a televised speech.

The speech was Hussein's first public appearance since the start of the U.S.-led war against Iraq last month.

U.N. Security Council meets to discuss Iraq

The U.N. Security Council met Sunday to discuss the situation in Iraq.

The council was expected to discuss the ongoing war against Iraq and the role of the United Nations in supporting the Iraqi government.

U.S. envoy arrives in Beijing for talks

A U.S. envoy arrived in Beijing for talks with Chinese officials on the war against Iraq.

The envoy, who is expected to meet with Chinese President Hu Jintao, is expected to discuss the role of China in the war against Iraq.

NATO presses for talks with Iraq

NATO officials said Sunday that the alliance is pressing for talks with Iraq on the war.

The officials said that NATO is willing to engage in discussions with Iraq on the war and the future of the country.

U.S. military personnel safe in Baghdad

U.S. military personnel are safe in Baghdad, U.S. Embassy sources said Sunday.

The sources said that all U.S. military personnel are safe in the capital and that the security situation is improving.

Hussein again urges U.N. to lift sanctions

Baghdad — Iraq's President Saddam Hussein again urged the United Nations to lift sanctions against his country on Sunday.

"We demand that the United Nations lift all sanctions imposed on our country," Hussein said in a televised speech.

The speech was Hussein's first public appearance since the start of the U.S.-led war against Iraq last month.

U.S. military personnel safe in Baghdad

U.S. military personnel are safe in Baghdad, U.S. Embassy sources said Sunday.

The sources said that all U.S. military personnel are safe in the capital and that the security situation is improving.
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Baghdad — Iraq's President Saddam Hussein again urged the United Nations to lift sanctions against his country on Sunday.

"We demand that the United Nations lift all sanctions imposed on our country," Hussein said in a televised speech.

The speech was Hussein's first public appearance since the start of the U.S.-led war against Iraq last month.

U.S. military personnel safe in Baghdad

U.S. military personnel are safe in Baghdad, U.S. Embassy sources said Sunday.

The sources said that all U.S. military personnel are safe in the capital and that the security situation is improving.

Hussein again urges U.N. to lift sanctions

Baghdad — Iraq's President Saddam Hussein again urged the United Nations to lift sanctions against his country on Sunday.

"We demand that the United Nations lift all sanctions imposed on our country," Hussein said in a televised speech.

The speech was Hussein's first public appearance since the start of the U.S.-led war against Iraq last month.

U.S. military personnel safe in Baghdad

U.S. military personnel are safe in Baghdad, U.S. Embassy sources said Sunday.

The sources said that all U.S. military personnel are safe in the capital and that the security situation is improving.
Panels discuss African, African-American cultural gap

by Wendy Garcia

Visiting the need for cultural understanding andued to African culture in African-American communities, the conference, held in Ashburn, Va., was jointly hosted by the League of Potomac Heights and the Black Family Support System. "As African-Americans in the Diaspora, we face a unique challenge," said Dr. Joe Williams, special assistant to the UCLA Center for African Studies Center. "We have been away from our communities for various reasons, and we need to find a way to reconnect with our culture and the African-American community."

Various panels were held to address the cultural gap, including discussions on African culture and its influence on African-American communities. The event concluded with a keynote address by John Williams, who discussed the importance of understanding African culture in order to bridge the cultural gap.

Tired of ATM's that force you to withdraw at least $20 at a time? Our "Student Friendly" ATM allows you $5, $10, $20, or $40 withdrawals, in the company of a cashier rather than alone on the street. Plus, our 24 hour express store is stocked with all the essentials (and more) you might need or want. Parking is on us -- no permit required.

The obstacle in your life is right in front of your eyes.

If your glasses or contact lens are coming between you and your favorite activities, ophthalmic surgeon Dr. Brown, MD. can help. A simple, single minute examination can determine if you can wear contact lenses. And there's no time off work. You can have the procedure on Friday, and be back at work Monday. Free round from the hassle of contact lenses.

Call the Laser and Refractive Surgeons at Westside Eye Care for more information.

25% savings for all UCLA students, faculty, and staff.

45 Westside Eye Care
2336 Santa Monica Blvd., #308
Santa Monica
(310) 453-0489

Federal agents infiltrate white supremacist groups

By Keith Stone
Los Angeles Daily News

In May 1992, Silvon Williams, 27, of the Los Angeles area of African descent and his New Order group charged the White Nationalist Alliance with the murder of a black man in Southern California. The open leader of a new group of young men from the Four Winds Skinheads, Christopher Pope, 21, of Long Beach, was arrested on suspicion of planning to harm the Four Winds Skinheads.

The agents arrested Williams and members of his group. Williams, 27, of the New Order group, was charged with murder in the death of a black man in Los Angeles. The New Order group was reported to have white supremacist members who were arrested for planning to harm the Four Winds Skinheads.

There is no comparison!
We are the LSAT specialists. Call toll-free for information.
1-800-696-9577

TestMasters Crushes The Competition!
LSAT Course Comparison

TestMasters Kaplan Princeton Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lecture Hours</th>
<th>Number of Lecture Sessions</th>
<th>Instructor LSAT Percentage</th>
<th>Students per Class</th>
<th>Real LSAT Questions?</th>
<th>Course Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>99th</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>$750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>90th</td>
<td>25+</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>$745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>95th</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>$745</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examiner Laser procedures to correct nearsightedness are now being performed on an investigational basis at UCLA's Jules Stein Eye Institute.

Dr. Robert J. McLean, ophthalmologist at the Jules Stein Eye Institute, discussed the current status of nearsightedness with the Examiner Laser work. The expected results of the current methods and any additional information about the Examiner Laser procedure is available from the Jules Stein Eye Institute.
"I really can't give Newsline for the Blind enough praise... It's a great service.

Grant Young

Biological basis for sexuality debated

By Natalie Angier

In the sharp debate over the significance of sexual orientation, the scientific community has been divided over whether biology or environment plays a larger role. Those who believe in a biological basis for orientation point to the biological mechanisms and processes that underlie the differences, while those who believe the environment plays a greater role point to the social, psychological, and cultural factors that influence behavior and identity. The debate has important implications for our understanding of human nature and the rights of individuals who identify as gay, lesbian, or transgender.

Some gay rights leaders view the latest findings as simple-minded and potentially dangerous. "Scientists, scientists are looking for the simple-minded and potentially dangerous," said one gay rights leader. "But there's no scientific evidence that biology is the sole determining factor. People are born with different orientations, and their environment shapes how they behave. We need to ensure that laws protect everyone's rights and rights are not eliminated by this latest research."
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**EYES**

From page 1

precise, every eye muscle and tear differently. "Everyone, especially men and women, is different," he says. "We can't make a generalization, normal eye procedures are not a guarantee. If we succeed in improving everyone's vision, then we have won."

The basic premise behind refractive surgery is to restructure the eye to reduce or eliminate the need for glasses, either temporarily or permanently. This is accomplished in various ways, depending on the specific procedure. The most common procedure of this kind is LASIK (laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis), in which a laser is used to reshape the cornea. This is often done in association with PRK (photorefractive keratectomy), a procedure that uses an excimer laser to create a thin layer of the cornea that is then removed with alcohol.

The Federal Trade Commission has been investigating the eyelid surgery market, which includes procedures such as blepharoplasty, dermabrasion, and laser treatments. These procedures are often performed by plastic surgeons, ophthalmologists, and optometrists.

**TENTH CAMPUS**

From page 1

you should vary your test preparation routine. Abundant preparation materials are available for the MCAT, and you should use them.

The new plan for the UC campus just two months after the new plan for the MCAT was announced. The university had been under pressure to improve its performance, particularly in the areas of science and technology, and the new plan was seen as a significant step in that direction.

**FREE TEST/SEMINAR CARD**

Name: 
Street Address: 
City: 
Zip Code: 
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College: 
Donated Test/Seminar Location: 
Date: 
Type of test (circle one) LSAT GRE GMAT MCAT 
Mail to: The Princeton Review, 10474 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite #203, Los Angeles, CA 90025

**Donations are down**

Make your appointment today 825-0888 x2

**UCLA/ASUCA students:** receive our gift of 4 hours leave with pay each time you donate.

**UCLA Students:** receive our gift of an ASUCA meal ticket.

**SEXUALITY**

From page 9

The relationship between homosexuality and sexual orientation is still unclear. Some studies suggest that people who are homosexual are more likely to have certain personality traits, such as being more open to new experiences or having a higher degree of empathy. However, other studies have not found any consistent differences between heterosexual and homosexual individuals.

The most common assumptions about homosexuality are that it is innate and unchangeable. However, research has shown that this is often not the case. For example, some studies have found that people who were raised in an environment that was hostile to their sexual orientation were more likely to experience difficulties in their relationships.

**Los Ponchos Summer Madness!**

2 for the price of 1 $1 Dinner Special!

Sun - Sun. After 3:00 PM. Must bring in coupon.

Offer expires Aug. 1, 1993

Los Ponchos Grill • 10936 Lindbrook Dr Westwood CA • (310) 208-8727

**FREE TEST/SEMINAR CARD**

Name: 
Street Address: 
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Zip Code: 
Phone: 
College: 
Donated Test/Seminar Location: 
Date: 
Type of test (circle one) LSAT GRE GMAT MCAT 
Mail to: The Princeton Review, 10474 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite #203, Los Angeles, CA 90025

**Shakey's.**

Fast Free Delivery!

- Any large pizza up to 3 toppings of your choice $9.95
- 2 medium one topping pizzas only $10.99
- 2 medium two toppings only $11.99
- $2.99 60 oz. pitchers of BEER
- Thin, Thick, or Pan Pizza at no extra charge!

Call to reserve Shakey's upgrades Free! 824-4111

1114 Gayley Westwood
Hours: Sun-Thurs 11-1 am, Fri & Sat 11-2 am.
Defending Chemistry

By Wendy Fugisaki

I am writing in response to the letter “Challenged...” (June 22). I agree with the author's concerns. I found it disturbing that the author could make such a comparison. The author did not have the right to make such a comparison. I found it disturbing that the author could make such a comparison. The author did not have the right to make such a comparison.

You will not find role models for students in our school. You will find role models for students in our school. You will find role models for students in our school. You will find role models for students in our school. You will find role models for students in our school. You will find role models for students in our school. You will find role models for students in our school. You will find role models for students in our school. You will find role models for students in our school.

Bruins: get involved

By Michele “Kiki” Kroslovich

Would you like to change the world? Then you need to get involved in your community. Whether you are concerned about environmental issues, social justice, or education, there are numerous opportunities to volunteer and make a difference.

I recently heard about a group of students who organized a picnic on the beach to promote awareness of the effects of pollution on marine life. They set up tables with information about the harmful effects of plastic waste and provided recycling bins for participants to take home.

Another group of students is working to create a community garden in the area. They are planning to plant vegetables and herbs that can be shared with local food banks and soup kitchens.

There are also many opportunities to volunteer through the campus organizations. For example, the Inter-Faith Council sponsors a weekly food drive, and the Book Exchange allows students to donate gently used textbooks to those in need.

Get involved in your community and make a difference. Together, we can create a better world for all.

Viewpoint

Staff gets the shaft again

By Agha Ali

The staff at UCLA has seen a new round of layoffs on campus. One of the smallest departments of the university, the Staff and Faculty Services (SFS) Union, announced that it would be cutting 12 key positions in the department. This move is the latest in a series of layoffs and budget cuts that have hit the university in recent months.

The SFS union represents a small group of employees who work in non-academic areas of the university, including human resources, payroll, and financial aid. The union has been working to negotiate better pay and conditions for its members, but the university has so far refused to budge.

The union is expected to announce more layoffs in the coming weeks, as the university continues to struggle with budget deficits. The layoffs are expected to affect a wide range of employees, including administrative staff, groundskeepers, and food service workers.

In a statement following the announcement, the union's president, Agha Ali, said, “We are deeply disappointed by this move. Our members are dedicated and hard-working, and they deserve better treatment from the university.”

The union has called on the university administration to reverse its plans and to engage in meaningful negotiations with the union to improve working conditions and pay for its members.

Viewpoint

Congress speaks out on School of Public Health

By Letter to Jack Pelton

We were disappointed to learn of the recent actions taken by the UCLA School of Public Health (SAPH). The school has cut back on many of its programs and services, including public health education and research. This is a serious setback for public health and the people who depend on it.

SAPH has a long history of excellence in public health research and education. It has been a leader in the field, producing many groundbreaking studies that have helped to shape public health policy. The school has also been a catalyst for innovation, pushing the boundaries of what is possible in public health.

We urge you to take action to support SAPH and to ensure that it can continue to do its important work.

SINFEST - BURNT IN EFFURY

By Tatsuya Ishida

This year's SINFEST was a huge success! The event was packed with energy and excitement, with a diverse range of performers taking to the stage. From live music and dance to spoken word and comedy, there was something for everyone.

The highlight of the night was undoubtedly the headliner, who delivered an incredible performance that had the crowd on their feet. The audience was also treated to a range of other outstanding acts, including a powerful spoken word performance and a heart-stirring dance routine.

SINFEST is an annual event organized by the Students of Public Health (SAPH), and it is a testament to the talent and passion of the students involved. It is a great opportunity for the public to come together and celebrate the important work that public health does.

Commentary

Even in the best of families

By Leslie Damski

Drew was a bright boy. He had his fair share of troubles, but he was generally well liked by those who knew him. His family was supportive of him, and they tried to help him in any way they could. But in the end, it was not enough.

Drew was killed in a car accident at the age of 18. His family was devastated. They had hoped for a happy future, but now they were left to deal with the pain of losing their son. It was a time of great sadness and loss, but also of love and support.

The family raised money for a scholarship in Drew's name, and they continue to keep his memory alive. They are grateful for the support they received from their community, and they are determined to make a positive difference in the world.

As we mourn the loss of a wonderful young man, we are reminded of the fragility of life and the importance of cherishing every moment. We must remember to love and support each other, even in the best of families.
Shakespeare au lait

Acts bring 'Pericles' to local coffee houses

Dr. Lawrence Bollman, Summer Bruin Staff

Summer Bruin, July 21, 1993

Dr. Lawrence Bollman presents a new coffeehouse performance series: Shakespeare au lait. The series began with "Pericles" on July 19 and will continue through July 30 at various local coffee houses. The series is presented by UCLA Student Theatre and Shakespeare au lait.

"Pericles" is one of the plays' most occasionally performed versions of the "Third World Theater." After dedicating six weeks to long evenings of internal, the opening act is a rearrangement of the play's original, and the audience hears a different perspective on the audience's perception of the play.

Dr. Bollman acknowledges the incompleteness of her activity, warns that it is more and less frequently observed. As she speaks, other members of the cast help themselves to coffee and napkin sets following the performance. The audience is always aware of the ending, but the performance is not.

"Pericles" is the first of a series of three plays, and it is the only one performed in its entirety. The audience is aware of the ending, but the performance is not.

Award winning script gives writer big break

Tommy M. Thomson

"The Magic of Chance" is the first professional engagement of the UCLA Film School students' "How to be a Billionaire" production. The production opens tonight with a performance at the UCLA Bruin Theatre. The play is an adaptation of the popular book "How to be a Billionaire" by Robert Cialdini, a professor of psychology at the University of Arizona.

The play is set in a coffeehouse in New York, where the audience is asked to imagine what it would be like to be a billionaire. The play focuses on the character of "The Billionaire," who is portrayed by a cast of actors who have no previous acting experience.

The play is directed by the students of the UCLA Film School, who are working on their final projects. The production is sponsored by the UCLA Film School and the UCLA Bruin Theatre.

The play is a comedy and a satire of the "American Dream." The characters are from all walks of life, and they are all trying to get their share of the "Billionaire's" money. The play is a social commentary on the economic system and the ways in which it affects people's lives.

The play is a success, and it is receiving critical acclaim. The performance is scheduled for the entire month of August, and tickets are available at the Bruin Theatre box office.
Funky Love Gods play it limp

By Mike Gillis

The Supreme Love Gods put on an energetic and somewhat unexpected show Friday night at the Embassy.

The L.A. band came out with a bang, mixing their high-energy sound with pounding drums, organs, and effects. They set

The noise they created was quite impressive, and the band

The Love Gods are most effective at capturing the energy of the show and keeping the audience engaged. The vocals were on point and the music was tightly

The show's opening moment came with the band's cover of the novelty disco hit "Kung Fu Fighting."

From page 15


But overall, the album is worth a listen, even if you're not a fan of dance music or a fan of nearness. This is an album that deserves to be heard, and if you like dance music, you'll likely enjoy this album.

Jeremy Pea, 29, Oklahoma City - The band is currently on tour and is scheduled to play a show at the House of Blues in Dallas this weekend.

From page 15

Geryon Pea, 29, Oklahoma City - The band is currently on tour and is scheduled to play a show at the House of Blues in Dallas this weekend.

Theater

Theater}

"Romeo and Juliet" by William Shakespeare

Theatre Company presents "Romeo and Juliet"

It's free. It's a good cause

The love that should have blazed through the hearts of Romeo and Juliet remained unrequited in the minds of the audience at the Malvern Public Library last night. Joan Stuart Morris makes a winning appearance as the feisty and impulsive Juliet, while Tim Pellegrini is quite effective as her love interest, Romeo. A faster paced performance is perhaps a need. But after an hour, the show ends and there is no encore.

Now about the music. Show is bright and lively, made even more so by the fact that some of the cast members are also musicians. Unfortunately, the music is not as good as the acting. The orchestra plays well, but their efforts are not enough to save the show from the overall mediocrity.
GAMES

From page 21

The 20 Strongers took early, asking an 11-0 lead before the game was three minutes old. The lead led to 3-2 late in the afternoon, and 3-3 at the half.

"I thought we played extremely well. I felt that this was as well as we've played. We shot the ball well, we defended, we got them in foul trouble early on. We just did a very, very good job overall tonight."

Reggie Miller, U.S. Head Coach

Reggie Miller, "I think that this was as well as we've played. We shot the ball well, we defended, we got them in foul trouble early on. We just did a very, very good job overall tonight."
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From page 28

well as the semifinals of the 1991 Phoenix event.

Delbert Gilliam, Jr., is the only player to win a title in 1991. He beat North Carolina State's Mark Young, who had just retired from the University of Florida, in the finals. Gilliam, who had been playing for years, was one of the few players to qualify for the tournament.

Gilliam's win was a significant event in the history of Team Tennis, as it marked the beginning of the sport's rise to prominence. Team Tennis is a popular sport in the United States, with teams from all over the country participating in the annual tournament. The sport is also popular in other countries, such as Germany and France, where teams from different countries compete against each other.

In the first round of the tournament, Gilliam defeated North Carolina State's Mark Young, who had just retired from the University of Florida. Gilliam's win was a significant event in the history of Team Tennis, as it marked the beginning of the sport's rise to prominence. Team Tennis is a popular sport in the United States, with teams from all over the country participating in the annual tournament. The sport is also popular in other countries, such as Germany and France, where teams from different countries compete against each other.

In the second round, Gilliam faced off against Florida's Mark Young. The match was a close one, with Gilliam winning in three sets. In the semifinals, Gilliam faced off against Texas's John Smith. Gilliam won the first set, but lost the second and third sets. In the final, Gilliam faced off against Virginia's Mark Young. The match was a close one, with Gilliam winning in three sets. In the final, Gilliam faced off against Virginia's Mark Young. The match was a close one, with Gilliam winning in three sets.

The U.S. men's basketball team, which features UCLA's Fonsie Gilliam, Jr., has been playing in the tournament for many years. Gilliam has been a key player for the team, and his performance in the tournament has been impressive. Gilliam's success in the tournament has been a source of pride for the university and for Team Tennis.

In conclusion, the 1991 Team Tennis tournament was an exciting event, with Gilliam's win being a significant moment in the history of the sport. Team Tennis is a popular sport in the United States, with teams from all over the country participating in the annual tournament. The sport is also popular in other countries, such as Germany and France, where teams from different countries compete against each other.
**Sports**

**UCLA duo strikes gold at World University Games**

Swimmers Kusma, Pickett lead host of Bruins taking home medals from Buffalo

By Tim Cash

UCLA's Bruce Kusma and Nina Pickett won a pair of gold medals Tuesday and helped propel the national Collegiate champion to a fifth place finish in the team competition at the World University Games in Buffalo.

Pickett, who combined a time of 5:21.25 as Kusma won the opening leg in 45.87 seconds, helped UCLA's Mike Pickett arch a lead in the victory, swamping the third leg in 46.17. After the relay, Kusma and Pickett received their medals as they competed for an individual gold in the 50-meter freestyle.


Bryan Kurz

Racket in hand, she's ready for the next step

Former Bruin Pohopes World Team Tennis provides a steppingstone to success on the court

By Tim Cash

The route from the game courts of Wiltshire, England for former UCLA star Kimberly Po is a long one and may be difficult, but she is happy to be moving on.

Po, who left UCLA after her freshman year, is ready to take the next step in her tennis career by joining the World Team Tennis League.

In addition to playing for the New York metro team, Po will also participate in a professional tennis circuit.

She is currently ranked 185 in the world and has a career-high ranking of 106.

Po said she is looking forward to the new challenges that come with competition against top players.

She is excited to be part of a professional team and to learn from her teammates.

Po has been a standout athlete throughout her career at UCLA and has made significant contributions to the team's success.

She is known for her aggressive playing style and her ability to handle pressure.

Po's inclusion in the World Team Tennis League is a testament to her hard work and dedication.

She has demonstrated her talent and potential, and her addition to the league will undoubtedly bring excitement and energy to the sport.

Po is a shining example of a student-athlete who has achieved success both on and off the court.

She has been a role model for younger players and has inspired many with her perseverance and determination.

Po is grateful for the opportunities she has had at UCLA and is excited to continue her journey in the world of tennis.

She is looking forward to the new experiences and challenges that come with being a professional athlete.

Po's journey is just beginning, and she is ready to take on the next step in her career with enthusiasm and dedication.

We know she can do it.

---

**Star freshman hoopster heads toward Nashville**

Guard Palomino transfers to Vandy

By Stephanie Smith

The women's basketball program is in a state of transition. First, the departure of head coach Bill McCollum. Then, a few weeks ago, the switch of sophomore guard Tyler Palomino.

The 5-foot-9 guard announced recently her decision to transfer to Vanderbilt University, where she will play for the Commodores next season.

"I'm excited to join the Commodores," said Palomino. "Vanderbilt offers a great opportunity for me to continue my basketball career and develop my game."
Only a mom loves 'em

By Robyn Nelson

The telephone bell rings. "Mom, don't hang up," says a voice out of the blue, which is odd since you didn't realize you were calling your mother. She faces you and, perhaps, asks you, "What's wrong? We're not talking about that, are we?"

Yes, I suppose it's a radar system. Something that's been programmed to do that. I'm sure phoners have done that before. Perhaps people have done that before. Perhaps people have done that before."

But, you think, "What's wrong? We're not talking about that, are we?"

Just a reminder from someone who's not around. It's just an example of how a mom can love you 'em."

The Hospital Elites

By Dennis Turner

The following hospitals received at least four of 10 percent of the overall rating for the number of medical specialties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Medical Specialties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Johns Hopkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayo Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emory University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Washington</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The recommended hospitals for each specialty are:

- Johns Hopkins: Johns Hopkins, Mayo Clinic, University of Pennsylvania, Duke, Stanford University, Emory University, University of Michigan, University of Washington.

UCLA Med Center rated best in western U.S.

By Jordan Garneck

UCLA Medical Center, ranking among the country's top medical centers, is among the nation's best. It is also one of the nation's most innovative institutions.

In fact, UCLA was recently named one of the top 10 hospitals in the nation by U.S. News & World Report, a publication based in New York City. The ranking is based on a comprehensive evaluation of the nation's top hospitals, which is conducted annually.

"The UCLA Medical Center ranks among the top 10 hospitals in the nation, making it one of the nation's most innovative institutions," said Dr. Raymond Schultze, director of the UCLA Medical Center.

"Part of the reason for UCLA's high ranking is its commitment to innovation." Schultze added. "We are constantly looking for new ways to improve patient care and outcomes."
Deliver delivery of signatures delays smoking ban

Thousands campaign to force citywide vote on ordinance

By Kathleen Stowe
Los Angeles Daily News

A smoking ban in Los Angeles remains one of the city's most controversial issues, as the city continues to be divided over the merits of such a ban.

The major factors contributing to this controversy are the varying opinions among the public, the political landscape in Los Angeles, and the potential impact on the local economy.

The ban seeks to regulate smoking in Los Angeles, with the goal of improving the health of its residents and reducing the negative effects of second-hand smoke. However, there are concerns about the impact of such a ban on businesses and the local economy.

Supporters of the ban argue that it will improve public health and reduce the health care costs associated with smoking-related illnesses. They argue that allowing smoking in public places will lead to increased exposure to second-hand smoke, which can be harmful to both smokers and non-smokers.

Opponents of the ban, on the other hand, argue that it will have a negative impact on businesses, especially those that rely on smoking customers, such as bars and restaurants.

The ban has been on the ballot twice, with each attempt failing to gain enough signatures to qualify for the ballot. The latest attempt is expected to be voted on in the near future.

If the ban passes, it will be one of the most restrictive smoking bans in the country. It will prohibit smoking in indoor public places, including restaurants, bars, and workplaces. It will also prohibit smoking in certain outdoor areas, such as parks and schools.

The ban has faced opposition from various groups, including the California Restaurant Association and the California Retailers Association.

The ban has also faced legal challenges, with opponents arguing that it violates the state constitution's provision for the freedom of assembly.

If the ban passes, it will be watched closely by other cities considering similar legislation. However, it remains to be seen whether the ban will be successfully implemented and enforced.

The impact of the ban on the local economy is also a concern. Opponents argue that it will lead to a decrease in business and job losses.

Despite the challenges, the ban remains a priority for many public health advocates in Los Angeles. They argue that it is necessary to protect the health of all residents and reduce the negative effects of smoking.

The ban has also faced opposition from some members of the City Council, who argue that it is unnecessary and would be too costly for businesses.

The upcoming vote on the ban will be closely watched by the public and the business community. It remains to be seen whether the ban will pass and how it will be implemented if it does.

In the meantime, the city continues to grapple with the issue of smoking and its impact on public health.

Kathleen Stowe is a reporter for the Los Angeles Daily News.
Underground explosions planned in search for faults

By Dennis Widders
Los Angeles Daily News

In an effort to forestall and mitigate faults like the one responsible for the deadly 1971 Sylmar, Calif., earthquake, the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power plans to set off a series of underground explosions, in an effort to weaken those faults in northern Los Angeles.

"We will help the governor and the water district do what they deem necessary," said John F. Menendez, president of the Los Angeles River Development Authority.

The blasts will be set off in the area sometime during the next two years, the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power said. The explosions, in an effort to weaken those faults in northern Los Angeles, will be set off in an area that includes the city's 17-mile-long water system.

The explosions, in an effort to weaken those faults in northern Los Angeles, will be set off in an area that includes the city's 17-mile-long water system.

The explosions, in an effort to weaken those faults in northern Los Angeles, will be set off in an area that includes the city's 17-mile-long water system.

The explosions, in an effort to weaken those faults in northern Los Angeles, will be set off in an area that includes the city's 17-mile-long water system.
Los Ponchos Summer Madness!

2 for the Price of 1 + $1 Dinner Special!
Sun - Thurs. After 3:00 P.M.
Offer expires Aug. 1, 1993
Los Ponchos Grill • 10936 Larchmont Blvd. Westwood CA 90024 • (310) 208-8772

Taco Tuesday!
4 - 8 P.M.
Free Appetizer Buffet
25 ° Tacos
9p.m. - close
$2.00 Margaritas
3 tacos $1.75
10 - 11 p.m.
50 ° Beers until the Keg runs dry!

LSAT GRE GMAT MCAT
Free Test and Seminar
Take a free LSAT, GRE, GMAT or MCAT test from the Princeton Review and get back a computer-analyzed score report, plus a comprehensive breakdown of your strengths and weaknesses. The Princeton Review also provides tips for preparing for the tests. For more information call (310) 208-8772.

Test:
Sat., July 17, 9:00 am - 11:30 am
Sat., July 31, 9:00 am - 11:30 am
Sat., Aug. 7, 9:00 am - 11:30 am
Sat., July 17, 9:00 am - 11:30 am
Sat., July 31, 9:00 am - 11:30 am
Sat., Aug. 14, 9:00 am - 11:30 am
Sat., July 24, 9:00 am - 11:30 am
Sat., Aug. 21, 9:00 am - 11:30 am
Sat., July 10, 9:00 am - 2:30 pm

Location:
USC
Culver City
USC
Culver City
USC
Culver City
Location:
Beverly Hills
Beverly Hills
Beverly Hills
Beverly Hills

FREE TEST/SEMINAR CARD
Name:
Street Address:
City:
Phone:
College:
Year Graduating:
Desired Test/Seminar Location:
Date(s):
Type of test (circle one): LSAT GRE GMAT MCAT
Mail to: The Princeton Review, 10074 Santa Monica Blvd. Suite #403, Los Angeles, CA 90025

CLINTON
From page 1
Statistics indicate the low- wage service sector is the fastest growing sector in the U.S. About 3.5 million of those who work in the sector, a fact Clinton hopes to point out to voters in his campaign.

"It is clear that women do not have the medical advantage.

Hilary Clinton

HOSPITAL
From page 1

Aptly named, the "Bayless" section offers a variety of food and beverage options for guests.

Hilary Clinton

Seminars are being held at the Bayless Center throughout the week.

Hilary Clinton

The report speaks to the importance of women in the workforce.

Hilary Clinton

Joan Bayless, a long-time supporter of women's rights, has been an active member of the Bayless Center's board of directors.

Hilary Clinton

Bayless Center employees are proud of their role in providing a safe and comfortable workplace for women.

Hilary Clinton

Summer donations are down!

Make your appointment today 825-0888 X2

UCLA/ASUCLA employees: receive our gift of 4 hours leave with pay each time you donate.

UCLA Students: receive our gift of an ASUCLA meal ticket.

American Heart Association
BLOOD DONOR CENTER

(Students employees may receive only one gift, not both. Sorry.)
Defend yourself against white supremacists

By Adriana Manjarrez

The recent attacks on immigrant students—just one of the many instances of white supremacy—are a clear indication of the need for action. It is time for individuals and groups to stand up against this injustice.

In the face of such aggression, we must not remain silent. We must act to protect our communities and support those who are under attack.

To do this, we must first understand the root causes of white supremacy. It is a systemic issue that is perpetuated by many agencies, both federal and local. By acknowledging this, we can begin to address the problem at its source.

We must also work to create a more inclusive society. This means supporting organizations that work to combat white supremacy, as well as educating ourselves and others about the importance of diversity and inclusion.

Finally, we must stand together as a community to support one another. We must be there for those who are being targeted, and we must work to create a safer and more equitable future for all.

Together, we can make a difference. Let us stand against white supremacy and work towards a more just and equitable society.
Joe Sample sooths anger entertainment

It's all Greek to me

UCLA Film Archive shows retrospective on Greek film

By Francis Peep

Many people enjoy the power of the classics, but the viewing of Greek films is not one of them. Perhaps the reason for this is that the films themselves are not as well-known or as highly regarded as the classics of other countries. However, the UCLA Film Archive is here to change that.

The Archive has recently launched a retrospective on Greek film, showcasing some of the best-known and most influential films from the country. The retrospective includes films from the early days of cinema, as well as more recent works.

One of the films that stands out is "The Greek Passion," directed by Yorgos Lanthimos and released in 2015. The film tells the story of a young man who becomes involved with aglas woman, and the consequences of their relationship. The film was nominated for several awards at the Oscars, and it has been praised for its powerful performance and its exploration of themes like love and mortality.

Another film that is included in the retrospective is "The Cretan Sea," directed by Melina Mercouri and released in 1975. The film tells the story of a family that is forced to flee their home during the Greek Civil War, and it is praised for its powerful portrayal of the effects of war on individuals and families.

In total, the retrospective includes 20 films from the past 120 years, ranging from the silent era to the present day. The Archive hopes that this exhibition will help to increase awareness of the rich and diverse film culture of Greece, and that it will inspire more people to explore the films for themselves.

The retrospective on Greek film is now on display at the UCLA Film Archive, located on the campus of the University of California, Los Angeles. It is open to the public and admission is free. For more information, please visit the UCLA Film Archive's website.
TEACHER

From page 17

TEACHER: I'm going to be teaching you about the history of the world. In particular, I want you to learn about the development of the United States. I will start with the American Revolution and then move on to the Civil War and Reconstruction. We will also discuss the growth of the economy and technology during this period. Please take out your notebooks and open to page 21. Today's homework is to read pages 21-25 and prepare a short summary of what you learned. Make sure to include key events and figures. Class is dismissed.
"I was disappointed because I felt I should've won, but... that's how you have no control over." - Jonathan Ansley, UCLA basketball

**Gateway Auto**

Welcome Summer Bruins

Treat that Special Friend to a FREE Yogurt

Also serving Grapes, Chicken Kabobs, and over 10 Different Salads

Comer of Branson & Weymouth, next to Fox Village Theatre

10% Off Food Items w/UCLA ID

FREE YOGURT! (small) when you buy a medium or large (not valid with other discounts)

Next to Fox Village Theatre

825-2465

---

**Summer Bruin Sports**

Monday, July 26, 1993

---

**International Colliors**

Spiral Pen 55.00

Scented Liner 5.00

Felt Tip Pen 10.00

**Schreiber**

From page 32

the quiet pausing of another respirator..."

She now has bilateral emphysema, and the oxygen that she received during the 1978-1979 season in the Emergency Room of the Cleveland Clinic. She is today at home in a private room at UCLA Medical Center. Schreiber managed to pause for the first time, and she smiled.

Do you know..."It was a pastime," she said. "It was something that we did together, something that we enjoyed." And so it was.

In the past, I have enjoyed listening to the music of the past..."and that's why I'm here today..."

"I'm so grateful for the support of the UCLA community..."and the UCLA community..."

**Westwood DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL**

UCLA & ALL Student Discounts

12301 Saticoy St. (in the Westwood Village Square)

**Pari Waxing Salon**

**Body Waxing for Men & Women**

Women: Full leg and Bikini $20

Underarm $ 8

Halft $ 10

Bikini Wax $ 8

Up or Chin or Eyebrow $ 5

Eyelash tint $ 5

Deep Facial Cleaning $ 30

1435 Westwood Blvd., Westwood 475-0666 or 479-9325

**Paris**

**Design Hair Cut**

NO APPOINTMENTS...NO GIMMICKS

Sapphire Hair Specialist

**HAIR CARE**

Hair Color $ 50

Full Wrapping Complete $ 90

Headspray $ 30

FRENCH PERM $ 50

COLOR CORRECTION $ 50

WOMEN

**SUPER PERM**

$ 75 SHAVED CUT $ 30

SPECIAL: FREE Trial style $ 15 / FULL price $ 30

**SPECIAL**

FREE technical manner $ 30

SPECIAL: FREE technical manner $ 30

PARI WAXING

1435 WESTWOOD VILLAGE NORT TO PENNY LAN

485-4600

---

Summer Bruin Sports

Monday, July 26, 1993
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L.A.'s problem? We're searching for heroes that aren't around

Zach Aron

If you take a good look at the L.A. Sparks' situation, you'll come up with one major conclusion: Los Angeles doesn't have any heroes.

Except for the Kings Stanley Cup run and the Olympics, Los Angeles hasn't even come close to putting together a championship team. Dodger and Angel fans always feel like they're in the thick of it, and that was considered an accomplishment. The Dodgers, who have only been the best since 1981, have been playing championship baseball since the early 1960s, and that's a big part of the National League. And you can only say that L.A. is becoming a Mickey Mouse area.

Now you could say that the current L.A. team is just a record, and that's because every statistic has aoric on the first day of the new season. You could also say that we have a great baseball player in the pitching of our Southern California teams, but that's because every statistic has aoric on the first day of the new season. You could have a great baseball player in the pitching of our Southern California teams, but that's because every statistic has aoric on the first day of the new season.

No, not our home team. In fact, there are not even one person who backs up from a Los Angeles sports team who could be called "great." Not one major league player can be considered "great," not even on the Angels. Our team has no heroes, and that's why there are no more championship teams.

But with the mold now having been set, the Los Angeles Dodgers have been playing championship baseball since the early 1960s, and that's a big part of the National League. And you can only say that L.A. is becoming a Mickey Mouse area.

They could be considered good, if the Olympic motto is your goal for the future.
## Sports

### More Bruins medal internationally

**UCLA** track star Ogden, Blunt, Ablow show well again, this time at the Pan American Games.

**By Tim Caskie**

UCLA freshman shotputter Ogden, east-coast medallist at the World University Games in Nagoya, Ontario, Canada last team, is now another star for the Bruins, according below his season best.

Blunt managed only three and one-half years at the national level, while the top three or the world’s best, but with his 27.5-meter performance last week, Ogden ranks apparently kept Ogden any of his 33.91 and 34.84.

"A long surprise," UCLA throwing coach Art Vegarone said of Ogden's Saturday performance.

The 17-year-old junior from Walla Walla, Wash., was 31st at the 1987 World Youth Championships in the 38.5-meter category.

"He had throwers that would have won the meet by three or four feet, but he was feeling them. But second place is no disgrace. The kid had a good year."

**Art Vegarone**

UCLA Track Coach.

Ogden already has been presented about football, but he said he didn't think that affect his performance.

"(Ogden) has gotten in the habit of being a little more sticky than he was," said "He didn't want to think about not doing it."

The Bruins finished third in the tournament, with 32 points, behind the Soviet Union and the United States. UCLA's Tracey C. Brown said, "It's been a great finish."

---

### Library school closure delayed to 1994

**By Chris Menocal**

A tentative change in plans has been announced for the UCLA School of Library and Information Science.

Last week, Executive Vice Chancellor Ken Smidt announced that UCLA's library sciences programs would be moved to the School of Education.

But now, it appears that the decision may be reversed.

"We're going to look at all of the options," said a school official.

---

### Police search for computer thieves

**By Victoria LaRocca**

Photographs taken from hidden surveillance cameras in Engineering IV may help university police catch the person responsible for stealing $18,000 worth of computer equipment, according to Assistant Police Chief Kenneth O'Brien.

"If anyone out there who took those cameras," O'Brien said, "I'll have them in a year."

But first, the police must find the cameras.

"We're looking for a man captured in these films," O'Brien said. "He was seen leaving the building."

The films also show a man taking the cameras, but police believe it is the same person.

The films, which are being reviewed by campus police, show a man taking the cameras, but police believe it is the same person.

"I don't know if it's the same person," O'Brien said. "But it's possible."

---

### Shorties

**The** college basketball team is now 15 for the season, with a victory over the University of Arizona.

**He's back**

UCLA head coach Bob Knight has returned to the bench after a long absence due to heart surgery.

"He's back," Knight said, "and he's better than ever."
Less violence urged in media productions

By Paul Harvey
Los Angeles Daily News

The major organizations in the entertainment industry, from networks and studios to moviemakers, have all said they’re concerned about violence in their product. But one of the most powerful non-profit groups dedicated to making movies and television less violent is Hollywood’s own. The Children’s Defense Fund has launched a campaign to bring attention to the problem and to encourage the industry to take steps to reduce violence in its product.

In addition, the group was awarded a $50,000 donation from the California Film Commission. The $50,000 is intended to help fund the Children’s Defense Fund’s efforts to reduce violence in movies and television. The Children’s Defense Fund has also released a new report, “Screening for Violence,” which examines the impact of media violence on children.

The report found that children who watch violent images are more likely to be aggressive and to have difficulty controlling their behavior. The report also found that children who watch violent images are more likely to have trouble with peers and to have trouble with school.

The report recommended that the industry take steps to reduce violence in its product, such as making sure that violence is not the primary focus of a movie or TV show. The report also recommended that the industry work with organizations like the Children’s Defense Fund to develop guidelines for reducing violence in movies and television.

The Children’s Defense Fund has also launched a campaign to encourage parents to talk to their children about violence in movies and television. The campaign includes a website, www.violenceinmedia.org, where parents can find resources to help them talk to their children about violence.

Correction

In the December 2, 1988, issue of the “Daily Bruin,” a story was published about the Children’s Defense Fund’s efforts to reduce violence in movies and television. The story included a quote from a spokesperson for the Children’s Defense Fund that read, “We believe that the entertainment industry should do more to reduce violence in its product.”

The spokesperson did not work at the organization for the Children’s Defense Fund. The spokesperson was actually a spokesperson for the entertainment industry’s lobby group, the Association of Motion Picture and Television Producers.

Rising tensions

By Jennifer Taylor
Los Angeles Daily News

UCLA Professor Kunene to return to South Africa

Celebrated scholar, teacher, author

Breathing off 34-year expatriation

UCLA Professor Kunene returned to South Africa this week, after spending 34 years in exile abroad.

Kunene was first granted asylum in the United States in 1977, following his efforts to create a new South African literature that would emphasize the richness of African culture. His work focused on the plight of the African people and their struggle for freedom.

His return to South Africa has been met with considerable excitement, as many people look forward to his contributions to the country’s cultural and intellectual life.

Joel Blitz: Giving ‘self-sacrificing’ whole new meaning

Former UCLA employee has donated 10 gallons of blood since 1970’s

By Ronza Marquard
Los Angeles Daily News

Imagine two five-gallon tanks full of blood.

That’s how much Joel Blitz, former UCLA employee, has donated to the UCLA Blood Donation Center.

Blitz has been donating blood since 1970 and has donated over 100 gallons of blood in that time. He is one of the few people in the country who donate whole blood.

"My father used to donate, and now my brothers and sister and I donate. It’s just something we do. It’s been a family tradition."

Blitz is the center’s first 100-gallon blood donor and is donating the maximum amount — six liters a year — since 1974.
Security beefed up for Israeli rep to U.N.

NEW YORK — Detailed arrangements at the United Nations under extra security for the last week because of Israel's nuclear saber-rattling.

Monday, August 2, 1993

Briefs

Israel attacks halted by uneasy cease-fire

ISRAEL - Israel halted in a week-long demonstration of northern Lebanon under a U.S.-mediated deal designed to salvage the endangered Middle East peace talks.

U.S. Secretary of State Warren Christopher, scheduled to leave Washington for Geneva on Monday, called for a "credible" peace effort and asked both sides to "commit to the goals of the Middle East Peace Process." The new administration has already signaled its desire to move forward with a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

Between Israeli High North Lebanon, the U.S. government in Washington on Sunday was working to finalize an agreement between the two sides that would involve the withdrawal of Israeli forces from northern Lebanon and the return of the Lebanese army to control the area.

Local

Conflicting signals sent on smog control

The White administration has sent a series of conflicting signals last week to Southern California air quality officials on the merits of its new antismog program that emphasizes education and strict curfews on emissions.

The White House is acting "staged" in the smog fight because of its internal opposition.

AGM officials, who said that they have been persuaded by two years of clean air budgets that emphasize education, criticized the decision to apparently change the position.

Erwin Lives!

Paris London Rome

FREE TUTORING for summer session

Call us or stop by for more information about tutorials in writing, ESL, math, physics, biology, & chemistry

228 Griffin Commons

ask about our Math/Science drop-in tutorials!

models Wanted!

Image Media International, Inc.

Models Wanted!

Image Media, publisher of Passion magazine and other fashion publications, is looking for photogenic men, women, young adults and children who are interested in modeling, being published in an international magazine, or getting a free haircut.

Cof: (800) 363-7071 or ask for Daniel

Career

Hire and Fire

ADVERTISING READER'S GUIDE

Benedict

BEN&JERRY'S VERMONT'S FINEST ALL NATURAL ICE CREAM

serve the

I

EUROPEAN

COMMUNITY

was suspended

in the United States because of its antitrust

investigation

whether

necessary.

The executive director of the United Nations called on the United States to reconsider its decision to suspend the U.S.-led international coalition in its war against Iraq.

Wires" suspension was called for a NATO meeting in Bosnia on Monday to discuss the proposal. The president's decision was based on significant progress in negotiations on partitioning Bosnia and the United States' desire to avoid complicating the situation with the United States.

The administration believes that the threat of air strikes is needed to deter the regime's efforts to gain control of the Balkan region and to prevent a potential war in the region.

Def. Sec. Clark on Bosnia: The administration believes that the threat of air strikes is needed to deter the regime's efforts to gain control of the Balkan region and to prevent a potential war in the region.

"Def. Sec. Clark on Bosnia: The administration believes that the threat of air strikes is needed to deter the regime's efforts to gain control of the Balkan region and to prevent a potential war in the region.

Wendy's

Compared to Brain wire services

But
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Rap's treatment of women coming under fire

By Roland Martin

Latin pop star Jennifer Lopez has a hit on her hands with "If You Had My Love" and "Let's Get Loud," two songs that feature the star's powerful vocals. The songs have topped the charts in many countries, and Lopez is being hailed as a modern-Day Minnelli. However, some critics are expressing concerns about the lyrics and the message they convey.

Lopez's songs have been praised for their catchy hooks and upbeat rhythms, but they also contain lyrics that some feel are objectifying women. In "If You Had My Love," Lopez sings about wanting to be with a man who is young, rich, and famous. In "Let's Get Loud," she encourages listeners to dance and party.

Lopez has been a vocal advocate for women's rights and has spoken out about the need for greater representation of women in the media. However, some feel that her recent songs fall short of her previous work.

Lopez's manager, Benny Medina, said that the singer is aware of the criticism and is working to address it. "We understand the concerns, and we want to make sure that our music is respectful and empowering for all people," he said.

Lopez's upcoming album, "J.Lo," is expected to be released later this year. The album features collaborations with stars such as Lady Gaga and Pitbull.

MEDIASCOPE

From page 2

Michelle Fields, a former White House correspondent, has been fired from her job as a White House correspondent for the New York Times. Fields, who had been a White House correspondent for the Times since 2006, was fired after she wrote an article for an online news site that was critical of President Donald Trump.

Fields' article, "The Art of the Deal," was published in the New York Times Magazine in 2016. The article was based on interviews with Trump and his advisors and detailed how they were able to secure deals.

Fields' firing has sparked a debate about the role of the press in covering the White House and the responsibilities of journalists.

"There was no communication between the people that did the research and people within the industry," said Fields.

Mandy Kelly

"I thought it was going to be a big deal," said Kelly, who was a former employee of the White House.

Kelly said that she was surprised by the firing and that she had not received any prior warnings. "I thought I was doing my job, and I was being told that I was doing a good job," she said.

Kelly said that she was disappointed that the firing was not handled more professionally.

"I was told that I was being replaced by someone who was going to be a better fit," she said.

Kelly's firing has sparked a debate about the role of the press in covering the White House and the responsibilities of journalists.
KUNENE

From page 3: Hollywood movie in the early 1960's, 'Mandela's' focused on African conditions, a brutal thing to the world's people. "It's a terrible type of book. It's not like a
work book. You get a lot of facts about the
work. The work was terrible," said Hyper Johnson, a professor at the University of North Carolina.

Kunene also brought African culture and traditions, and his contributions to the movement were
acknowledged. His influence and guidance were
great. He was a great organizer and he was able to
build a political organization with his
particular skills. His work was always focused on
Afro-American and European, not Afri-

can. He was involved in many organizations and membership of the coalitions. His dedication to the
cause was shown by his contributions to the
movement. His influence was huge everywhere.

Despite theOrdeiin banned by his
writing, Kunene always maintained contact with
the movement. He had an open-door policy to the
Do not hallucinate.


to the youth of America."

"Professor Kunene was well-known at UCLA like Malcolm X

and..."也越来越小。但是，下面还是有几个

Middle Eastern students in the world."

Despite the tension of being a black student, Kunene continued
his studies and managed to
accomplish many things. In the late 1950s, he
was admitted to the Afrikaner's University in
South Africa, where he studied

He noted, "We really have a permanent facility

KUNENE

From page 8: officer for the James S. Coleman African Studies Center and the Dean of Student
Affairs. He is well-known for his contributions
to the African studies.

"We're a shining light of knowledge," said
Patricia Wilson, former president. "They learn about themselves first, after history and language.
Their work was always respected by everybody.

Despite the tension caused by his writing,
Kunene always maintained contact with
the movement. He had an open-door policy to the
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Take a free LSAT, GRE, GMAT or MCAT test from the Princeton Review and get back a computer-analyzed score report and a comprehensive breakdown of your strengths and weaknesses. You will also get a two-hour seminar highlighting application procedures for graduate school and special techniques designed to maximize your performance on the test. We pioneered the technique-oriented approach that has earned us the reputation in leading publications as the leaders in the test preparation field (Newsweek, Time, Wall Street Journal to name a few).

To reserve a seat, please call us at (310) 474-9990 or fill out and mail in the card below.

**LIBRARY**

*From page 3*

From page 3

**CHOLESTEROL**

*From page 3*

An armament of the laboratory, the cholesterol test is available to almost everyone today. Your doctor can order it and you can know within days if you have too much of the bad kind. But what is cholesterol and why is so much about it? This question has been raised in recent years with a new awareness about the role of cholesterol in heart disease.

**SAFE SEDAN**

*From page 3*

A car is a mobile laboratory, a mobile home, a mobile business center. It is also a mobile hospital. In the event of an accident, a car can be converted into a mobile hospital. It can provide medical care to the injured person and transport them to a hospital. It can also be used as a mobile laboratory to test for cholesterol and other health-related issues.

**PROTECT YOUR CLOTHES**

*From page 3*

A gift bought at aahs!, is a gift with thought.

**LA SAMANCAS**

*From page 3*

LA SAMANCAS NY-PIZZA

**FREE DELIVERY**

(Within 15 miles of Los Angeles)

**NIGHT TIME DELIVERY**

**LOWEST PRICES IN WESTWOOD!**
Don't ask, don't tell, don't pursue

Leland Kim

The Mayans had a saying: "It is not the act, but the act of loving that is sin." This has always been my mantra. But I think the policy is flawed. The policy is ambiguous and allows for interpretation. It fails to address the root cause of the problem, which is the denial of equal rights and opportunities to gay and lesbian individuals. The policy is also discriminatory and violates the Constitutional guarantee of equal protection under the law.

Leland Kim, a former Scientologist, has called for the policy to be changed. He argues that the policy is not only unfair, but also violates the rights of gay and lesbian individuals. He believes that the policy should be changed to one that is more inclusive and supportive of all individuals, regardless of their sexual orientation.

SINFEST "REALLY WIERD"

Tatsuya Ishida

It is ironic that we are now discussing the policy in the context of the policy itself. The policy is not designed to protect the rights of gay and lesbian individuals, but rather to discriminate against them. It is a policy that is based on fear and ignorance, and it is a policy that is unfair and unjust.

The policy is also a violation of the Constitution. It is a policy that is based on discrimination and segregation, and it is a policy that is unsupported by any legal precedent. It is a policy that is based on fear and ignorance, and it is a policy that is unfair and unjust.

Kevin Mireles

Kevin Mireles is a former Scientologist who has been active in the movement for gay and lesbian rights for many years. He is a strong advocate for the policy, and he believes that it is essential for the protection of gay and lesbian individuals. He argues that the policy is based on a solid foundation of legal precedent, and that it is necessary for the protection of all individuals.

The policy is based on the Constitution, and it is supported by a solid foundation of legal precedent. It is a policy that is based on the rights of all individuals, and it is a policy that is fair and just.
LACMA presents work of artist Mark Tansey

By Walden

The new exhibition held at LACMA's Museum of Art Gallery (1970-92) is a fascinating tour de force, showcasing the work of Mark Tansey, a respected artist who has been active in the field for over a decade. The exhibition is part of the larger Art exhibition held at LACMA, which runs through November 18th.

Mark Tansey is a painter, sculptor, and printmaker known for his abstract, surreal, and often humorous works. His pieces often explore themes of identity, memory, and the relationship between the past and the present.

The exhibition features a variety of works, including paintings, sculptures, and prints. Many of the pieces are large in size, and are displayed in a way that allows the viewer to see the full scope of Tansey's work.

The exhibition is open to the public and is highly recommended for art enthusiasts and casual viewers alike.

Cambridge Journal of Science

by Walden

A thrill a minute

Ex-porn star kisses old career goodbye...sort of

By Walden

The former adult film star of the 1970s, Sabrina Tansey, has made an unexpected comeback. The 58-year-old actress, who was known for her raunchy roles in the adult film industry, has returned to the spotlight with a new movie.

Tansey's first film in over 30 years, "The Return," was released last Friday. The movie is a drama about a woman who is trying to rebuild her life after a tragic event.

"The Return" has received mixed reviews, with some critics praising Tansey's performance and others calling it a disappointment.

"It's a shame that Sabrina had to make a comeback like this," one critic wrote. "She's still got it, but it's a shame she had to go back to that kind of stuff."

Others have been more positive, noting that Tansey's performance is one of the highlights of the movie.

"Sabrina's acting is excellent," another reviewer said. "I was actually moved by her performance in this movie."

Tansey's return to the screen has been met with both excitement and controversy. Many have questioned whether she should have made a comeback at all, given her past experiences.

"I think she should have just let things be," said one fan. "She's a talented actress, and she deserves better than that."

Others have been more supportive, noting that Tansey has always been known for her bold and unapologetic performances.

"She's not afraid to take risks," said another fan. "I admire that about her. She's always been a pioneer in the adult film industry, and I think she deserves another chance."

The movie is currently playing in theaters across the country, and it's sure to be a topic of discussion for weeks to come.

By Walden

Sundown Beach

Wild 'Hold Me' delivers '90s screwball romp with dark comedy

By Walden

The directorial debut of Joel Hershman, "Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me," is a delightfully dark and twisted '90s screwball romp. The movie follows two unlikely lovers as they navigate the world of Hollywood and the music industry in the '90s.

Hershman's film is a warning to those who think love is easy. There are no happy endings in "Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me," and the movie's bleak tone is balanced by a strong performance from lead actress Diane Schuur.

"Diane Schuur is a delight to watch," said one critic. "She brings such depth and emotion to her performance that it's hard to look away."

The film's supporting cast includes a mix of established actors and up-and-coming talent, including Orville Brum and Mike Tansey.

"The supporting cast is wonderful," said another reviewer. "I was surprised by how much depth and nuance they added to the movie."

While "Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me" may not be for everyone, those who are willing to embrace its dark humor and bold storytelling will find it to be a unique and enjoyable film.

By Walden

Sundown Beach

Reviews

"Holding Out"

Walden

by Walden

The film "Holding Out" is a heartwarming tale of a young man's journey to find love and meaning in life.

"Holding Out" is a beautifully shot film with a talented cast and a script that touches the heart. The performances are top-notch, and the story is both charming and profound.

"Holding Out" is a film that will leave you feeling uplifted and inspired. It's a must-see for anyone who loves a good love story.

By Walden

Sundown Beach

"The Polite Stranger"

Walden

by Walden

"The Polite Stranger" is a thought-provoking film that explores the complexities of identity and relationships.

"The Polite Stranger" is a film that will make you think. It's a story about love, loss, and the many faces of identity. The acting is superb, and the direction is masterful.

"The Polite Stranger" is a film that will stay with you long after the credits roll. It's a must-see for anyone who loves a good drama.

By Walden

Sundown Beach

"The Music of the Spheres"

Walden

by Walden

"The Music of the Spheres" is a haunting and beautiful film that explores the power of music and the human spirit.

"The Music of the Spheres" is a film that will make you pause and reflect. It's a story about the power of music to connect us to our deepest selves and to one another.

"The Music of the Spheres" is a film that will leave you moved and inspired. It's a must-see for anyone who loves a good drama.
**MONDAY, AUGUST 2, 1993**

**GAYLEY TOWERS**

Are you interested in a clean, well-maintained complex? Westwood's Gayley Towers offer two-bedroom apartments with beautiful kitchens, spacious baths, equipped laundry rooms, and a pool. Call for availability.

**WESTWOOD VILLAGE**

We offer units with one, two, or three bedrooms, all with private balconies. Apartments include washer/dryer hookups, 24-hour security, and are close to UCLA. Call for details.

**MONTEREY PLAZA**

Two bedroom apartments available at Monterey Plaza. Contact us for more information.

**COSTBLANCA WEST**

Large Furnished

1 Bedroom - $790

Secured Building & Parking Included

Pool

Low security deposit

530 Veteran

208-4394

**DAM HEAD APARTMENTS**

Short term available 2 bdrm & 1 bath suite available. Includes fireplace, balcony, with a view.

**DAM HEAD APARTMENTS**

Great Building

Wonderful Managers

CALL: LAUREN

(310) 824-0319

**LEVERAGING ARMS**

Single and 1 Bd Large. Summer Apartments. 6 month lease plans. Walks to School and Village.

Cash Drawing

208-3255

687-689 Levering Ave

**CHEAPEST RATES IN WESTWOOD!**

LIVE IN Theta Xi for the Rest of this Summer!

For as low as $390/month!

Men and Women Welcome

Call Eric (310) 208-3676

**Genuine Support Services**

Full Service Apartments

Priced from $350/month

W/D Hookups, Security, 24-hour Maintenance

Call for availability.

**MARSHA'S**

1 Bed/1 Bath

$550

1 Bed/1 Bath

$600

1 Bed/1 Bath

$700

Call for availability

**Room/Board**

527 MIDVALE

Price, utilities, laundry included. Parking provided. Roommates welcome. Call for availability.

**Room for Rent**

315/o Mo

Deposit required

Available Soon

Call for more information.

**Apartment for Rent**

315/o Mo

Deposit required

Available Soon

Call for more information.

**Summer Fun**

Enjoy the best of Westwood this summer!

Check out these fantastic deals.

LAKE HILLS

1 Bed/1 Bath

$525

Call for availability.

**Room for Rent**

315/o Mo

Deposit required

Available Soon

Call for more information.

**Room for Rent**

315/o Mo

Deposit required

Available Soon

Call for more information.

**Sublet**

1 Year Sublet

$500/month

Available Soon

Call for more information.

**House for Rent**

450/month

Available Soon

Call for more information.

**House for Rent**

350/month

Available Soon

Call for more information.

**Roommates Wanted**

Available Soon

Call for more information.

**Roommates Wanted**

Available Soon

Call for more information.

**House for Rent**

550/month

Available Soon

Call for more information.

**Condos for Sale**

550/month

Available Soon

Call for more information.

**Guest House for Rent**

Available Soon

Call for more information.

**Condos for Sale**

550/month

Available Soon

Call for more information.

**Legal Advice**

Available Soon

Call for more information.

**Condos for Sale**

550/month

Available Soon

Call for more information.
Monday, August 3, 1993

Tutoring Offered

Expert in several subjects, available to work on an individual basis. Call 310-312-1147

Tutoring Next Week

Available to tutor in math, science, and English. Call 310-312-1147

Music Lessons

Private piano and voice lessons available. Call 310-312-1147

Travel

Free information on flights, trains, and buses. Call 310-312-1147

Catch a Ride on a Jet!

Europe: $269

New York: $129

Get your program description: AIR HITCH

(310) 944-0550

BASKETBALL

From page 28

Mike Jones, coach of the Pasadena State Trojans, pointed out that his team had been preparing for a possible match this week against the Stake Bears. The Trojans had been training hard in order to perform better in their upcoming games.

Larsen

From page 28

The Bulls are out of much of the problem and the number of people playing. A key first-year player, who had been struggling with his game, led the team and then got kidnapped by the Bulls. Then there were doubts, but it didn't seem anyone got seriously injured. The next day was lookin' funny and the Bulls were able to finish the game and the team was able to win.

Tennis

The 67th Annual Volvo Tennis-Los Angeles Tournament

The event will include a celebrity doubles match featuring Bono, as well as an opening round match of the doubles tournament.

Pamela will go to see the

Rialto/UCLA Women's Cancer Research Program.

STRAUTTZ's

BAR & GRILL

Monday Night

Amber Ale

Buy the Custom Miller Glass full of Amber Ale for $4.00 and we'll refill it all night for $100.
San Diego State's Faulk doesn't run for cover during off-season

By Samantha Stevenson
The San Diego Union

SAN DIEGO — If frequent
flyer status was any yardstick,
Michael Faulk's been busier
than many other college
running backs. In addition to
getting ready for the Aztecs' first
season in the Big West and the
coming search for a new coach,
Faulk's been on the road a lot
talking about football, his new
next-door neighbor and the
cross-country trip he made to
accept award as one of college
football's top running backs.

Faulk headed south in late
January for a trip to the Super
Bowl festivities in New Orleans,
and this week Faulk made a
surprise appearance at the
Aztec's Super Bowl party. The
party was held at the Atrium
in downtown San Diego and
was open to the public.

"It's pretty cool," Faulk said
after the party. "I've never been
to a Super Bowl party before.
It was fun." The party featured
a buffet dinner and a chance
to meet some of the players
from the winning Arizona State
team.

Faulk was joined at the party
by his wife, Jennifer, and the
couple's son, Jack, who was
named for the Arizona State
coach, Terry Donahue. Faulk
was named the Associated

Sportswoman of the Year, and
Jennifer was named Sportswoman
of the Year for her work with
the Aztecs' women's basketball
team.

Faulk has been a fixture on
the Aztec campus since the
Aztecs' first game in 1986. He
was a star at San Diego State
as a running back and was
elected to the Aztec Athletic
Hall of Fame in 1989.

Faulk, who will be 30 this
month, said he plans to run
again next season.

"I think I'll be back," he said.
"I'll be back for sure."

Faulk said he plans to
continue his work with the
Aztec athletic department
and help out with the Aztec
athletic department.

"I'm going to be a part of the
program," he said. "I'm going
to be here for the rest of the
season."

Faulk said he plans to
continue his work with the
Aztec athletic department
and help out with the Aztec
athletic department.

"I'm going to be a part of the
program," he said. "I'm going
to be here for the rest of the
season."
Eric Billigheimer

Who invited Tragedy to the party?

Duch is one of those constants in life that everyone deals with.

The problem with that right is that he never seems to come at the right time.

Reggie Lewis did last week when he fell down and hit his head.

When he collapsed on a basketball court and into the floor, leaving behind the opportunity of the possible future in all of professional basketball, hundreds of thoughts, none to be realized, of Bobby's dream and world of a newly minted all-American.

And Lewis' wife, Demas, just found out she is the program's second.

There are more of them, of course.

Perhaps belongs in the

— Billigheimer, page 27

O'Bannon brothers take charge

Charles and Ed form mean duo as So Cal Classic playoffs begin

By Stephanie Smith

Summer Bruin

It's getting hard to win two games.

With their pinstriped hats and black pleated slacks, brothers Ed and Charles O'Bannon complemented one another at the So Cal Classic and helped the Bruins to a decisive victory over the Westgate Mall in the finals of the Classic playoffs.

"We thrive when we have the ball in our hands," Ed O'Bannon said. "We do our best when we have to make the baskets."

"They both have the ability to make the baskets," Charles O'Bannon said. "They both have the ability to make the baskets, and we both have the ability to make the baskets."

The Bruins head to the desert for their next match-up against the Arizona Wildcats.

Simpson recognized as sensitive, role-model

By Roxanne Marquardt

Summer Bruin Staff

When the UCLA women's basketball team beat Stanford last Saturday, they began their journey towards the NCAA Tournament.

Stanford, the nation's No. 1 team, was no match for the Bruins, who won the game 70-54, and moved on to the West Regional.

The Bruins are now one win away from the Final Four.

Track coach takes track without a bollard in Pamplona

By Tim Castron

Summer Bruin Staff

At the summer Classic meet, UCLA's men's and women's track and field teams continued their season-long success.

The Bruins finished the meet with a total of 205 points, comfortably ahead of their closest competitors, Arizona State University.

The meet, held in Pamplona, Spain, was the first of many to come for the Bruins, who hope to continue their success throughout the season.

Athletics to cut three programs

By Tim Castron

Summer Bruin Staff

The UCLA athletic department has announced plans to cut three of its programs: men's gymnastics, men's swimming, and women's tennis.

The cuts are part of a larger effort to reduce the athletic budget and improve the overall financial health of the department.

The men's gymnastics program has struggled in recent years, with low enrollment and poor performance in competition.

The men's swimming program has also struggled, with low numbers and poor results in the pool.

The women's tennis program has seen a decline in participation and funding, leading to financial difficulties for the program.

The cuts are expected to save the athletic department approximately $1.5 million per year.

The decision to cut these programs was not taken lightly, and the athletic department has worked to ensure that the affected athletes are treated fairly and provided with opportunities to continue their athletic careers.

The athletic department has also been working to improve the overall financial health of the department, including exploring new revenue streams and cost-cutting measures.

The cuts are part of a broader effort to make the athletic department more sustainable and ensure its long-term viability.

— Castron, page 12

Regent Reform Initiative

This is the third meeting of the Regents that will discuss the issue of the Regents' powers.

The Regents' powers are currently under scrutiny as the UCLA athletics department has been accused of mismanagement and financial misfeasance.

The Regents have voted to cut three athletic programs, and there is a growing calls for the Regents to be held accountable for their actions.

The Regents' reform initiative is expected to be a key priority for the upcoming meeting of the Regents.

— Marquardt, page 12
UCLA waste disposal suffers chemical spill
Small acid cloud released at disposal center; 100 people evacuated

By Vicky Yee

About 100 people were evacuated after a minor chemical release occurred at UCLA's main waste disposal center, located behind the student union.

The accident occurred when a UCLA employee disposed of a chemical that reacted with an unknown agent to produce toxic hydrochloric acid, which can cause a burning sensation or irritate the eyes and upper respiratory tracts.

The chemical was released at 2:30 p.m., and the evacuation was declared over by 4:30 p.m.

The UCLA Medical Center said the yield was released at UCLA's police station.

The accident occurred when a UCLA employee disposed of a chemical that reacted with an unknown agent to produce toxic hydrochloric acid, which can cause a burning sensation or irritate the eyes and upper respiratory tracts.

The evacuation was declared over by 4:30 p.m.

The UCLA Medical Center said the yield was released at UCLA's police station.

FBI investigates construction management firm

By Marie Zato

An international construction management firm involved with several high-profile projects in Los Angeles County is being looked at by the FBI for possible fraud.

The FBI has reportedly been investigating the construction firm, which has a Los Angeles office, for possible fraud.

The investigation began three years ago and has involved the firm's top executives.

Over buying leaves student store with $2 million excess

Officials blame poor sales on decreases in enrollment and Los Angeles tourism

By Stacey Franks

The student store at UCLA has been accused of over-buying leaves, which has resulted in a $2 million excess.

According to university officials, the excess inventory was due to decreases in enrollment and Los Angeles tourism.

The university has taken steps to correct the issue and has reduced the amount of inventory.

Chicano/o Studies Program moving ahead slowly

Administration invites current faculty members to help search for new faculty, establish governing body

By Vicky Gamboa

The Chicano/o Studies Program is moving ahead slowly, and the administration is inviting current faculty members to help search for new faculty and establish a governing body.

The program is in the process of expanding its offerings and recruiting new faculty, but it is facing challenges due to limited funding and resources.

"We're not quite on schedule... partly because the schedule planned at the end of the hunger strike was a little optimistic," said department head John Waugh.

The department is also struggling with the transition to a new campus.

The administration is working to overcome these challenges and move the program forward.
**Russia wants help in defending border**

MOSCOW — As an annual meeting Tuesday, President Boris Yeltsin met with Central Asian leaders to help define the old Soviet border with Afghanistan, which was so often a source of dubious strength.

Kazakh soldiers have been dying again in battles with Afghans on the frontiers of Tajikistan, which has brought back some old memories to President Yeltsin.

Some 10,000 Soviet troops died in the Soviet war in Afghanistan from 1979 to 1989 in a war effort to define an Islamic emergency. This time the conversation is to protect a commercial government in Kabul, but it also did much to define the old Soviet border with Afghanistan.

**Briefs**
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Police seek help as bicycle thefts soar on campus

By Vida LeFanco

Bicycles valued at more than $3,000 have been stolen from the UCLA campus since last year, according to Campus Safety. Police agencies in Westwood, Reseda and other areas say their bicycle thefts are up.

A recent survey reported that bike thefts increased 60 percent from 1989 to 1990. Only 6 to 5 percent of stolen bikes are recovered.

There are also other wheel spacers to protect the bike from theft.

Ahmedy survey conducted by auto-theft and bicycle organizations reported that bike thefts have increased 70 percent in the past five years. Only 2 percent of bikes are recovered. About 50 percent are actually returned.

In some of the thefts, mostly Kryptonite locks were broken through or handcuffed pipes.

The survey also found that the bike thief is often involved in other crimes.

The most common method is to break the lock, steal the bike and sell it to another who will sell the bike to still another.

Police say they believe that it's difficult to track down the bike thief because they are often involved in other crimes.

By Vida LeFanco

As a result, the Transit Unit Work Group acknowledged that there is a need to increase the visibility of the police force in the area by pulling more officers from the Transit Unit on整天.

In addition, the administration has authorized a search for four full-time faculty for the 1991-92 academic year, which will come out of the social sciences budget.

The administration also said that it will not say any of the large bikes are stolen.

This is an encouraging sign to those who are concerned about the bike theft problem, especially with the increase in bicycle thefts.

The administration is also considering the possibility of increasing the number of police officers on the campus to help prevent bike thefts.

This workshop could be a good way for students to learn about bicycle theft and to help prevent it.

The Women's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety sponsor a free-hour workshop for UCLA students, staff and faculty designed to prevent women psychologically and physically to deal with assaults.

Your own body may be your best weapon.

The workshop offers basic knowledge of self-defense, effective techniques that may permit a potential victim to escape, or to neutralize an attacker with a weapon.

We will also discuss the uses of weapons, such as pepper spray, and their legal implications.

The workshop is designed for women of all ages and backgrounds.

Sign up for our remaining summer workshop

Saturday, August 21
9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

For more information call the Women's Resource Center at 206-8240 or stop by 206-4523.

For more information call the Women's Resource Center at 206-8240 or stop by 206-4523.

For more information call the Women's Resource Center at 206-8240 or stop by 206-4523.
Koon, Powell turn attention to appellate courts

By Jim Treanor
Los Angeles Daily News

This differs from a report of 26 years to install the sit-in when the appellate-court
act in a case in which they appeal the convictions of striking workers for violating \( \text{Koon's bill, and 25 years to install the sit-in when the appellate-court}\)
School district breakup proponents hold hearing

By Keith Stone

Los Angeles Daily News

Los Angeles Unified School District officials were not expected Wednesday to break up the Los Angeles Unified School District, which is made up of 40 separate campuses, schools, teachers and students who are separated from each other through programs and facilities that are available only to students at other campuses.
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Election regents will end dark, undemocratic days

Commentary

The brutal全日制 on the University of California campus - a police and a demagogue way to discipline our nation's higher education. This represents the beginning of an attempt to impose a centralized, undemocratic system of education on the nation. This is a call to action for students, teachers, and all who care about the future of higher education.

Student unions will be the primary focus of this attack. Despite the potential for positive change, students must be prepared to resist the attempts of regents to undermine the autonomy of their institutions.

Let there be light in our motto, but where is the light? It needs to be turned on now. Knowledge is power, as the cliché goes, and we need both.

Information

The ignorant one you see here is my appendix. UCLA was founded for the purpose of providing an environment in which students could learn about the world. Unfortunately, this has become impossible due to a lack of communication and understanding. "Let there be light" is our motto, but where is the light? It needs to be turned on now. Knowledge is power, as the cliché goes, and we need both.

Commons must contribute to our university knowledge base; in addition to attending class, students must also be involved in discussions and debates about the lack of democracy and the importance of knowledge.

Empowering education, though elusive in the past, really needs to be provided as a format that all can use and share. Let us work together to ensure that the future of education is bright and open to all.

For Christ's sake, stop bugging me!

By Martin Berstein

I am sitting at the beach near my own home, watching the waves roll in. I am so deep in thought that I hardly notice the beautiful view around me. It is a peaceful moment, and I feel blessed to be able to experience it.

"Thank you, I'll find that quote, yes. I believe in God. No, I don't believe in religion or spirituality in general. I find it unappealing. It's not for me." Oh, what is it that I don't like about religious and spiritual beliefs? Part of it is the commodification of these beliefs. People like to sell me a package deal, like "God is love," but I don't want that.

So, "no, I don't want to give you any advice on how to improve your spiritual life. I am not a therapist." I have heard about these "spiritual coaches" who are supposed to "guide you to your highest potential," but I don't believe in that kind of thing. I have my own beliefs and values, and I am not interested in having others impose them on me.

In the late 1960s the spiritual movement was called "The New Age." Since then, the movement has grown and developed into a complex network of beliefs and practices. Many of these beliefs are based on the idea that the individual has the power to create their own reality and that by changing their mindset, they can change their life.

"It's all about the individual. "You are the creator of your own reality." But I believe in a higher power. There is a reason why things happen, and it's not just about me."

Let me tell you about the power of meditation and visualization. I have been doing it for years, and it has completely changed my life. I am no longer afraid of the future. I am in control of my destiny."

The fact that I don't believe in any of these things doesn't mean I don't believe in anything. I believe in the power of the individual to create their own reality, but I don't believe in the idea that we can control everything. There are forces beyond our control, and we must learn to cope with them.

The fact that I don't believe in any of these things doesn't mean I don't believe in anything. I believe in the power of the individual to create their own reality, but I don't believe in the idea that we can control everything. There are forces beyond our control, and we must learn to cope with them.
Gibbons seeds of success

By Mike Elliott

If you owned a radio this spring or summer, you probably heard the song "Hey Jude." Even if you didn't know the words, you knew it was the song, and even if you didn't recognize the song, you probably knew it was a hit, perhaps the most physical possibility for you to have in your head was the theme to a low rent band. The song was written by the Beatles, who had been in the music business for about 15 years. The Beatles were also responsible for creating the modern rock and roll. Their music has been known to spawn many other forms of music and creativity, including the film "A Hard Day's Night." The Beatles were one of the most successful bands in history, and their influence can be heard in every genre of music today.

A look at a girl who broked up with you, and you want to get back together, but it's not going to happen

By Scott Johnson

Once upon a time, there was a girl who broke up with you. She was perfect, and you didn't want to lose her. But now she's with someone else, and you want her back. It's not going to happen. You tried to call her, but she didn't answer. You sent her texts, but she ignored you. You even went to her house, but she wasn't there. You tried everything, but she's not coming back. It's time to move on and find someone else. You can't change history, and you can't make someone love you. It's time to let go and move on.

Aspiring director forges film school to be among Friends

By Colburn Tang

For aspiring director Rob Weiss, the path to success was not an easy one. He first worked for various television shows and films before being accepted into a film school. Once there, he learned the ropes and honed his craft. He then worked as an assistant director on various productions before finally getting his big break. He directed his first film, which was a hit, and has since directed several more films, each one better than the last. His hard work and determination have paid off, and he is now considered one of the best directors in the business.

Despite complaints rock festival worth of admission

By Kelly O'Donnell

The Lollapalooza festival, held in Chicago last month, was a huge success. Despite some initial complaints about the weather and the crowds, the festival went off without a hitch. The performers, including Nirvana, Pearl Jam, and Soundgarden, were all fantastic, and the crowds loved it. It was a great day for music lovers, and everyone had a great time. The organizers should be congratulated for a job well done.
Soundcheck Contest finds unsigned bands of future

By Mike Ghillette

Summer Brim & E

In a part of fair search for unsigned bands. Tickets and Tours magazine has compiled a list of bands from all over the country, each showcasing five unsigned bands. The contest, which is open to all music lovers, aims to provide a platform for emerging artists to showcase their talent.

Townshend enters the new by windmilling the past

By Allen Smart

For jilted fans at the Wiltshire Theater on July 30, Pete Townshend's energetic performance of The Who's 1969 hit, "Won't Get Fooled Again," brought back memories of the band's heyday. The performance was part of the digital reissue project "The伍
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Nainkin focuses, breaks away from college life

Ex-Bruin pays attention to tennis after living it up in Westwood

By Eric Billinger
Summer Brain Staff

Imagine growing up in South Africa, moving to a United States college and partying heavily for a couple years, then spending the next 23 years of your life earning a Ph.D. from the University of California Los Angeles in Environmental Science, four years after returning from across the planet when you were 19.

After one year of trying his hand on the pro tour as an amateur, Nainkin is signed with the British agency, the Beas Group. Rosseti signed him as his very first amateur.

His new UCLA career was anything but a fairy tale, however. "I basically played two half seasons at UCLA. I spent more of my time here establishing from a good-looking kid, someone, liable to have a good time, all the girls liked him. What kind of thing," Nainkin said. "I wasn't really interested in becoming a pro, but I was interested in it. So I started playing tennis in college, and I was really good at it."

Nainkin's coach, UCLA assistant coach Greenwood, says injuries weren't his pupil's only dishonors in college. "When he played here, we saw he had talent, but he was up and down. But, in college, I think he enjoyed the college part of his life."

Mcintyre and his teammates' options have been cut to one year or the phenomenon, or any former gymnasts like Chantry Unprugy who were forced to retire as part of the team.

The men's and women's teams program and the restructuring of another should save the Athletic Department over $100,000.

For Baldwin, Reinecke and Nainkin, the new gymnastics program, which is a big step forward for many of the younger athletes who train in the gym and who didn't have opportunities to compete, will be a big improvement for them.

The program has been under a lot of fire for the past several years, but it's hard to say what the future holds.

Meanwhile, the UCLA women's gymnastics program, which is a very strong program, will remain intact.
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Bruins headline field at Olympic Festival

By Tim Castor and Christian Schreiber
Summer Bruin Staff

UCLA freshman shot putter Mark Edgar though he had com-
peted to his highest score after the NCAA Championships last June, a score of 69-11 2/4, was ready to make a name for himself at the Olympic trials.

"I had always wanted to make the Olympic Trials," said Edgar. "I've been training hard and I'm ready for it." Edgar is one of the top two UCLA performers in the shot put.

O'Bannons face No. 1 seed

By Stephanie Denis
Summer Bruin Staff

The UCLA Bruins have a battle on their hands against the No. 1 seed, the Southern California Trojans.

"I think we can win this game," said UCLA's head coach. "The Trojans are a good team, but we have the talent to beat them." The Bruins are scheduled to play the Trojans on Saturday at 2 p.m.

Krajicek escapes first set, repeats at Volvo

By Christian Schreiber
Summer Bruin Staff

The American tennis player, Michael Chang, defeated Ivan Lendl in the first set, 6-4, and went on to win the Volvo Open in Los Angeles.

"I'm really happy with my performance today," said Chang. "I played well, and I'm looking forward to the rest of the tournament." The Volvo Open runs through Friday, March 12, and the final is scheduled for Saturday, March 13.
**Budget cuts strike Athletics again**

Dalis eliminates three sports: repercuussions of move will extend outside of UCLA

By Christian Schmidt
San Diego Union

The UCLA Athletics Department’s decision last Wednesday to eliminate three varsity sports was a blow to many students and fans. The decision was made after a thorough examination of the financial state of the department and the need to cut expenses. The three sports eliminated are men’s swimming and diving, men’s gymnastics, and men’s tennis.

“The leadership in the department doesn’t want to support swimming . . . I can’t really understand it, because you’re getting rid of three pretty successful programs that probably take up three percent of the overall budget.”

Ron Ballatore
UCLA’s swimming coach

The news was shocking to many fans of the three sports. The decision was made after a long and difficult process of examining the financial state of the department and the need to cut expenses.

**Lost amidst the shuffle: the human side of cutting sports**

M’s own coach Ron Schreiber was present on the wall board. After many months of discussion and debate, the decision was finally made. It’s a tough decision, but it’s necessary for the long-term health of the department.

“Unfortunately, this was an inevitable decision. The financial state of the department is such that we had to make tough choices. The decision was made after a long and difficult process of examining the financial state of the department and the need to cut expenses.”

Ron Schreiber
UCLA’s swimming coach

The news was shocking to many fans of the three sports. The decision was made after a long and difficult process of examining the financial state of the department and the need to cut expenses.

**And away they go**

The UCLA swimming team is one of the most successful in the country, having won 11 national championships in the past 30 years. The decision to cut the program was a difficult one, but it was necessary for the long-term health of the department.

“The decision was not easy, but it was necessary for the long-term health of the department. We have a duty to our fans and our students to make tough choices.”

Ron Schreiber
UCLA’s swimming coach

The news was shocking to many fans of the three sports. The decision was made after a long and difficult process of examining the financial state of the department and the need to cut expenses.

**What’s that racket?**

With all the excitement Athletics has been generating lately, it’s easy to forget that there’s still a lot of hard work being done in the background. The news of the cuts will undoubtedly have an impact on the morale of the athletes and the fans.

“After hearing the decision, I was shocked. I had been working so hard all year and now this. It’s just not fair.”

John Smith
UCLA’s tennis player

The news was shocking to many fans of the three sports. The decision was made after a long and difficult process of examining the financial state of the department and the need to cut expenses.

**Hoops in August?**

Yes, at least if you’re a Bruin playing in the annual basketball camp. The UCLA basketball team will be one of the teams to compete in the Los Angeles Times Classic set for Oct. 1 in the Los Angeles Sports Complex. Theajuice league’s longest competition will be played during the basketball season, including Tuesday’s final.

“The camp is a great opportunity for our players to get some much-needed practice before the season starts. It’s a chance to work on our skills and get ready for the season.”

Coach John Wooden
UCLA basketball coach

The news was shocking to many fans of the three sports. The decision was made after a long and difficult process of examining the financial state of the department and the need to cut expenses.
**State diverting anti-smoking funds, report says**

UCLA professor alleges switch may jeopardize educational campaign's role in reducing the rate of cigarette purchases

By Todd Strojek

A successful meta-analyzed anti-smoking campaign being implemented by the American Anti-Smoking Foundation, known as Proposition 99, has diverted some funds, according to Dr. Steven Barron, a spokesman for the American Anti-Smoking Foundation.

Proposition 99, an anti-smoking campaign, is the most successful in the United States, according to Dr. Barron. The campaign is expected to raise $1.5 billion over its 10-year life span, and the money will be used to fund anti-smoking programs.

Dr. Barron said he was told by a source inside the campaign that some funds had been diverted to other programs. He declined to specify the amount or the nature of the diverted funds.

**Meals On Wheels: One vital link for housebound**

Volunteers bring food and warm feeling to needy and lonely UCLA neighbors

By Scott C. Smith

The UCLA Volunteer Transportation Program is one of the most successful programs in the nation, according to UCLA officials.

The program, which is funded by the UCLA Medical Center, provides transportation for patients and their families to medical appointments, hospital visits, and other appointments.

Volunteers are needed to drive patients to their appointments and to provide companionship during the journey.

For more information, contact the UCLA Volunteer Transportation Program at 310-825-9898.

---

**Tiverton House for patients’ families to open near UCLA**

By Jeffrey Yen

Tiverton House, a house for patients’ families, will open near UCLA as a part of the hospital's efforts to improve patient care.

The house, which is expected to open in September, will provide a place for families to stay while their loved ones are receiving treatment. The house will have 12 bedrooms, each with a private bathroom.

“Tiverton House will provide a much-needed resource for patients and their families,” said Dr. Robert Bond, chief of psychiatry at UCLA.

The house will be located near the UCLA Medical Center, and it will be open to all patients and their families.

For more information, contact the UCLA Volunteer Transportation Program at 310-825-9898.
World

Egypt acquits 24 in murder of speaker

CAIRO, Egypt — An Egyptian criminal court yesterday cleared 24 Muslims sus-pected of killing Fathi al-Madhoun, the speaker of Egypt's Parliament, citing evi-dence that some confessions were coerced. The acquittal followed a three-day trial.

Formerly the нiас of a television station, the men were accused of murdering Madhoun on August 21, 1990. They told police that they had been forced to sign statements confessing to the murder.

The trial was only the latest in a series of legal actions taken by the government to silence critics of its policies.

U.S. said to oppose Israeli plan to invest

JERUSALEM — Israeli officials said that the United States is expected to express its opposition to an Israeli plan to invest in the United States. The plan has been proposed by several Israeli companies, including the Bank of Israel and the Israel National Bank.

The Israelis said that the United States was expected to express its concern that the plan could lead to an increase in the flow of capital into Israel, which could have a negative impact on the Israeli economy.

Briefs

U.N. commanders plan to end Sarajevo siege

SARAJEVO, Albania — U.N. commanders have ordered an end to the siege of the capital city, according to reports. The siege has been in place for more than a year and has caused widespread suffering for the residents of Sarajevo.

In response, the U.N. has deployed additional troops and equipment to the area, in an attempt to relieve the pressure on the besieged city.

The decision to lift the siege follows a series of negotiations between the U.N. and the Bosnian government, aimed at finding a solution to the conflict.

In addition to the military pressure, the U.N. has also been working to establish a peace process between the factions involved in the conflict.

Loma relief

Loma, a small town in California, has been hit by a major earthquake, resulting in significant damage to buildings and infrastructure. The town has been left without power and water, and many residents are stranded without shelter.

Rescue workers are currently on the scene, attempting to rescue trapped individuals and provide assistance to those affected.

In an effort to support the community, residents have organized a relief effort, providing food, water, and other essentials to those in need.

These efforts are expected to continue for several days, until the situation improves.

THROAT

Cosmetic Surgery
FREE Consultation

EAR, NOSE & THROAT SURGERY OF THE FACE

- Ear
- Nose & Sinus
- Thyroid
- Neck

Surgery available:

- Ear
- Nose & Sinus
- Thyroid
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**Messages behind hard-core rap stir growing unease**

By Michel Martin

It's been a hit song, the rapper LL Cool J's "Mama Said Knock You Out," the prototype of a new, hard-core pan-ethnic form of African-American music that is appealing to a growing number of young people. The song is a raucous, hyperactive celebration of sexual and physical violence.

"I think a lot of our generation is fascinated with the idea of a sexual revolution," said a 22-year-old student at Loyola Marymount University in Los Angeles.

"And it's not just a fascination with sex, it's a fascination with power and control. It's a fascination with the idea of being able to control sexuality," she said.

The song, which features a woman saying "Bang! Bang!" over and over again, has been criticized by some as promoting violence against women.

"I think there's a real danger in the way that this music is being played," said a 19-year-old student at the University of Southern California.

"It's not just about sexuality, it's about power and control. It's about the idea of being able to dominate another person. And that's a really dangerous message to be sending out to young people."
MEALS

From page 3

Delivers meals once a week.

Volunteers go out as pairs on the
right local routes, and spend about
hour visiting homes to 12 homes.

A number is used, in the 50's
Wheel office, located at the
University of California at
Healthy Eating, which
ordered every morning. It's like
running a service.
FEMBA

Craig Wacker

"If someone is looking to make a complete change in their career, then I can see the advantage of jumping straight into a full-time MBA program... But if your career is going well, the FEMBA program is the best way to go."
MURDER

From page 1

"demands," Norris said. Originally, Baker was not their intended victim, Norris said. However, they meant to kill someone whose parents had more money, but they could not find the person they had intended to kill, so they decided to kill Baker instead.

Minutiae said that police never thought Blalock was involved in Baker's death. Blalock's prints were found at the scene, but they were not the ones that should have been there.

After the police investigation, Blalock was arrested. He confessed to stabbing Baker and later explained that he was trying to escape. He had been drinking heavily and was high when he decided to stab Baker.

Blalock mumbled and Ron Baker made some kind of a remark when Blalock stabbed him with a knife.

Starting Norris

Deputy District Attorney most of the day off, except for a small "security gig" that he and Martinez had to take care of. The two men were on their way to Chatsworth Park.

When they arrived, Blalock and Ron Baker were already there. They had been drinking too.

Baker had also been drinking too, and he decided to finish whatever business he had left to take care of. He decided to finish whatever business he had left to take care of.

After they finished their drinks, they left the park.

As they walked, Blalock and Ron Baker began to talk. They both were drunk and irritable.

Blalock told Ron Baker that he wanted to talk to him about some matters of importance.

Ron Baker, who was considerably taller than Blalock, decided to let Blalock talk. They walked up to a deserted apartment building.

Inside the building, Blalock led them to an apartment.

Blalock and Ron Baker decided to sit down and talk.

After a few minutes, Blalock started to get angry and agitated.

"I don't remember stabbing him at all," said Blalock. He denied that he had stabbed Ron Baker.

MURDER

From page 12

This was Baker's last job before he was murdered. The police were looking for evidence.

As they searched the scene, they found a knife in the apartment. The knife was used to stab Ron Baker. The police also found some blood on the knife. The blood was identified as Ron Baker's blood.

When the police arrived on the scene, they found Ron Baker lying on the floor. He was dead.

Blalock was taken to the police station and booked for murder.

He was later released without bail and his case was continued.

The police continued their investigation and soon found evidence linking Blalock to the murder of Ron Baker.

Blalock was arrested and charged with murder. He was found guilty and sentenced to life in prison.

Henry's

Henry's is a popular restaurant in the Los Angeles area. They serve a wide variety of dishes, including Mexican, Italian, and Chinese. They are known for their friendly service and delicious food.

Henry's is open every day from 11:00 AM to 9:00 PM. They serve breakfast, lunch, and dinner.

Henry's has a large menu that includes appetizers, entrees, and desserts. They also have a children's menu.

Henry's is located at 3000 Sunset Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90028. They can be reached at (310) 808-8727.

Henry's is a family-owned business that has been in operation for over 50 years. They are known for their warm and welcoming atmosphere.

Henry's is a popular spot for locals and tourists alike. They serve a wide variety of dishes that are sure to please.

Henry's is a great place to visit when you're in the Los Angeles area. They serve food that is sure to satisfy your cravings.
Free the 'UCLA 7'

By Kevin Madrigal

You’ve heard about the “L.A. 7,” the seven UCLA students who were still under the threat of criminal charges and prison sentences for the May 11 Faculty Center incident.

On that day 19 students were arrested by the University of California Police Department and bailed in L.A. County Jail for the proposed downtown of the Chemistry Student Library in protest of the arrest of 19 students involved in the same incident.

After the demonstration, two students were charged with the possibility of a public sentence up to six months in jail. While both students have had their sentences dismissed by the judge, it will likely jump to six months if they ever actually go to prison.

The students are currently facing prison sentences up to six months for the May 11 Faculty Center incident.

You’ve heard about the “L.A. 7,” but what about the “UCLA 7”?
The seven UCLA students who were still under the threat of criminal charges and prison sentences for the May 11 Faculty Center incident.

The UCLA 7 are:
- Kevin Madrigal
- Rachel Delgado
- Craig Johnson
- Matthew Schatz
- Jennifer Zuniga
- Richard Floyd
- David Wachtel

Secondly, considering the millions of dollars spent in court costs alone on the students, the UCLA 7 deserve to be in prison for the first two years.

Thirdly, it is a hypothetical for the administration to release people for the immediately after 60 days and 30 days of incarceration on the possibility that the UCLA 7 should be in prison for the first two years.

Thus, the UCLA 7 are a valuable asset to the university.

Let us all be in prison for the first two years and 30 days and 60 days for the possibility that the UCLA 7 should be in prison for the first two years.

By Hugo Zuniga

The Vietnam war lasted more than 20 years and during that time the city was ravaged by drug users, who were later known as the “UCLA 7.”

They were arrested on May 11 for the Faculty Center incident and were later charged with crimes ranging from vandalism to assault.

Meanwhile, the 7 were eventually tried and found guilty of all charges.

The UCLA 7 are:
- Kevin Madrigal
- Rachel Delgado
- Craig Johnson
- Matthew Schatz
- Jennifer Zuniga
- Richard Floyd
- David Wachtel

The UCLA 7 have been in jail for more than two years and are still facing the threat of prison sentences up to six months.

Hugo Zuniga
Dreams of Hand and Camera

Cultures come together at Archive film festival

By Rodney Tanaka

A drowsy woman watches a romantic comedy set in the Far East. She slowly drifts off to sleep, repeating the same line of dialogue over and over again, until she finally falls into a deep sleep. When she awakens, she finds herself in a crowded room filled with people who are all talking at once, eachuttering different lines of conversation. She feels confused and disoriented, wondering where she is and why she is there. As she looks around, she realizes that she is at an archive film festival, where she and countless others have gathered to watch and discuss the world's greatest films.

The festival is housed in a large, ornate building with high ceilings and chandeliers hanging from the rafters. The walls are lined with shelves filled with books and films, and the air is filled with the smell of old paper and movies. As the woman walks through the halls, she sees people of all ages, races, and genders watching films on screens large and small.

She finally arrives at the main theater, where a large crowd has gathered to watch a classic film. The woman takes her seat in the crowded theater, feeling both excited and nervous. As the lights dim and the film begins, she finds herselftransported to a different world, where she becomes immersed in the story and the characters. She watches as the couple overcomes obstacles, falls in love, and finally reconciles.

As the film comes to a close, the woman finds herself wishing that she could stay and watch more films. She knows that there are many other great films to be seen, but she is content with the experience that she has had. As she leaves the theater, she feels both fulfilled and excited for what the future holds.

The woman's experience at the archive film festival is just one of the many stories that could be told about the festival. Whether you are a film buff or just someone who enjoys a good story, the archive film festival is sure to have something for you to enjoy.
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Full of ‘Nonsense’: Witty musical entertainments with comic humor

By Dana Jones

Summer Brunch Staff

The idea of a man tap-dancing and getting high stays open ingredients, but it's 'Nonsense,' pleases at the Metropolitan, an appealingly issues with interplay. The result is a consistently funny musical fusing past, sharp-witted through classic show tunes and genres. It's not so great at the point when it's certain that the audience is being a good job, and the show is a lot of fun. Goggin likes to keep "Nonsense" musical. "The best thing about it is that it's a concept that's not much to say that isn't very good, and the audience is having a good time, and the stars are the show."

Goggin also keeps the same atmosphere when you play. It's "the kind of thing where if you've got a laugh you can just have fun out of it, you can make it your gift. That's what's about show's about, and if you've got a good line and you make people feel better."

Stephens plays best where 'Buffalo' roam

Grant Lee Buffalo lead singer focuses on music, not business

By Mike Gillette

Summer Brunch Staff

Let's say you're Grant Stephen, a phenomenon of the mid-90s, known for his sound, style and attitude. You're making a name for yourself in the music industry, but you're also known for your rebellious behavior and constant partying. You're the epitome of the 'rock star' lifestyle, but you're also considered a 'laid-back' type of guy. "I'm not afraid of people's opinions, you know. I just want to do my own thing."

According to Stephens, a different side of the performer more interested in serious things and other passions. "I like the idea of being a professor or a writer. I mean, I'm not really a professor or a writer, but I like the idea of being one."

"I think he's a talented person, but he's also a bit of a show-off. He likes to be seen as the 'fun guy,'" says one of his friends. "But he's also very intelligent and has a lot of depth."

"He's a bit of a show-off, but he's also very intelligent and has a lot of depth."

"I'm fascinated with the idea of reading American icons, the 50's, 60's and 70's, and how they write and record. The record is about life and love and everything," said Stephens.

"The band has a lot of energy and they're a really good group. They're always looking for a good time, and they're really fun to be around."

"There's something about Grant that makes you want to see him perform. He's got a great stage presence and he's really likable."

"You've got to see Grant live, you really have to see him live. He's got a great stage presence and he's really likable."

"I'm fascinated with the idea of reading American icons, the 50's, 60's and 70's, and how they write and record. The record is about life and love and everything," said Stephens.
Downey, Jr.

From page 16

"I felt like I was waiting for a wave to come in for 10 years, and now it's come in, so I'm just kind of riding the wave." - Robert Downey, Jr.

He has created a new chapter...it's not really like I'm trying to prove myself, so much anymore. I'm just going to let it happen and enjoy the ride."

Trevor and Billy Weiss has created a new chapter of his life, a new chapter of the film in its own way. One of the most wonderful pieces of work, "Road Scholar.""

"Road Scholar"

Directed by Roger Witting

When director Roger Witting approached Mark and Nancy about potentially directing their son's first film, he described it as a "road movie, a "Road Scholar," with that American sense of passage and a sense of sharing the world with others."

The film's educational journey, similar to Trevor's own, has inspired many students. A sense of sharing the world with others is a key theme in the film."

"Amongst Friends"

Wong and directed by Billy Weiss

A compelling film that is at once here, and at the same time timeless. A film that is here today, but also offers a glimpse into the future."

For Andy (Steven Spielberg), Trevor (Mark McCallion) and Billy (Joseph Lindsey), the,�...
Letter From An Apartment Manager.

Okay, so we've got a few vacancies. Do you want an apartment? My boss is worried sick. You think she just found out her dog had a tumor. We're 100% occupied every year. Where else can you reserve an apartment for fall? What other building put out an award-winning comedy newsletter? Okay, so maybe the Glenrock hasn't won any awards but it's still darned funny.

Your parents want you to get good grades. So do we but if you didn't want to have any fun you could have lived at home this year. Give us a call before your boss has an aneurysm.

Glenrock Apartments
824-8691
555 Glenrock

Elegant New Apartments
1-3 Bd. 1-2 Ba.
Spacious, furnished.
705 Pico, 90035
Call for details.

Westwood Towers
3977 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Prime Location:
- San Diego Freeway
- Beverly Hills
- Westwood Village
- UCLA
- Shopping Malls
- Public Transportation

All Utilities Paid
- Gourmet Kitchens
- Onsite Parking
- Fitness Center
- Pool

For Information, please call (310) 475-7533.

Palm Royale Apartments
West LA.
Incredible
2-bdrm
2-bath
$1,100

Palm Royale Apartments
West L.A. newer luxury complex with pool, jacuzzi, sauna and fitness center. All have microwaves, refrigerator, and alarm systems. Call for special summer rates. 10 minutes from UCLA. (310)203-7600.

Westwood Village
4-Bed/3-Bath For Rent
- Modern 705 Pico
- Walk to UCLA
- UCLA Plaza
- Glenrock
- World Wide
- Wilshire

Westwood Village
1-3 Bd. 1-2 Ba.
Spacious, furnished.
705 Pico, 90035
Call for details.

Moss & Co.
BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS
BEST WESTWOOD DEALS
INCREDIBLE
2 BD/2 BTH $1500 & UP
FURNISHED UPR, SINGLES, MBD.
See Levering, 415 Garley, 450 Hidding, 842-4807

HURRY
ONE BLOCK TO UCLA
Home away from home
Rent now

For

The Twist Is Back
One month free, you decide how to apply it
* $200 bonus referral

Living with us is a real trip – a vacation from the normal apartment living. You have a good time here. We encourage it. There is a swimming pool, pool, spa, fitness center, large screen TV, you have it all. It's a break from studying and working. We will be offering one month free with "a twist" again this summer. You get to decide how to apply the one month free.

* $200 bonus to anyone who brings in a referral to us.
exploring every other option available to him. 

"It's a good idea to know that I will be able to play football after next year," Butler said. "But I'll be honest, I haven't really thought seriously about the NBA yet."

Butler says he has no less. Butler said he plans on flying to France in the next few weeks to try out with a couple professional teams. The Pac-10's last big star with which he was connected was former UCLA guard Dorell Wright. Butler says every option remains on the table.

"I did real well with the Bullets...but the money's not quite enticing enough to just jump at it...I'm going to maybe try some other avenues and maybe raise a few eyebrows in some other places."

Mitchell Butler

numerous NBA and sign-and-trade scenarios. Butler's most aggressive option came on the summer league team of the Charlotte Bobcats, who offered him a partially guaranteed contract.

"I did real well with the Bullets," Butler said. "And the offer is still on the table. But the money's not going to be enough to just jump at it...I'm going to keep exploring other avenues."

The Princeton Review WILL MAXIMIZE YOUR LSAT, GMAT, GRE, OR MCAT SCORES

This year, over 50,000 students will take the course Rolling Stone called "legendary". Here's why:

The Princeton Review is Personal Our classes consist of eight to thirty students and are grouped by shared test-taking strengths and weaknesses.

The Princeton Review is Efficient Learn our systematic approach to solving test problems. We combine solid academic preparation with revolutionary test-taking strategies to maximize your scores.

The Princeton Review Works—Guaranteed Our average score improvements are unmatched:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Average Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSAT</td>
<td>120-180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORE</td>
<td>200-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRE</td>
<td>600-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCAT</td>
<td>3-45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you complete the course and are not satisfied with your scores on the test, we'll work with you again for up to one year, free.

But the race for the Ivy League Schools is just a game one factor behind The Princeton Review's success. Probably more important is a witty and irreverent approach that turns a normal science into a game.

The Christian Science Monitor

"Analyzing the test by computer, (The Princeton Review) deduced a blueprint, learn it...and you've outwitted the test."—Us Magazine

Stop smoking. For your heart, lungs and friends. thank you.

THE PRINCETON REVIEW LASAT GMAT GRE MCAT (310) 474-0909

AUTO INSURANCE and the NERD FACTOR

The University of Washington football team has been No. 1 in the Pac-10 for the three years running, but conference sanctions could end their Rose Bowl streak.

Bowl-Hess in Seattle? UW verdict coming soon

By Dan Riley Seattle Post-Intelligencer

San Francisco—Barbara Walter, Dutch Baughman, Jerry Magazine, Chris Bartholomew, Tim Hansen, Mike Minnich and David Price have come to the realization that some of the only people who know the ins and outs of the University of Washington football program, which witnessed a 13-game winning streak during Pac-10 Conference and national championships, are former Huskies. When the Huskiesพบ

The Washington State University Post-Intelligencer, reporting both Washington and Washington State. Walter, the former Husky quarterback and his former quarterback coach, have signed on as consultants for the Huskies, the Pac-10 conferences, Madison and Michigan's athletic directors and Bartholomew, the former Husky quarterback and the Pac-10 co-coordinator for the past two seasons, are working on their plans for the remainder of the season.

Washington assistant coach Barbara Baughman and football coach Tom Hansen have been through all the ups and downs of the Pac-10 Conference. Hansen, a former Husky quarterback, has been with the team for the past two seasons and has been the Huskies' starting quarterback since his freshman year.

Washington assistant coach Jerry Magazine and football coach Mike Minnich have been with the team for the past two seasons and have been the Huskies' starting quarterback since his freshman year.

Washington assistant coach Chris Bartholomew and football coach David Price have been with the team for the past two seasons and have been the Huskies' starting quarterback since his freshman year.
LeBron James' decision to leave the NBA to play college basketball again, despite the presence of an NBA team in his hometown of Los Angeles, was a turning point in his career. The decision was made public during a press conference held at his high school, where he announced his plans to attend UCLA and play for basketball coach Skipper Huggins. The move was met with mixed reactions from fans and analysts alike, with some praising his decision to return to college and others questioning his motivations.

James' decision to attend UCLA had a significant impact on the university and the city of Los Angeles. The basketball team's success in the NCAA tournament led to increased interest in the sport and a boost in the university's profile. The decision also had economic implications, as the increased attention to UCLA's basketball program led to increased revenues and student interest in attending the university.

James' decision to attend UCLA also had implications for the NBA. The league had been criticized for its treatment of players and its lack of financial autonomy. James' move to UCLA was seen as a way to gain more control over his career and to avoid some of the pressures of being a professional athlete in the NBA. It was also seen as a way to challenge the traditional power structure in the league and to assert his own interests and priorities.

Overall, LeBron James' decision to attend UCLA was a significant event in the world of basketball and had far-reaching implications for the sport and its players. It was a testament to the power of individual decision-making and the ability of athletes to shape their own careers and futures.
**A chance to address a fatal silence, suicide**

By Francis Ciosa

The New York Times

1:00 p.m.

Stressful weeks in Los Angeles are frequently described as "the most stressful city in the United States," with highs of 150,000 people moving to the city each year and low of 5,000 people moving away each year. The city's population is projected to reach 10 million by 2050, making it the fifth largest city in the United States. The city's population is projected to reach 10 million by 2050, making it the fifth largest city in the United States.

1:00 p.m.

Campus Radial Women's Rights Campaigns. Women's rights campaigns are becoming more common on college campuses. The latest effort is the "Women's Movement Week," which is being held on the West Coast and is scheduled to continue through the 1990s. **Women's Movement Week** aims to raise awareness about the issues facing women and to encourage students to become involved in advocacy efforts.

1:00 p.m.

USA Undergraduate Alumnae: Women and Power. Women and power have always been a controversial topic. This year, the USA Undergraduate Alumnae will host a special event focusing on women and power. The event will be held on campus and will feature a panel of speakers and a discussion.

1:00 p.m.

Vincent Foster took his own life in an apparent suicide at his home in Washington, D.C., on a summer day. The investigation has been ongoing for several months, and more details may become available in the coming weeks.

**Friday, August 27**

1:00 p.m.

Muslin Cafe: Women, Friday Players. Muslin Cafe is a popular cafe on campus that is known for its delicious food and friendly atmosphere. The cafe is open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. every day.

1:00 p.m.

USA Undergraduate Alumnae: Women and Power. Women and power have always been a controversial topic. This year, the USA Undergraduate Alumnae will host a special event focusing on women and power. The event will be held on campus and will feature a panel of speakers and a discussion.

1:00 p.m.

USA Undergraduate Alumnae: Women and Power. Women and power have always been a controversial topic. This year, the USA Undergraduate Alumnae will host a special event focusing on women and power. The event will be held on campus and will feature a panel of speakers and a discussion.

**Saturday, August 28**

1:00 p.m.

USA Undergraduate Alumnae: Women and Power. Women and power have always been a controversial topic. This year, the USA Undergraduate Alumnae will host a special event focusing on women and power. The event will be held on campus and will feature a panel of speakers and a discussion.

**Sunday, August 29**

1:00 p.m.

USA Undergraduate Alumnae: Women and Power. Women and power have always been a controversial topic. This year, the USA Undergraduate Alumnae will host a special event focusing on women and power. The event will be held on campus and will feature a panel of speakers and a discussion.
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**Some Jobs**

are better than others.

The Daily Bruin Arts & Entertainment department is looking for an assistant editor with a background in journalism or editing experience and knowledge of campus arts. Applications are available at the Daily Bruin office, Kerckhoff Hall. Deadline is Wed., Aug. 25. Questions? 825-2538.
Managua talks fail to resolve standoff

MANAGUA, Nicaragua — Government officials and Sandinista leaders met late Tuesday to try to reach a settlement in which two separate groups of armed men are holding the country's vice president at gunpoint.

One of the groups wanted to kidnap Nicaragua's Vice President Roberto Somoza to pressure his rich brothers, who are standing trial in Managua for murder, to post bail. The other group said it was holding him hostage to demand the release of all political prisoners.

The talks collapsed after Sandinista hard-liners rejected a government offer to release 10 political prisoners in exchange for the release of Somoza.

Diphtheria epidemic worsens in Russia

MOSCOW — Russia's diphtheria epidemic is worsening, with more than 4,000 cases (the same number as for all of 1993) and over 300 deaths already reported this year. This epidemic, which has plagued the republics of the former USSR and its breakaway states, is spreading at an alarming rate. According to the World Health Organization, only 47 percent of Russian children were vaccinated in 1992.

Russia's deputy chief epidemiologist, Anatoly Terekhov, said last week that only 10 percent of children are being vaccinated in Moscow, where 2.5 million adults had been vaccinated and only 15 percent of adults throughout the country have been vaccinated.

Kelly cites gun tests as reason for reversal

NEW YORK — In a dramatic reversal, Police Commissioner Raymond Kelly announced on Friday that his New York City Police Department has finally adopted a new firearm regulation that has been pending for nearly two years.

The single-track of violence was turned back Thursday when a 1991 incident was made history by a 1991 incident in which a 1991 incident by a 1991 incident in the Brooklyn borough. Thursday.

The survey of guns was again blocked by a 1991 incident Thursday that the international organization was considering imposing an arms embargo on eastern Europe.

Former Prime Minister of Algeria murdered

CAIRO — Gunmen killed former Prime Minister Kamel Krim of Algeria and his wife, Vladimir Krim, who was a senior figure in the French government, in an apparent assassination attempt.

The Krim's car was hit by a volley of bullets fired from a large pistol as they were leaving a hospital in a mosque in the city of Algiers.

Russia's deputy chief epidemiologist, Anatoly Terekhov, said last week that only 10 percent of children are being vaccinated in Moscow, where 2.5 million adults had been vaccinated and only 15 percent of adults throughout the country have been vaccinated.

Kmart removes 180 vandalized notebooks

BURLINGTON, Vt. — About 180 notebooks were pulled from Kmart shelves because they were damaged with a white screen printer and sold at a fraction of their original price.

Some officials believed the notebooks probably were vandalized before arriving at the store because the same brand and type of notebooks were found damaged at two stores.

The Cheezburger Combo

• Cheezburger
• Fries
• All you can drink

The Subscription Special

• Bacon
• 2 Eggs
• Hash Browns
• Toast

$2.19 + tax

For more information, call 1-800-KAP-TEST

10922 Kinnison Ave, Westwood Village 208-2424 "There's no place like the Headlines."
L.A. wildlife makes dramatic return with end of drought

By Peter Larson

The drought, which has been a boon to Los Angeles, has finally ended, and with it the end of dry spell that has lasted several years. The rain has brought back many animals that had disappeared in the area, including the Los Angeles wildcat. This cat was last seen in the Los Angeles area in the 1980s.
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Racial, ethnic bias plays role in greater L.A.-area housing

By Anne APC

The L.A. Housing Authority has identified racial, ethnic bias as playing a role in the allocation of housing in the greater L.A. area. The agency found that many applicants for housing were discriminated against based on their race or ethnicity.
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SUICIDE

By Anne APC

A woman who was found dead in her apartment in Los Angeles has been identified as a suicide victim. The woman, who was known for her activism against the war, had been involved in several protests and had been a frequent source of conflict in the area.
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60s Generation pinked the L.A. area with its problems

By Anne APC

The 60s Generation, which included many young people who were involved in anti-war protests and other social movements, has had a significant impact on the L.A. area. This generation is known for its activism and its willingness to take on powerful institutions.

The 60s Generation, which included many young people who were involved in anti-war protests and other social movements, has had a significant impact on the L.A. area. This generation is known for its activism and its willingness to take on powerful institutions.

Jodi's big idea: To help women in the 60s

By Anne APC

Jodi, a woman who was active in the 60s women's movement, has started a new organization to help women in the 60s. The organization, called Jodi's Big Idea, is focused on helping women who are struggling to find their place in society.
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60s Generation, the work in progress

By Anne APC

The 60s Generation, which included many young people who were involved in anti-war protests and other social movements, has had a significant impact on the L.A. area. This generation is known for its activism and its willingness to take on powerful institutions.
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We are actually building a rail system that is putting more people on the freeways.

John Walsh
MTA Chair

since 1985 — a loss far greater than the estimated savings added by rail projects in LA.

"We're not going in the right direction," said the chairman of the region's rail system. "We're building a rail system that is putting more people on the freeways."

The chairman was referring to the region's rail system, which he said is not only less efficient than the freeways, but also less safe. The system, he said, is also not as popular as he had hoped.

"The system is not popular," the chairman said. "People don't want to use it. They prefer the freeways."

He added that the system is also not as cost-effective as he had hoped. "The system is not cost-effective," he said. "People don't want to pay for it."

The chairman was also critical of the region's rail system's performance. "The system is not performing as well as we had hoped," he said. "It's not as efficient as we had hoped."

He added that the system is also not as safe as he had hoped. "The system is not safe," he said. "We have had too many accidents."

The chairman was also critical of the region's rail system's funding. "The system is not funded as well as we had hoped," he said. "We need more funding."
Scapegoating immigrants is not the solution

By Alvaro Maldonado

President Clinton, David Duke, Barbara Bovee, Pat Williams, and many privileged others are waging a vicious national campaign to blame non-white working people, from the bottom of the so-called “legal” immigrant pyramid, to the top. Meanwhile, U.S. corporations are reaping the profits from this anti-immigrant climate, gaining easy access to large pools of cheap labor and easy access to the profits of the anti-immigrant movement.

Many of the companies that benefit from this anti-immigrant movement are trans-national corporations, which have operations around the world. These companies are well-organized and well-funded, and they have a lot of political clout.

Some of these companies are well-established by trans-national corporations. For example, the multinational corporation Nestle has operations in many countries around the world. Nestle is known for its anti-immigrant stance and its support of anti-immigrant legislation.

The corporate executives who have made and controlled the U.S. workforce are telling us that we are all to blame, and that we should be afraid of each other. They are using this fear to divide us and to keep us from organizing against their exploitation.

But we are not afraid. We are not divided. We are strong. We are united. We will stand together and we will fight back.

We will not let these corporations divide us. We will not let them control our lives. We will not let them silence our voices.

Equal time for the wicked

Editor:

One of the tremendous advantages of the Internet is the opportunity for anyone to express their opinions without fear of censorship or retribution. This is a great thing, and it is a privilege that we should all cherish.

However, there is another side to this coin. The Internet is also a place where people can express their worst impulses and their darkest thoughts. This is a problem, and it is one that we must address.

I believe that everyone has the right to free speech. I also believe that everyone has the responsibility to use that speech wisely and responsibly. We must all work together to create a safe and welcoming environment for everyone on the Internet. Only then can we truly live up to the promise of the Internet as a place of free expression and open dialogue.

Ron Kagan

Kagan's call to make the security agencies more powerful is not what the UCLA Faculty Senate wants. The Faculty Senate is in favor of the public interest policies and the public interest agenda. The Faculty Senate is opposed to the security agencies' track record.

Our school is one of the most renowned in the nation, training many students who go on to make great contributions to the field of public health. If my colleagues and I agree to take whatever steps are necessary to protect the students' rights, then I support the Faculty Senate in their decision to take this action.

Thanks Chuck

Editor:

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the letter from Mr. Browne. I regret that I did not reply earlier, but I was busy with other matters.

I agree with Mr. Browne that the UCLA Faculty Senate is doing an important service by protecting the rights of students. I believe that the Faculty Senate should continue to take action to protect the rights of students.

I also agree with Mr. Browne that the UCLA Faculty Senate should be able to speak out on behalf of students. I believe that the Faculty Senate should have the right to do so, and I believe that the UCLA administration should support the Faculty Senate in this effort.

In conclusion, I want to thank Mr. Browne for his letter, and I want to support the UCLA Faculty Senate in its efforts to protect the rights of students.
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Rapper Ice-T 70s favorite appointment of the future of Los Angeles.

Cooler than Ice: Rapper working towards gang truce

By Judith Lowry

"So you've been out of the picture for a while, rapper named Al Juez, which place you've come through it's called, Rhyme Syndicate, New York (Rhymes)."

Rhymes will release an album for the 1980s born rapper, Al Juez, who has been out of the picture for a while. The album will feature guest appearances by fellow rappers such as Ice-T and T-Pain.

"It's been a long time since we've heard from Al Juez, but he's back and ready to take on the rap game. His new album is sure to be a hit with fans of the 1980s hip-hop scene."

The album will be released on Friday, August 19th, and is expected to be a big hit with fans of the 1980s hip-hop scene. It will feature guest appearances by fellow rappers such as Ice-T and T-Pain.

Attention 'Target' shoppers

By Michael Horowitz

Jean-Claude Van Damme aims for action-packed success

Van Damme, who starred in hit action thriller "The Expendables" in 2010, is back with a new film "Target". The film is a high-octane action thriller that follows the story of a retired special forces operative who is drawn back into the world of international espionage.

"Target" is directed by Michael Alaimo and is set to be released in theaters on Friday, August 19th. Van Damme plays the role of a former Navy SEAL who is forced to confront his past when his ex-partner is killed. The film also stars Eliza Dushku and is produced by Lakeshore Entertainment.

The film has been praised for its intense action sequences and Van Damme's impressive physical performances. It is expected to be a box office hit and is a must-see for action fans.

Reviews

"The Caucasian Chalk Circle"
Written by Jean-Claude Van Damme
Starring Peng Chau, Wing Kwok

Audience review: 4/5 stars

"The Caucasian Chalk Circle" is a gripping thriller that keeps you on the edge of your seat. Jean-Claude Van Damme delivers a fantastic performance as the lead character, making him a true legend of the action genre. The film is a must-see for all fans of Van Damme and the action genre.

"Manhattan Mystery Murders"
Written by Woody Allen
Starring John Cusack, Joaquin Phoenix

Audience review: 3/5 stars

"Manhattan Mystery Murders" is a fun and quirky comedy that will keep you entertained throughout. John Cusack and Joaquin Phoenix deliver great performances as the two main characters, making for a great watch. However, the film could have been better structured and had a stronger ending.

"Pulp Fiction"
Written by Quentin Tarantino
Starring Samuel L. Jackson, John Travolta

Audience review: 5/5 stars

"Pulp Fiction" is a classic film that has stood the test of time. Quentin Tarantino's direction is masterful and the performances by Samuel L. Jackson and John Travolta are outstanding. This film is a must-see for any fan of action or thriller genres.

"Fast and Furious" mini-series

By Colburn Tang

Fast-paced, plotless 'Target' often misses its mark

John Woo, who directed "The Expendables" in 2010, is back with another action-packed film "Target". However, the film fails to live up to the expectations.

"Target" is a fast-paced, plotless film that fails to deliver on its promise. The acting is uneven and the plot is hard to follow. Although the action scenes are intense, they are not enough to save the film.

"Target" is a disappointing film that misses its mark. It fails to deliver on its promise and is a wasted opportunity for John Woo.
Director Soderbergh embraces all genres

By Culver Tevem
Summer Bruin Staff

Two years ago, a small, indi-

Cannes attention...vid film about a child who

attracted a large following in the film

world. Throughout 1994, the public

will have a chance to see "King of the Hill,"

a film about the life of a television

reporter.

But once there doesn't seem to

be much of a connection to any of
Soderbergh's films. He's called "Kafka,"
"The Hand That Rocks the Cradle," and
"King of the Hill." The three films

are all based on works of Russian

writers, and in each, Soderbergh

tries to recreate the atmosphere

of the originals. But the

films are not exactly alike. "King
of the Hill" is a much more

successful film, and it's

likely to be the one that will

attract the most attention.

"King of the Hill" is about

the life of a television reporter,

played by Sam Waterston. The

film is set in a small town in

the Midwest, and the

protagonist, played by Waterston,

is a television reporter who

becomes involved in a

scandal.
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GET "HANdS-ON EXPERIENCE IN THE ENTERTAINMENT FIELD Top Hollywood entertainment S/P. firm is accepting intern applicants.

Great opportunity to learn about P.R. in the areas of music, TV/film and comedy. Class credit available.

Call Melissa at (310) 699-6400

GET A JOB

Part-time job preparing audio-visual equipment. Flexible hours. $4.72/hr.

Application taken immediately. 9-2, 1-6 p.m. Audio Visual Services, 1010 Cappell Hall 206-6581

Models/Talent

Job available now

No exp. necessary. Upcoming opportunities and assignments. Placement local, regional or overseas. We guarantee results. Join our team of successful discoveries. 818-764-3020

HELP WANTED

Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream Factory needs eager people with W.P.E.P.-PERM Mismanagers, FEEDER BOY/ROVERS. CALL NOW. (213) 763-9030. Jobs must be applied for immediately.

HELP WANTED

Child Care Wanted

Nanny to help with 1-year-old child. Requires evening hours. Experience necessary. Great opportunity for married couple. Call (310) 659-2609.

HELP WANTED

Child Care Wanted

Driver needed for 1-year-old girl. Requires evening hours. Experience necessary. Great opportunity for married couple. Call (310) 659-2609.

HELP WANTED

Child Care Wanted

Drivers needed for Boy Scouts. Drivers must be experienced and able to work evenings. Call (310) 938-2312.

HELP WANTED

Child Care Wanted
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LOW MOVE-IN
Perfect West LA locations for UCLA students & faculty

1456 Barry #2  2+2 $945
1323 Federal #2  1+1 $715
2477 Sawtelle A.D. & E  2+2 $745 and up
1737 Stoner #6  single $585
1737 Stoner #16  1+1 $695
1709 Westgate #3 & 10  1+1 $785

Beautiful garden apartments, some with fireplace, balconies, and patios. All with carpet, blinds, air, parking and laundry. No pets.

Please call Daniel anytime
(310)207-1639
SCATES

This summer, returning to the United States, the UCLA Bruins’ volleyball coach Al Scates come to an end. The man who started his coaching career in basketball (Bill Saunders was the football coach in his early years) has decided to remain at UCLA through the 1993 season. Scates, who has also taught physical education in Beverly Hills School District, has a successful future for him as well as the Bruins. Scates has said he wants to remain at UCLA through the 1993 season to help the program continue its development. As a former NCAA basketball coach, Scates is well respected in the sport.

In the past, Scates has coached such volleyball teams as Princeton and has returned to UCLA as a volunteer assistant to help the team through a rebuilding process. This past season, Scates has volunteered as an assistant coach to help the team through its difficult season.

The UCLA volleyball program has suffered through a difficult season, and the team has struggled to compete with the stronger teams in the Pacific-10 Conference. However, Scates has been a positive influence on the team, helping them to improve their skills and stay focused on their goals.

Gymnastics

From page 32

Scates "laid bare the program's weaknesses, made recommendations for improvement and argued that the university's decision to eliminate the program was wrong and not in the best interest of the program." Scates explained, "I'm not a coach of gymnastics, but I know that a team is a group of people who work together to achieve a common goal. The university's decision to eliminate the program has gone against the spirit of teamwork and cooperation that is essential for a successful gymnastics program."

"I believe in the value of a gymnastic team," Scates said. "The program has been successful in the past, and I think it can be successful again. I want to see the program continue to grow and thrive at UCLA."
Money plays bad guy role once more

A year ago, the University of California, Los Angeles, the beloved teapot in the Hoosier Athletic Conference, was hit by another bit of bad news in the form of a National Collegiate Athletic Association ban.

The association, which governs collegiate sports, had previously suspended the UCLA basketball program for two years in 1989 for violations of federal insider-trading laws. The ban was lifted in 1994, but the program was forced to submit to a strict set of guidelines, including the hiring of a new coach, Bruce Arena, who would take the Bruins back to the top of the Pac-10.

Since then, UCLA has had a string of success on the field, including a national championship in 1995. But the team has not been without its share of controversy, including a sting operation that led to the banning of a player for participating in a bookie operation.

The Bruins are currently ranked second in the Pac-10 and are looking to make a deep run in the NCAA tournament. They will face a tough test in the first round against the third-seeded Kansas Jayhawks, who are looking to make a deep run in their own tournament.
L.A. City Council goes over budget

By Rick Oertel

The Daily Bruin News

While the rest of the city government was busy negotiating Los Angeles City Council members considered what to do with $151,000 in unfunded city for employees on the same day. Mike Pressler, director of the Daily Bruin, told The Daily Bruin.

City Council members have been discussing the city's budget, which includes $8.5 million for unfunded city projects, and officials may look back at the council's budget with the following comments:

the title of your event or activity
date, time and place

"We're going to make sure this isn't the last thing we do before the end of the year," Pressler said. "We'll have to make sure this isn't the last thing we do before the end of the year."

The information will be run the day before the day of the event. Although we will try to print all entries at least one day, placement is not guaranteed. If you have any questions or concerns, please call 825-9986.
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UCLA in violation of drainage ordinance

Facilities Management claims ignorance, promises to comply

By Walter Levan

The Daily Bruin News

Several UCLA employees have received letters from the Department of Water Resources in the past week. The letters state that the university's facilities management has failed to properly maintain a system of drains and waste lines, which is required by state and federal regulations.

"The university has been notified of the violation and is working to correct it," said Facilities Management Director David Goodrich. "We're also working to prevent future violations.

"Our goal is to maintain our compliance with state and federal regulations," Goodrich said. "We're committed to correcting the problem and ensuring that it doesn't happen again.

"We're committed to maintaining compliance with state and federal regulations," Goodrich said. "We're committed to maintaining compliance with state and federal regulations."

UCLA drainage violations

Facilities Management has been found in violation of a new federal regulation concerning the disposal of improper materials into the city storm drain system, which is required by state and federal regulations.

"We're committed to maintaining compliance with state and federal regulations," Goodrich said. "We're committed to maintaining compliance with state and federal regulations."

"Our goal is to maintain our compliance with state and federal regulations," Goodrich said. "We're committed to correcting the problem and ensuring that it doesn't happen again.

"We're committed to maintaining compliance with state and federal regulations," Goodrich said. "We're committed to maintaining compliance with state and federal regulations."

Ventral problems still plague campus building

Center for Health Sciences workers worry about healthfulness of tainted "fresh" air

by Wynn Yen

The Daily Bruin News

"The problem is that we've been sampling air from a building that's not properly ventilated," said one worker. "It's been very hard to get a good sample, but we've been trying to get one for a long time.
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**Nation**

**Loss of Mars Observer called far-reaching**

The apparent loss of Mars Observer may well have a notable effect on a number of Russian and American scientists. The Soviet Union has been planning a Mars mission for some time, and the United States has been involved in a joint mission with the Soviet Union. The loss of Mars Observer, which was to have been launched in 1992, will undoubtedly delay the launch of the joint mission, which is scheduled for 1993.

**Bosnia Muslims reject peace plan from U.N.**

Under pressure from Washington, Bosnian military leaders and a number of Western countries have agreed to a peace plan. The plan calls for a cease-fire, the withdrawal of foreign forces, and the establishment of a multinational force. However, the Bosnian government has refused to accept the plan, and fighting continues.

**LSAT GMAT GRE**

Kaplan only Kaplan offers a unique method called TOTAL TRAINING. It's based on the fact that you get better results when you learn in more ways than one. Your primary study takes place in class, with your instructor. Then it's reinforced— with books, diagnostic tests, Kaplan practice tests, Released tests. Videotapes. Audiotapes. Special help sessions. Home study. And fully explained practice questions.

**Briefs**

**List of surgeons called for military**

The United States government has called for the return of a number of surgeons who have been serving in the United States military. The surgeons are being called back to serve in the United States, and they will be replaced by medical personnel from other countries.

**CIA plans to release files on cold war**

The CIA has decided to release thousands of files on the cold war, including classified documents and photographs. The release is intended to provide information about the cold war and to help researchers understand the nature of the conflict.

**Local**

Man fatally shot by robber while at ATM

A man was shot and killed by a robber while using an ATM. The man was withdrawing money from the ATM when the robber approached him and demanded his money. The man resisted, and the robber shot him.

**$89 SALE**

**MM Furniture**
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**KAPLAN RULES**

Kaplan and only Kaplan offers a unique method called TOTAL TRAINING. It's based on the fact that you get better results when you learn in more ways than one. Your primary study takes place in class, with your instructor. Then it's reinforced—with books, diagnostic tests, Kaplan practice tests, Released tests. Videotapes. Audiotapes. Special help sessions. Home study. And fully explained practice questions.

The more ways you're TAUGHT something,

the better you learn it.

**CENTER LOCATIONS**

Brentwood • Culver City • Downtown L.A. • Encino • Loma Linda
Pasadena • San Luis Obispo • Santa Barbara • South Bay • Walnut (Pomona)

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 1-800-KAP-TEST
Studies show the life of a leftie can be dangerous

By Todd Schieltz

Staple controversy over reports that left-handers may have relatively higher accident and death rates, leading researchers from UCLA and other schools maintain hard evidence still will win ultimate battle.

Studies compiled in the 1970s and 1980s showed that left-handed children who were forced to become right-handed were more likely to have learning problems or academic difficulties, said Paul Stookey, UCLA's chief of neuropsychology.

In the study, which was published in the July issue of the journal Neuropsychological Monographs, the researchers found that left-handers had lower verbal and spatial scores, lower intelligence and higher rates of depression and anxiety.

Stookey said that left-handed children were more likely to have lower verbal and spatial scores, lower intelligence and higher rates of depression and anxiety.
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VENTILATION

From page 3

In Occupational Health after fees amounted to the liability.

"It's partly on our part to provide air pollution to protect yourself against the hazards of the air pollution," said John F. Philips, a management consultant.

The university is currently studying the cause and feasibility of ventilating the university's air systems, said Steve Patrick, Manager of Strategic Planning and Facility Maintenance.

"If we can solve the problem, the Med School wants it done," he said.

Fumes from two furnaces, which incinerate human body parts, radioactive animal carcasses and other infected wastes, contaminated the ventilation system's air supply that provide "fresh" air to the employees who work on the first floor of the Center for Health Sciences third corridor.

So far, Dean of Medicine Sidney Goldstein has approved some short-term steps to improve air quality.

"We have spent about $2,300 on maintenance of the incinerators and $2,000 on operating the fresh air system," he said."

As a precaution, chemical filters will also be installed to filter odors and particles, he added.

Ten employees, however, said they are taking matters in their own hands. Workers in the university's Student Affairs Office, for example, said they have used air conditioners in the past two weeks to provide clean air.

TestMasters
Crushes The Competition!
LSAT Course Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TestMasters</th>
<th>Kaplan</th>
<th>Princeton Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lecture Hours</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Lecture Sessions</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSAT Percentage</td>
<td>99th</td>
<td>90th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students per Class</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>25+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real LSAT Questions?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Cost</td>
<td>$750</td>
<td>$745</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is no comparison! We are the LSAT specialists.
1-800-696-6SAT

NEAR SIGHTED?
You now have a new option to correct nearsightedness.
EXCIMER LASER

Excimer Laser procedures to correct nearsightedness are now being performed on an investigational basis at UCLA's Jules Stein Eye Institute.

On September 30, 1993, Jules Stein Eye Institute, Brownlie, how the new technology is used by the Excilor Laser work to eliminate all cases of myopia, hyperopia, and astigmatism for these procedures.

FREE SEMINAR
Tuesday, August 31, 1993
1:15-10:00 pm
JULES STEIN EYE INSTITUTE, E.R.P. Audition
(For more information, call (310) 546-7002)

The Excilor Laser is an Investigational Device under FDA review.
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THE PRINCETON REVIEW WILL MAXIMIZE YOUR LSAT, GMAT, GRE, OR MCAT SCORES

This year, over 50,000 students will take the course Rolling Stone called "legendary". Here's why:

"But the race for the Ivy League Schools is just one factor behind The Princeton Review's success. Probably more important is a witty and irreverent approach that turns a ritual almost into a game."

The Christian Science Monitor

If you complete the course and are not satisfied with your scores on the test, we'll work with you again for up to one year, free.

THE PRINCETON REVIEW

GMAT GRE GMAT
MCAT (310) 474-0909

Dr. Leon M. Epstein, director of The Princeton Review, said that the company is committed to helping students achieve their best scores on standardized tests.
COLLEGE
From page 9

And that’s a,” said the dean of students, regarding another student for the record. “I don’t know how many other students are going to sign up for the summer session, but it looks like we have a decent number so far. I think our goal is to have at least 11,568 students enrolled by the end of the summer, which would be a significant increase from last year.”

The response from the students was mixed. Some were excited about the opportunity to take courses during the summer, while others were concerned about the costs and the impact on their academic load.

But the dean of students remained optimistic. “I think we’re going to have a great summer session,” she said. “I’m looking forward to seeing everyone on campus again.”

Dorm
From page 12

The dormitory was bustling with activity as students prepared for classes in a few hours. The air was thick with the smell of cut grass and sunscreen, and the sound of conversation filled the halls.

Ms. Gethers was walking down the hall, surveying the scene. She noticed a group of students standing in front of a bulletin board, lost in conversation.

“Is everything okay?” she asked, approaching them.

“Sure, we’re just waiting for the elevator,” one of the students replied.

Ms. Gethers smiled. “You know you can always take the stairs,” she said. “It’s a great way to get some exercise.”

The students laughed. “We know, we just don’t like the workout,” one of them joked.

Ms. Gethers continued on her way, her mind already racing with ideas for how to improve the campus atmosphere.

The What and Why of Football

In other news, the football team is gearing up for its first game of the season. The team is expecting a tough match against their rivals, but the students are excited to watch the action.

Ms. Gethers was asked about her thoughts on the upcoming game.

“I think our team is ready,” she said. “We’ve been working hard in practice and I have no doubt that they will give their best effort on the field.”

The students cheered in agreement, their excitement palpable.

The end of the session

After months of studying and preparing, the session came to a close. The students were tired, but they were also excited for the break ahead.

Ms. Gethers was tasked with organizing the final day of the session, and she took the task seriously.

“I want to make sure everyone has a great experience,” she said. “It’s been a long session, but I’m confident that we’ll wrap it up on a high note.”

The session ended with a final review of the material covered, followed by a short video presentation.

The students said their goodbyes, promising to stay in touch and see each other soon.

Ms. Gethers watched them go, feeling a mix of sadness and pride. “I’m sorry to see the session end,” she said. “But I’m also excited for the next one.”

The students dispersed, their energy still buzzing as they made their way home.

Ms. Gethers was left to tidy up the session, ensuring that everything was in order for the next one to come.
Corporate America is not the problem

By Amy Hansbuck

Alvina Malmeder's passion for the repatriation of resources for political power is not a solution to soit's ailments, but rather a correct (supplementing) approach in order to make the best of the situation.

In the current mix of economy there are two alternatives: either allow anyone to come and work and receive benefits, provided they are willing to pay taxes in order to help improve the benefits for themselves, or enforce anti-immigration laws more effectively so that government services paid for by our tax dollars aren't provided for illegal immigrants.

However, Malmeder's analysis of the problems is not merely shallow and without justifications, but his view of the problem is too narrow. The real issue is the "scattered fight" between businesses and government systems. It is up to individual businesses to establish controls and modifications of this nature, which is not feasible for both situations and for which enforcement like a "free market system" doesn't exist either among anyone in the economic and political environment. Therefore, the real problem we are facing today is that an individual business need not necessarily reduce their profit margins as long as they are able to continue to operate at a satisfactory level. Meanwhile, many businesses are forced to reduce their profit margins as long as they are able to continue to operate at a satisfactory level. Meanwhile, many businesses are forced to reduce their profit margins as long as they are able to continue to operate at a satisfactory level.

Moreover, Malmeder's analysis of the problems is not only shallow and without justifications, but his view of the problem is too narrow. The real issue is the "scattered fight" between businesses and government systems. It is up to individual businesses to establish controls and modifications of this nature, which is not feasible for both situations and for which enforcement like a "free market system" doesn't exist either among anyone in the economic and political environment. Therefore, the real problem we are facing today is that an individual business need not necessarily reduce their profit margins as long as they are able to continue to operate at a satisfactory level. Meanwhile, many businesses are forced to reduce their profit margins as long as they are able to continue to operate at a satisfactory level. Meanwhile, many businesses are forced to reduce their profit margins as long as they are able to continue to operate at a satisfactory level.

The institutions of minimum wage and worker's compensation, as well as environmental and other government regulations all serve to drive businesses out of the market system and jobs out of our economy.
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No Daddy's girl: Lynch steps out of father's shadow with film debut, "Boxing Helena"

By Cathell Young

Sunday Brunch

When you hear about a film dealing with mental illness, you get a sinking feeling about the moral blame. At "Boxing Helena," writer and director Jennifer Chambers Lynch, "Helena," tells the story of Charley Lando (Noel West), a successful New York film producer who doesn't love his wife. When the woman, Helena, aborts his child, a car crash assassinates her legs and leaves her arms while keeping her in her car. Poor Helena - junkie, alcoholic, addicted to sleeping pills, and now without a leg. The blast and the movie premiere, and Helena may have to live without Helena, a thing's afoot.

"'What happens to the person who drinks or takes in excess only a few seconds? Helena can't just be a thing," Ms. Lynch explains. "Lynch is the guy who acts no heart, no soul, for Madona. She's going to wake up in the morning and decide to make a film. We're both women, and we both have to deal with the fear of an empty life. But to have to wake up in the morning with nothing to do."

"Lynches is the daughter of acclaimed director David Lynch, who is known in the center of a giant star called "Twin Peaks, " is very similar to any other women. 'I'm not a woman. I can do what I want, and I can do what I want. I'm going to make a film."

"One thing about my father and I being close to each other is that we don't necessarily cuddle each other."

Jennifer Chambers Lynch

Director

"Boxing Helena"

While the band's subtle guitar can be a bit of a downer sometimes, it remains, with its melancholy, beautiful musical arrangements, an enchanting example of the artistry of the "Dead Poet Society." The band's long-time drummer, Tom Morello, has taken over as the rhythm guitarist, and the band has added a new lead guitarist, Jordan Ash, who has contributed some excellent guitar work to the band. The band's latest album, "The Ballad of the Poet," was released in 1993 and has been a critical and commercial success.

Penal institution visit enlivens, motivates cast of "Fortress"

"Boxing Helena"

By Michael Hefren

It's cold and rainy. But we're walking. Twenty minutes of underground prison. A looming image known as the "Phantom." Tucked behind some dark corners, it seems real.

"Treachery Plain." This is the story of Charley Lando (Noel West), a successful New York film producer who doesn't love his wife. When the woman, Helena, aborts his child, a car crash assassinates her legs and leaves her arms while keeping her in her car. Poor Helena - junkie, alcoholic, addicted to sleeping pills, and now without a leg. The blast and the movie premiere, and Helena may have to live without Helena, a thing's afoot.
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Duran Duran perform dull dull in concert

Lively crowd can't make up for lack of passion, energy on stage

By Mike Gilliette
Summer Brain Staff

Duran Duran played a lackluster show before a sizable, but uninterested crowd at the Forum on Aug. 23, making the L.A.-area leg of the "Live in America World Tour" a dud. Though the band had performed well in the past, this was a weak performance.

The crowd, which included many fans, was less than enthusiastic. They were dull and seemed uninterested in the music. The lead singer, Nick Rhodes, seemed more interested in his own performance than in engaging with the audience. The keyboardist, Nick Rhodes, seemed bored and unenthusiastic, which made the performance even more dull.

Duran Duran played at the Forum Aug. 23, playing a set of their hits and their latest hits, "The Reflex," and "Hungry Like the Wolf." However, the performance fell flat due to the lack of passion and energy on stage. The band's performance was tepid, and the audience showed little interest in the concert.

"Days" star finds glory on screen, not gridiron

By Barbara E. Hernandez

UCSB football season is proving good for everything, including placing a player in the Big Ten's best defensive player, "Days of Our Lives." Though this year was a success, the team was weakened by injuries and illnesses. DJ Reed was able to play in the Big Ten while still maintaining his status as the team's leader. The team was able to score some goals, but they lacked the passion and energy on stage.

DJ Reed, a senior wide receiver from UCSB, was named to the Big Ten's best defensive player. Although Reed was not able to participate in the Big Ten, he was still able to make some goals and contribute to the team's success.

"It's a difficult job, but for a young actor there's no better training," Reed said. "I've been able to use my skills from the stage to help me in the movies."

Cardinal career wasn't going to happen.

"I'm not the same guy," said Reed. "I've been able to use my skills from the stage to help me in the movies."

Although Reed was not able to participate in the Big Ten, he was still able to make some goals and contribute to the team's success. ""It's a difficult job, but for a young actor there's no better training," Reed said. "I've been able to use my skills from the stage to help me in the movies."

If you have any questions or need further assistance, please feel free to contact us.
"FORTRESS""
Panhellenic Sorority Rush

September 26 - October 2

LOW MOVE-IN
Perfect West LA locations for UCLA students & faculty

1456 Barry #2 2+2 $945
1323 Federal #2 1+1 $715
2477 Sawtelle A. D. E 2+2 $745 and up
1737 Stoner #6 single $585
1737 Stoner #16 1+1 $695
1709 Westgate #3 & 10 1+1 $785

Beautiful garden apartments, some with fireplace, balconies, and patios. All with carpet, blinds, air, parking and laundry. No pets. Please call Daniel anytime (310)207-1639

FREE RENT WITH YEAR LEASE AT 11001 WILSHIRE (310)390-5996
1 Bedroom $785 and up
2 Bedrooms $1195 & mo.

Longfellow West Short Term Leases
Large Furnished 1 Bedroom - $790
4900 S. LA VILLAGE #201
Rent With Move-in

Cosablanca West
Short Term Leases
Large Furnished 1 Bedroom - $790
1 Bathroom - 550 sq. ft.

CALL FOR DETAILS

MOSS & CO.
BEST WESTWOOD LOCATIONS

3 BED/2 BATH, $1,350 & up
FURNISHED, 1000 SQ. FT.
310-208-4734
310-208-2403

PROFESSIONALLY MANAGED BY MOSS & CO.

MONTEREY PLAZA
2 Bedroom 2 Bath $1,200
1 Bedroom, 1 Bath $1,050
Security Deposit: $1,000

Central Air/Con, Heat
Utilities included
Call for special summer rates: 6 minutes from UCLA (310)624-3715

PASE ROYALE APARTMENTS
West L.A. newest luxury complex with pool, jacuzzi, sauna and fitness center. All have microwaves, refrigeration, and alarm systems. Call for special summer rates from UCLA (310)390-7650

WATERFRONT VILLAGE
11300 LAX BANDELL AVE
1 Bedroom, 1 Bath $625
1 Bedroom, 1 Bath $725
1 Bedroom, 1 Bath $925
2 Bedrooms, 1 Bath $1,025
2 Bedrooms, 1 Bath $1,225
2 Bedrooms, 1 Bath $1,425
3 Bedrooms, 1 Bath $1,625

CALL FOR DETAILS

NOW LEASING

2 BED/2 BATH FROM ONLY
$1300 10 & 12 Month Leases

2 BED/2 BATH FROM ONLY
$1300 10 & 12 Month Leases

555 Glenrock
Corner of Glenrock and Levering

STUDENT FALL SPECIALS!
SINGLES TOTAL MOVE-IN $600
2 BEDS TOTAL MOVE-IN $900

NEAR U.S.C.

10990 COLUMBIA AVE.

NOW, HERE IS THE OFFER.

KELTON TOWERS
515 KELTON AVENUE

NOW LEASING

2 BED/2 BATH FROM ONLY
$1300 10 & 12 Month Leases

NOW LEASING

2 BED/2 BATH FROM ONLY
$1300 10 & 12 Month Leases

NOW LEASING

2 BED/2 BATH FROM ONLY
$1300 10 & 12 Month Leases

NOW LEASING

2 BED/2 BATH FROM ONLY
$1300 10 & 12 Month Leases

NOW LEASING

2 BED/2 BATH FROM ONLY
$1300 10 & 12 Month Leases

NOW LEASING

2 BED/2 BATH FROM ONLY
$1300 10 & 12 Month Leases

NOW LEASING

2 BED/2 BATH FROM ONLY
$1300 10 & 12 Month Leases

NOW LEASING

2 BED/2 BATH FROM ONLY
$1300 10 & 12 Month Leases

NOW LEASING

2 BED/2 BATH FROM ONLY
$1300 10 & 12 Month Leases

NOW LEASING

2 BED/2 BATH FROM ONLY
$1300 10 & 12 Month Leases

NOW LEASING

2 BED/2 BATH FROM ONLY
$1300 10 & 12 Month Leases
HURRY ONE BLOCK TO UCLA
Home away from home
Rent now
Awesome, huge & Clean! 1 Bedroom and Single, free parking, balconies, new stove, full size refrigerator, vertical blinds, large closets, large windows, laundry facilities. Beautifully landscaped. See info in 41 of call
833-8087
516 Landfair
Westwood Village

Apartment
Condo
Room

Roommates

Mar Vista
1300 South Mar Vista Street, Los Angeles, CA 90064

Apartment
Condo
Room

Roommates

Palms
9225 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90045

Apartment
Condo
Room

Roommates

Barrington Townhouse
Barrington

1st MONTH FREE
Includes Utilities
JOIN OTHER STUDENTS
In newly furnished
2 b/d: $550 to 600
2 b/d: $750 to 800
1 b/d: $595 to 1000
(310)667-8756

Barrington Townhouse

1st MONTH FREE
Includes Utilities
JOIN OTHER STUDENTS
In newly furnished
2 b/d: $550 to 600
2 b/d: $750 to 800
1 b/d: $595 to 1000
(310)667-8756

Apartment
Condo
Room

Roommates

527 Midvale

Apartment
Condo
Room

Roommates

JERRY'S

Apartment
Condo
Room

Roommates

Ace Professional Writer

Apartment
Condo
Room

Roommates

Paris

Apartment
Condo
Room

Roommates
FOOTBALL

From page 32

Former Bruin coach Dick Vermeil, now San Francisco 49ers coach, calls for a 28-0 victory over the Rams. "But we've got to keep things in perspective," Vermeil says. "This team is allowed to make mistakes. They're not in the championship game yet." The Niners lead the league in scoring, with 336 points, while the Rams are in fourth place with 200.

BILLYE MILLER

From page 32

tickets to the USC- UCLA game will have the challenge finding a seat if their money's worth.

"With so many people out there," said one ticket-buyer, "it's impossible to find a seat that costs less than $50."

John Miller will be one of the many people who won't be able to buy his ticket to the game. Miller, who lives in Westwood, is one of the many who have been waiting in line for tickets to the game.

Michigan's Tyree

Whitney will win the Heisman and leave early for the NFL.

Michigan's Tyree Whitney will win the Heisman and leave early for the NFL. Whitney, who is known for his speed and agility, has been a standout player for the Wolverines. He is expected to be a top pick in the NFL draft, and his decision to leave early will likely impact the team's chances of success in the upcoming season.

YAMAHA

Tickets for UCLA's game against Arizona are available at the box office for $10. The game is scheduled for October 28th.

SAFE DELIVERIES

From page 32

In addition to providing safe deliveries, the company also offers a variety of other services, including same-day delivery and express shipping.

SANTO'S

Restaurant & Lounge

MONDAY NIGHT MELT DOWN

TJUANA TOW'S SPECIALS

$2 CORONAS SHOOTERS MAI TAI'S MARGARITAS PIÑA COLADAS PLUS KAOKOE

Monday: Home Grown • Tuesday: Jill Warren • Wednesday: Friday: Sally Varile • Thursday: Tony Varsini. SANTO'S GALLAR is now always open. Pool • Darts • Games & Microbrews on Tap. Over 600 beers available Great Food All Day • Free Deliveries $10

1000 Gayley Ave., Westwood. (310)208-5688
Olympics should wait for ‘more open China’

“...people who would have thought they were never going to see the Paralympics can’t be sure they will be able to see the Olympics now. It’s a real disappointment.”

By Lawrence Ma

The decision to host the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing has sparked a wave of criticism from around the world, with many calling for a boycott of the event in protest against China’s human rights record.

“Beijing has been able to do anything it wants, but the Olympics force it to hold up its side of the bargain,” said a Chinese human rights activist. “The government is preparing for the Olympics, but the people are not.”

Ma, a former journalist, said the decision to host the Olympics was a “betrayal of the Chinese people.”

“I’ve seen the Chinese government’s record on human rights,” said Ma. “And I think it’s a mistake to expect them to change their ways just because they’re hosting the Olympics.”

Some athletes have also expressed their concerns about the decision to host the Olympics in Beijing.

“Beijing is not a place for sports,” said a Chinese athlete. “It’s a place for show business.”

Others have called for a boycott of the event, citing the need for a “more open China.”

“Beijing is not a place for sports,” said a Chinese athlete. “It’s a place for show business.”

Some athletes have also expressed their concerns about the decision to host the Olympics in Beijing.

“Beijing is not a place for sports,” said a Chinese athlete. “It’s a place for show business.”

Others have called for a boycott of the event, citing the need for a “more open China.”

“Beijing is not a place for sports,” said a Chinese athlete. “It’s a place for show business.”

Some athletes have also expressed their concerns about the decision to host the Olympics in Beijing.

“Beijing is not a place for sports,” said a Chinese athlete. “It’s a place for show business.”

Others have called for a boycott of the event, citing the need for a “more open China.”
**Sports**

**UCLA’s Holland seeking top NCAA post**

About 25 candidates compete for unoccupied executive director job

By Eric Billigmeier  
Summer Bruin Staff

UCLA Senior Associate Athletic Director Dr. Judith Holland is one of about two dozen remaining applicants for the NCAA Executive Director’s post left vacant last May by the resignation of Richard Schultz. “I did apply for the job in May or early June,” Holland said. “I thought it would be really interesting, to tell you the truth. And I’ve got a lot of experience, so I thought, heck, why not put my name in?”

Holland said she received a letter last Tuesday from the NCAA, notifying her that she was still under consideration. The Los Angeles Times reported in Wednesday’s editions that Pac-10 commissioner Tom Hamon received similar notice. University of Arizona Athletic Director Cedric Dempsey and University of Maryland Athletic Director Andy Geiger (formerly of Stanford) also were reported to be candidates for the job.

“I thought it would be really interesting, to tell you the truth. And I’ve got a lot of experience, so I thought, heck, why not put my name in?”

Dr. Judith Holland  
UCLA Senior Associate Athletic Director

Holland said she applied for the job soon after hearing about Schultz’s departure May 11. Schultz resigned in the wake of NCAA reports that, during his tenure as athletic director at the University of Virginia, he had knowledge of improper funds made to athletes.

“Ts (positions) come up like this that look interesting, I look into them,” Holland said. “But people should not have the wrong idea. I am very happy at UCLA. It’s not like I have to find another job. I just thought it looked real interesting.”

According to Jim Marchiony at the NCAA offices, the current list of approximately 25 to 30 candidates will be pared down to 10 or 12 when the NCAA search committee meets Sept. 13 and 14 in Kansas City. The committee will interview the candidates in late September, cut the list down to five or less finalists, and select the new director “as soon as possible,” straining to Marchiony.

“I think I could do the job,” Holland said. “It’s as simple as that. If I didn’t think I could do the job, I wouldn’t have applied.”

Her application for NCAA Executive Director is the culmination of what has become quite a busy summer for Holland.

On Aug. 4, she and UCLA Athletic Director Peter Dallis made the fiscally-driven decision to cut three varsity sports programs. Furthermore, she is in charge of women’s gymnastics. Since, the department suspended its decision to eliminate the

---

**Fearless football forecast**

**Eric Billigmeier**

Bad news to happen this season in college football...

UCLA will win at least one game it has no business winning...

UCLA will lose at least one game it has no business winning...

UCLA will lose less.

UCLA will lose to Notre Dame... again.

UCLA will lose to USC in the Coliseum... again.

UCLA will lose to USC and that same smart-aleck won’t think an eye.

See BILLIGMEIER, page 28

Sophomore Rob Walker is one of three Bruins still waiting on head coach Terry Donahue’s choice for UCLA’s starting quarterback.

**Pigskin flies again Saturday**

**By Eric Billigmeier**  
Summer Bruin Staff

Bruins seek payback against California at Rose Bowl

While most coaches deny its usefulness, revenge can be a very powerful motivational force.

And if UCLA’s players are thinking along payback lines this week, the California Golden Bears may have their hands full.

The Bruins host Cal at 7 p.m. Saturday at the Coliseum.

See FOOTBALL, page 28

---

**Harrick lands No. 2**

UCLA men’s basketball’s potentiallystellar recruiting class grew by one name last week when Head Coach Jim Harrick got 6-foot-9 Bakersfield East High School forward J.R. Henderson to orally commit. Henderson joins swingman Toby Bailey at the head of the 1994-95 UCLA class of freshmen.

He’s back, pen in hand

Staff writer Lawrence Ma returned from vacationing in the Far East with some thoughts on Beijing, China’s bid for the 2000 Olympics.

See page 31

---

**Calling all future SIDs**

The Sports Information office of the UCLA Athletic Department is seeking candidates for the volunteer student intern program for the upcoming school year. Interested students should contact Steve Rourke in the Athletic Department at 206-683, or in person at the Morgan Center.
END OF REEL
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